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Abstract
Excess nutrients and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in water systems destroy
ecosystem balance and prevent the beneficial use of water bodies. One important but
often neglected and sometimes underestimated source is the internal loadings from the
sediments. As such, accurate estimation of sediment-water flux is critically important to
surface water quality modeling. In this thesis, the importance of the water side and
sediment side controlling mechanisms on sediment-water flux was evaluated using a
steady-state analytical model. It was found that diffusive boundary layer (DBL) poses big
resistance to the transport of highly adsorptive chemicals such as PCBs. In view of the
importance of DBL in controlling mass transfer, I zoomed in to study the impact of
periodic flows (i.e., seiches and tides) on DBL and proposed a method using effective
DBL thickness (  e ) corresponding to the time averaged friction velocity to estimate the
mean sediment-water fluxes of both organic pollutants and nutrients. In addition, a
widely used Sediment Oxygen Demand (SOD) model was modified to incorporate the
effect of DBL. The modified SOD model was capable describing the correlation between
flow velocity and SOD seen in experimental datasets. Finally, a comprehensive
diagenesis model named Huni2K (湖泥 2K) was developed to numerically simulate
nutrient fluxes. The software can produce steady-state and transient concentration
profiles of 14 state variables in the sediments, including particulate organic matters
(carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus) and dissolved constituents (oxygen, ammonium,
nitrate, phosphate, and methane). The nutrient fluxes are calculated incorporating both
sediment side kinetics and water side DBL effect. In addition, the flux of the methane gas
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can be obtained. The model can accurately simulate the inhibition of methane formation
by overlying water sulfate concentration, which was a phenomenon poorly characterized
in existing models.
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Introduction
Excess nutrients and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in water systems destroy
ecosystem balance and prevent the beneficial use of water bodies. It is essential to
understand the fate and transport of nutrients and POPs before designing management
plans or proposing engineering remediation. One important but often neglected and
sometimes underestimated source is the internal loadings from the sediments. As such,
accurate estimation of sediment-water flux is critically important to surface water quality
modeling.
Sediments serve as the ultimate repository of many of the pollutants discharged to
aquatic systems; but they have distinctively different features from the water column
environment. First, nutrients and POPs are much more concentrated in the sediments than
in the water column. Compared to the dilute water column, the bottom sediments are
packed with organic matter. This organic matter undergoes diagenesis to form
ammonium, dissolved phosphorus and methane, with much higher concentrations in the
pore water than the overlying water. This concentration difference is the main driving
force of the diffusive sediment-water flux. In addition, organic matter is highly adsorptive
to organic contaminants. So, pollutants with large partition coefficients are strongly
associated with sediment particles. With the help of sediment reworking by benthic
organisms, these polluted sediments are transported up to the sediment-water interface
and are then introduced into the overlying water via pore water diffusion.
Second, the retention time of nutrients and pollutants is much longer in sediments
than in the water column, because the purging mechanisms through hydraulic flushing,
settling and biodegradation in the water column are much faster than burial, diffusion,
14

and degradation in the sediment (the fast versus slow eigenvalues described by Chapra
1997). Therefore, delays in water quality recovery have been observed in eutrophic
systems having large internal phosphorus loadings (Larsen et al. 1981; van der Molen and
Boers 1994; Carvalho et al. 1995; Kleeberg and Kozerski 1997). The same applies to
POPs, such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). Even though the manufacturing and use
of PCBs have been banned for nearly four decades1, the concentrations of these
carcinogens are still elevated in our water systems partially due to the legacy repository
in the sediments (Pavlou and Dexter 1979; Connolly et al. 2000).
Third, methane gases are formed in many organic rich sediments (Strayer and
Tiedje 1978; Bastviken et al. 2004; Hofmann et al. 2010). The ebullition of methane gas
from shallow lakes and reservoirs is a significant and potent component of Greenhouse
Gas (GHG) emissions. Methane formation is believed to be inhibited by the existence of
nitrate and sulfate (Winfrey and Zeikus 1977; Scholten et al. 2002). These complicated
biogeochemical processes are mediated by microorganisms that live at different depths of
the sediments based on their affinity to varying reduction-oxidation (REDOX)
environment (Aller 1994; Wang and Van Cappellen 1996). Therefore, it is necessary to
simulate the REDOX processes in order to model methane gas ebullition.
These distinctive features of sediments make it important to model the transport
and transformation processes within the sediment and to simulate sediment-water flux in
surface water quality models. No water quality model is complete without the inclusion
of a sediment-water flux module. It is the focus of this thesis to create such models and

1

Regulation was promulgated in 1979 to ban the manufacture of PCB and phase out its uses
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particularly to explore how to couple the interactions between the sediment model with
water column model under different overlying flow conditions. Both simple analytical
solutions and complicated numerical model framework are explored. Here, I outline the
work that I have accomplished during my doctoral study.
In Chapter 2, a steady-state analytical model by Chen (1993) is extended to
explore the roles of hydraulic flushing, diffusive boundary layer (DBL), sorption kinetics
and bioturbation on mass transfer of organic pollutants across the sediment-water
interface. The model takes a simple but holistic view of organic pollutant transport
mechanisms and provides an overall mass transfer coefficient that is composed of the
four resistance mechanisms mentioned above. Sensitivity analysis indicates that
hydrophobic pollutants are more prone to stay in the sediments than the less hydrophobic
ones due to sorption. Therefore, they pose long term threats to the organisms in aquatic
ecosystem. Moreover, the intensity of bioturbation also has a significant impact on the
diffusive flux. Higher biodiffusivity leads to more diffusive flux. The third parameter
affecting diffusive flux is the thickness of the diffusive boundary layer. When the bottom
water is quiet, the diffusive boundary layer builds up and becomes the bottleneck for
sediment-water chemical exchange. This bottleneck effect is especially obvious for
hydrophobic pollutants. As hydrophobicity, bioturbation activities, and the thickness of
the DBL are all high, mass transfer is water-side controlled. In contrast, if all three
parameters are low, mass transfer is more sediment-side controlled. This study is useful
for guiding back-of-the-envelope calculation in engineering practice to evaluate the
relative importance of the controlling mechanisms of mass transfer.
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In view of the importance of the DBL in mass transfer, Chapter 3 is dedicated to
explore how the DBL responds to periodic overlying flows (i.e., seiches and tidal
oscillations) and how mean flux under periodic flow conditions can be estimated. The
coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) for mass transfer in the DBL and in the
sediments are numerically solved to estimate the transient fluxes under periodic flows.
Then, a simple analytical model for the estimation of mean flux is developed using the
effective DBL thickness

 e corresponding to the time averaged friction velocity. The

analytical solution is compared to the mean of the transient fluxes obtained from the
numerical results to get relative error of the simplified method. From a practical
perspective, the simple model can significantly increase efficiency in engineering
applications without much sacrifice on accuracy. Instead of resolving coupled PDEs that
involve tedious iterations and could take half an hour to converge for just one state
variable, the simplified method obtains the solution instantaneously. The maximum error
for lakes with seiches using the simplified method is about 4%. The method is less
erroneous when the chemical of interest is more adsorptive, the site has less benthic
animal activities, and the friction velocity magnitude is bigger. The errors for sites with
tidal flows are of the same order.
In Chapter 4, the impact of overlying flow hydraulics is incorporated into a
widely used sediment oxygen demand (SOD) model. As concluded for organic pollutants
in Chapter 2, the larger the flow velocity, the smaller the resistance on the water side with
an associated increase in sediment-water flux. This same conclusion applies to SOD. The
modified SOD model is compared with the original SOD model by Di Toro (1990). It is
found that the maximum SOD under infinitely large flow velocity is the same as the SOD
17

of Di Toro’s model, which indicates that calculating SOD without incorporating DBL
overestimates the flux. The thicker the DBL, the bigger the discrepancy is. In addition, by
fitting the model for several experimental datasets, it is shown that the modified SOD
model is capable of explaining the “hyperbolic tangent” or “logarithmic” kind of
relationship between SOD and overlying flow velocity observed in the experimental
datasets collected by Belanger (1981), Mackenthun & Stefan (1995) and Gundersen &
Jorgensen (1990).
In Chapter 5, a numerical model framework is developed to simulate sediment
early diagenesis. The model is named Huni2K, which means lake sediments in Chinese (
湖泥 2K). The model contains 14 state variables including particulate organic matter
(POC, PON, POP), dissolved species from the dissolution/degradation of POM (DOC,
NH4, PO4), reduced products (dissolved CH4, H2S), oxidized products (NO3, CO2,
SO4) and gases (N2(g), CH4(g), CO2(g)). It also contains a module to compute depth
dependent alkalinity and pH. The model is capable of estimating sediment-water fluxes
of SOD and nutrients based on the concentration profiles of the dissolved species in the
sediment. In addition, it is able to simulate the inhibition of methane gas formation by
high sulfate concentration in the overlying water (Kuivila et al., 1989; Martens & Berner,
1974; Winfrey & Zeikus, 1977; Di Toro 2001). The model is tested for mass balance and
compared with analytical solutions for steady-state and transient concentration profiles of
particulate organic matter (POM). The numerical method used is the Crank-Nicolson
scheme, which is second order accurate in both space and time. Uneven spatial grids are
used with more nodes near the top of the sediments to increase efficiency and flux
estimation accuracy. Two case studies are carried out to illustrate the application of the
18

model in water quality management, one being POM management in a lake system and
the other being sulfate inhibition of methane formation in estuarial environment.
Last but not least, Chapter 6 summarizes the key findings and contributions of my
doctoral study. Chapter 7 suggests future research topics, including 1) incorporating the
nepheloid layer, which is a layer above the sediment-water interface with high suspended
solids concentration, in the flux calculation; 2) impact of periodic flows on sediment
resuspension and groundwater recharge; 3) improvements to be made in Huni2K; and 4)
modeling methane gas fate and transport in sediment and water column.
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The Roles of Flushing,
Diffusive Boundary Layer, Sorption
Kinetics and Bioturbation on Mass
Transfer Across Sediment-Water
Interface
In this chapter, a one-dimensional analytical model is developed to
estimate fluxes of organic contaminants from sediments and to identify the critical
factors that affect fluxes. The model assumes steady state with constant
coefficients and neglects settling and resuspension. Fluxes are shown to decrease
with increasing hydrophobicity, and increase with increasing bioturbaiton and
decreasing diffusive boundary layer thickness. The sorption disequilibrium is seen
from the concentration profiles of dissolved and sorbed phase. Its impact on
overall flux is negligible for typical parameters.
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2.1 Introduction
Marine and freshwater sediments perform as short term sinks and long
term sources of organic pollutants in aquatic systems. Soon after a spill occurs,
the organic pollutants sorb onto particles which settled to the bottom and are
buried into the sediments. As the concentration of organic pollutants in the water
column decreases, the sediment becomes a prolonged source of pollutants via the
diffusive transport of dissolved phase and the resuspension of particles. Here we
focus on the controlling mechanisms of the diffusive transport of organic
contaminants.
Previous investigation of chemical fluxes from sediments include direct
measurement and model estimation. Many studies have measured the fluxes by
calculating the buildup of the chemicals in flux chambers placed at the bottom of
the water column (Tengberg et al. 1995). However, for organic pollutants such as
PCBs, this method is not economical, because the detection limits of the
analytical approaches require the collection of large water samples. Other studies
use microprobes to measure the concentration profiles of chemicals such as
oxygen or ions such as nitrate and ammonium, and then compute the diffusive
flux based on the profiles (Jørgensen and Revsbech 1985; Archer and Devol
1992; Binnerup and Jensen 1992). Again, the available microprobes for organic
contaminants are very limited. Passive samplers, such as polyethylene
membranes, have recently been developed to measure concentrations of organic
contaminants in the water column and sediment pore water (Adams et al. 2007).
For example, they can be placed across the sediment water interface allowing
21

organic contaminants to sorb and concentrate within the membranes. After a
period of time, the contaminants are extracted and their concentrations are
measured in the lab. However, it is hard to get fine enough resolution to obtain
concentration profiles in the diffusive boundary layer using the passive sampler
method. For all these reasons, direct measurement of organic contaminant flux is
challenging.
Many sediment diagenesis numerical models (Tromp et al. 1995; Soetaert
et al. 1996; Boudreau 1996; Di Toro et al. 1996; Berg et al. 1998; Wang et al.
2003; Gelda et al. 2013) have been developed and applied to estimate the
diffusive chemical flux of various constituents, but organic pollutants are usually
not included. In addition, when adsorptive constituents (e.g. phosphate and
ammonium) are included in the model, sorption equilibrium is usually assumed
everywhere in the domain. These models are very useful in estimating
concentration profiles within the sediment, as well as the fluxes of commonly
seen constituents of aquatic system; however, it is difficult to get an
understanding of the relative importance of the various driving mechanisms
without extensive sensitivity study.
Hence, there is a need to put together a simple model that accounts for
factors affecting the diffusive flux. In this paper, we propose a steady-state 1D
theoretical model that analyzes the effect of flushing, transport through the
diffusive boundary layer, sorption kinetics and mass transfer within the sediment
(i.e. molecular diffusion and bioturbation) on the transport of organic pollutants.
The sediment-water environment is divided into four layers according to the
22

transport mechanisms: the turbulent layer, the diffusive boundary layer (DBL)
above the sediment surface, the biologically active sediment layer, and the buried
sediment layer (Figure 2-1).
In lakes, the turbulent layer refers to the well-mixed hypolimnion, where
the vertical mixing is caused by the side and bottom friction and internal motions.
For shallow systems such as rivers and estuaries, the turbulent layer is usually the
entire water column. Within the turbulent layer, turbulent eddy diffusion is the
dominant vertical transport mechanism for dissolved chemicals. It is generally
fast enough to homogenize chemical concentrations and therefore does not limit
the vertical transport of chemicals out of the sediments. In contrast, adjacent to
the sediment water interface in the DBL, turbulent diffusion is suppressed by
viscous forces and a viscous sublayer is formed. At the bottom of the viscous
sublayer, molecular diffusion becomes the dominant transport mechanism
(Boudreau 1997). Although the boundary layer is thin, typically between 0.02 to
0.2cm (Santschi et al. 1983; Jørgensen and Revsbech 1985; Jørgensen and Des
Marais 1990), it plays a very important role in sediment-water exchange of
dissolved chemicals. Within about 10cm below the sediment water interface is the
biologically active layer, where the burrowing and feeding activities of benthic
organisms cause the sediment and pore water to be mixed. Time-averaged
bioturbation is usually treated mathematically as a diffusive process (Boudreau
1986). At the top of the biologically active layer, there is a very thin layer where
sorption is not in equilibrium due to the diffusive flux loss from the pore water to
the water column. This sorption disequilibrium is often neglected in other models.
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Below the biologically active layer is the buried sediment layer. Hence, the layers
on top of the buried layer perform as resistance barriers to prevent the organic
contaminants from releasing into water column. The model introduced below
helps explain the relative magnitude of the barriers. It is an extension of the
sediment flux model built by Chen (1993).

Figure 2-1 Illustration of the problem (not to scale)

2.2 Model Construction
The transport equation for the dissolved phase is,

  C 
t



    DB , w  Dm ' C 

  1     s k1  S  K d C 
z 
z


(2-1)

and that for the sorbed phase is,

 1     s S 
t



  1     s DB , s S 

  1     s k1  K d C  S 
z 
z
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(2-2)

where C is pore water concentration [g/m3], S is adsorbed phase concentration
[g/g],  is porosity,  s is sediment dry density [g/m3], DB , w and DB ,s describe the
bioturbation impact on pore water and solids in the form of diffusivity coefficients
[cm2/s],

Dm '

is the molecular diffusivity of pore water, corrected for

tortuosity[cm2/s] (Iversen and Jørgensen 1993),

k1

is the desorption rate

coefficient [/d] and Kd is the partition coefficient [m3/g]. Details on the transport
equations and the definition of the various coefficients can be found in various
early diagenesis literatures (Berner 1980; Boudreau 1997; DiToro 2001) and are
also discussed in Chapter 5. It is worth noting that the purpose of using different
coefficients for bioturbation impacts on pore water and solids is to account for the
fact that bioirrigation can increase additional mixing of pore water via irrigated
channels. It is found that DB , w can be twelve times as large as DB ,s (Berg et al.
2003b).
Assuming steady-state for Eq (2-1) and Eq (2-2) and assuming constant
porosity, diffusivity and density over depth, the above two equations can be
simplified as,

 DB,w  Dm '
DB , s

where

 2C
  k1C   k1S  0
z 2

(2-3)

2S
 k1S  k1C  0
z 2

(2-4)

k1 is the sorption rate constant [cm3g-1s-1] and
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k1
 Kd .
k1

After differentiating Eq (2-4) twice and combining with Eq (2-3), a 4th
order ODE is obtained,
2
d 4S
2 d S

0
dz 4
dz 2

(2-5)

where

2 

 k1 K d
k1

DB ,s DB , w  Dm '

(2-6)

The general solution to the above 4th order ODE is

S  C1e z  C2e z  C3 z  C4

(2-7)

where C1 – C4 are integration constants.
Applying four boundary conditions:
@ z  0,

dS
 0 , i.e., no diffusive flux of solids across the sediment
dz

water interface;
@ z  0,
interface is

C0 (to

@ z  L,
is

S L (L is

C  C0 ,

i.e., pore water concentration at sediment water

be determined below);

S  SL ,

i.e., the sorbed phase concentration at reference depth L

assumed to be about 10cm). The fixed concentration at the bottom

boundary is a simplification based on the following assumption: the concentration
of the adsorbed PCBs at depth L is relatively high compared to the concentration
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in pore-water, so the sediments below the active zone can be considered as a
relatively constant repository of PCBs. In other words, the loss through molecular
diffusion and biodiffusion in the pore-water is negligible compared to the overall
mass of PCBs. This assumption slightly overestimates fluxes because the actual
concentration at depth L diminishes over time;

@ z  L, C 

SL
, i.e., sorption equilibrium is reached at depth L.
Kd

With these boundary conditions, the sorbed and dissolved phase
concentrations can be derived,







 e  z   z   L  e 2 L e z   z   L
SL  S

S L  K d C0
1   L  e 2 L 1   L 







e   z   z   L  e 2 L e z   z   L
CL  C

CL  C0
1   L  e 2  L 1   L 

where  

DB ,w  Dm '

 K d DB,s





(2-8)

(2-9)

.

Using data from
Table 2-1 (baseline), the steady-state concentration profiles for dissolved
and sorbed phases are shown in Figure 2-2. In most of the sediment domain, the
dissolved and the sorbed phases are in equilibrium or extremely close to
equilibrium. However, this is not the case a few millimeters away from the
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interface as can be seen in the inset. The disequilibrium is due to the upward
diffusive flux of the dissolved phase. The gap is the biggest at z = 0.

Figure 2-2 Concentration profile of organic pollutants within the sediment. The
solid line represents the sorbed phase concentration scaled by the partition
coefficient S/Kd, and the dashed line represents the dissolved phase
concentration. The dashed line can hardly be seen in the bigger image because
it collapses with the solid line in most of the domain.
Since the pore water concentration profile has been obtained,

C0

can be

determined by matching the diffusive flux on the water side and that on the
sediment side. Water side diffusive flux can be approximated by a linear profile
according to Jørgensen and Revsbech,(Jørgensen and Revsbech 1985)

FD 

Dm
 CW  C0 
w

(2-10)
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where

Cw

is the concentration of organic pollutants in the overlying water. The

linear profile can also be seen in Figure 2-2.
The sediment side diffusive flux is contributed by molecular diffusion and
bioturbation,

FD    DB ,w  Dm '

dC
dz

(2-11)
z 0

Equating Eq (2-10) and (2-11), the concentration at the sediment water interface
can be obtained,

C0 

where B 

 Dm  w  CW  BCL
 Dm  w   B

(2-12)

  DB , w  Dm ' 1    1  e 2  L 



1  e 2  L   L 1  e 2  L

It can be seen that

C0 is



a weighted average of

CW

and

CL ,

depending

strongly on hydrophobicity (Kd). Furthermore, by substituting Eq (2-12) into Eq
(2-10), the diffusive flux is obtained,

FD  

CL  CW
w
1
1  e 2  L
L


2  L
Dm   DB , w  Dm ' 1    1  e
  DB , w  Dm '  1     s K d DB ,s

(2-13)
The flux is negative because the downward direction is assumed to be positive.
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If the only source of organic pollutants in the water column is from the
sediment and there is no sink in the water column other than flushing, the
concentration in the overlying water

Cw

can be correlated with the diffusive flux

from the sediment. Assuming the volume of the overlying water is V [m3], the
area of the sediment water interface is A [m2], the average depth of the water
column is H [m] and the residence time is  [d].

FD A 

CwV



or

Cw 

FD A FD

V
H

(2-14)

Substituting Eq (2-14) into Eq (2-13), we can obtain a diffusive flux that
takes into account the water column flushing effect,

FD  

CL
 w
1
1  e 2  L
L



2  L
H Dm   DB , w  Dm ' 1    1  e
  DB , w  Dm '  1     s K d DB , s

R1 R2

R3

R4
(2-15)

To this point, the flux model is relatively comprehensive. The total flux is
described in terms of pore water concentration at a reference depth

CL  S L / K d

divided by the sum of four resistance terms in series, hereafter referred to as R1,
R2, R3, and R4. R1 is the resistance caused by the turbulent well-mixed layer,
which is regulated by the hydrodynamic flushing in the water column. R2 reflects
the DBL resistance regulated by the thickness of the DBL. So R1 and R2 are both
water side controlled. R3 and R4 are sediment side controlled. Looking closely at
R4, we can find that it is regulated by the molecular diffusion of the dissolved
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phase and bioturbation of both dissolved and solid phases. Hence, R4 is the
resistance caused by the biologically active layer. R3 is a more complex term.
After partly substituting in the expression for 𝜆,

R3 

 K d DB , s 3/2
 k11/2  DB , w  Dm '  DB , w  Dm '   K d DB ,s 
1/2

3/2

1  e 2  L
1  e 2  L

(2-16)

which involves the desorption rate constant k1 , as well as diffusivity coefficients.
Hence, the term reflects the complex competition between sorption and the
diffusive transport at the sorption disequilibrium layer. Further, the desorption
rate constant

k1 can

be estimated using the radial diffusive penetration model (Wu

and Gschwend 1986, 1988), as follows.

k1 

10.56 K d   22.7  Deff

(2-17)

R2

where R is the radius of the aggregate particle, and Deff is the effective
intraparticle diffusivity, which is defined as, Deff 

Dm 2
.
1     s K d  

The concentration and flux expressions derived above are applicable to all
sorbing chemicals that follows linear isotherm or could be approximated using
linear isotherm at low concentration (e.g. Di Toro and Horzempa 1982;
Gschwend and Wu 1985). Simplifications can be made to obtain the expressions
for hydrophobic organic contaminants. With partition coefficients
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K d >>

1 m3/g,

2 

 k1K d
>>1 m-1, so  L >>1 and e2 L  0 . Eq (2-8) and (2-9) can then be
DB ,w  Dm '

simplified into



 e z   z   L
SL  S

S L  K d C0
1   L



(2-18)

CL  C e z   z   L

CL  C0
1   L

(2-19)

The difference between the equilibrium pore water concentration and the
actual pore water concentration can be expressed as,
e   z 1   
S
C 
Kd
1   L

(2-20)

and if 95% sorption equilibrium is used as the boundary, the thickness of the
sorption disequilibrium layer can be approximated by,

 SD 

3
3


 k1 K d /  DB ,w  Dm '

(2-21)

Finally, the diffusive flux Eq (2-15) can be simplified for hydrophobic
organic pollutants as,

FD  

CL  CW
0.308R

 w
L



1/2
H Dm  1     D  D ' D  K 
1     s K d DB ,s
B ,w
m
m s d

(2-22)
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2.3 Discussion
The analytical model derived above shows that the diffusive flux is controlled by
four resistance terms. Based on this model, we discuss the impact of various
parameters on the relative resistance as well as the total magnitude of diffusive
flux to the overlying water. The data used for the sensitivity analysis are
summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Parameters used in the model (baseline data is from Boston
Harbor(Stolzenbach and Adams 1998))
Variable
𝑫𝒎 (cm2/s)
𝑫𝒎 ′ (cm2/s)
𝑫𝑩,𝒔 (cm2/s)
𝑫𝑩,𝒘 (cm2/s)
𝑲𝒅 (cm3/g)
L (cm)
𝜱
𝝆𝒔 (g/cm3)
𝑺𝑳 (ng/g)
R(cm)
𝜹𝒘 (cm)
𝝉 (d)
H (m)
𝒌𝟏 (s-1)

Base Value
Lower Limit
-5
0.8 × 10
-5
0.5 × 10
0.3× 10-5
10-6
10-8
10-5
10-7
1.7 × 105
101
10
0.8
0.4
2.5
1000
-2
10
10-3
0.06
0.02
5
6
1.1 calculated based on Eq (2-17)

Upper Limit
0.6× 10-5
10-5
10-4
106
0.9
100
0.2
-

2.3.1 The impact of hydrophobicity
Kd

controls the fundamental exchange of organic pollutants between

dissolved and sorbed phases at a specific site. For hydrophobic chemicals, it is
essential to distinguish the sorbed phase from the dissolved phase in fate and
transport modeling (Gschwend and Wu 1985). The partition coefficient of a
specific compound at a specific site can be predicted using K d
is the fraction of organic carbon in the solids and

K oc

 f oc K oc ,

where

is octanol-water partition

coefficient and is a property of the organic compound. Some sites contain high
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f oc

concentration of black carbon, which leads to more complicated correlations
because black carbon provides additional adsorption sites for organic pollutants
(Amymarie and Gschwend 2002).
The left panel of Figure 2-3 shows that, with all other parameters fixed,
the total resistance of the system, or the denominator in Eq (2-15), decreases with
the increase of hydrophobicity. One would imagine that the diffusive flux will
have an opposite trend, but the right panel of Figure 2-3 shows that the diffusive
flux also decreases with the increase of hydrophobicity. This is because the
numerator in Eq (2-15) decreases faster than the denominator as Kd increases. The
physical interpretation is that hydrophobic pollutants are more prone to sorb on
sediment particles and stay within the sediment for a longer period than the less
hydrophobic ones. Thus, the cleanup of these pollutants by natural flushing is
slower. This is why hydrophobic organic pollutants in the sediments pose long
term threats to organisms in the ecosystem and why tracking their fate and
transport is important. Figure 2-4 shows that the relative magnitudes of R1 and R2
increase with

Kd

while that of R4 decreases. With the increase of

Kd ,

the system

changes from sediment side control to water side control and the thickness of the
diffusive boundary layer as well as flushing become important.
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Figure 2-3 The change of total resistance and diffusive flux with changing
partition coefficient (sorbed phase concentration SL used as reference
concentration). All other parameters are set at base values in Table 2-1.

Figure 2-4 The impact of bioturbation and partition coefficient on the relative
magnitude of the four resistance terms. R3/R is invisible due to its small value.
All other parameters are set at base values in Table 2-1.
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2.3.2 The impact of bioturbation
Bioturbation is the diffusion-like mass transport caused by the activities of
benthic organisms. The stricter definition of bioturbation only includes particle
reworking while the movement of pore-water through burrows is considered
bioirrigation (Josefsson et al. 2010). In this paper, the term “bioturbation” is used
for both particles and pore water. Several studies have demonstrated that
bioturbation can increase the release of organic pollutants from the sediment
(Reible et al. 1996; Gunnarsson et al. 1999). This is supported by the present
model (Figure 2-5, right), because the total resistance decreases with increase in
the intensity of bioturbation (Figure 2-5, left). The physical interpretation is that
higher mixing rates bring up the polluted particles and pore water to the sediment
water interface more rapidly, reducing the sediment side resistance. Figure 2-4
shows the change of fractional resistance with different bioturbation intensity,
clearly demonstrating that bioturbation has significant impacts on the resistance
structure, especially on R4. In all cases, R3 is negligible.
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Figure 2-5 The change of total resistance and diffusive flux with changing
bioturbation intensity. All other parameters are set at base values in Table 2-1.
2.3.3 The impact of diffusive boundary layer (DBL) thickness  w
The thickness of the DBL varies with the near bottom flow velocity. In
lakes, the bottom velocity is related to internal motions of lakes such as seiches,
while in estuaries, the velocity is often caused by tides. The mass transfer
coefficient across the DBL  is defined as  

Dm

w

. As shown in Eq (2-10), the

diffusive flux can be approximated by the product of  and the concentration
difference between the overlying water and the sediment water interface. In order
to compute the diffusive flux accurately, it is necessary to accurately obtain the
thickness  w or the mass transfer coefficient  . There are water side and sediment
side methods to do this. One water side method is called direct method, which
involves measuring oxygen concentration profiles at a very fine scale (down to
0.05mm) using microprobes and then calculating the gradient of concentration to
obtain  w (Jørgensen & Revsbech 1985) . Another water side method is eddy
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correlation, which measures the concentration and velocity fluctuations near the
bottom to compute the solute flux (Berg et al. 2003a, 2013). In addition, the
Schmidt number has been used to correlate the mass transfer rate to the friction
velocity (Boudreau 1997). One example (Shaw and Hanratty 1977) is,
  0.0889u *  Sc 0.704

(2-23)

Two sediment side approaches are also worth mentioning here. The curvefitting method involves fitting the sediment side pore water concentration profile
using polynomials and then deriving the flux based on the gradient at the interface
(Urban et al. 1997). The model method uses a sediment diagenetic model to fit the
data using thickness of DBL as a calibration parameter (Bryant et al. 2010).
Once  w is obtained, it can be substituted into Eq (2-15) to assess its
importance in mass transfer. Here, a range of  w values from 0.02 to 0.2 cm is
used for sensitivity analysis. It is obvious from Eq (2-15) that the magnitude of
diffusive flux decreases with the increase of  w thanks to the R2 term. In
addition, because the magnitude of the R2 term is proportional to  w , when  w
increases, the R2 term becomes dominant in the overall resistance (Figure 2-6).
This means the diffusive boundary layer becomes the bottleneck for mass transfer
when  w is big. This bottleneck effect becomes more significant as the value of Kd
increases (Figure 2-6).
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Figure 2-6 The impact of sediment porosity
The porosity of surficial sediments can impact the diffusive flux in two
ways. First, the tortuosity decreases with the increase of porosity (Iversen and
Jørgensen 1993), which leads to an increase in the corrected molecular diffusivity
of dissolved species Dm ' . Second, porosity itself is included in the R3 and R4
terms to determine the availability of solids for sorption. Therefore, its impact on
diffusive flux is complicated. Here, a range of porosity values (0.4-0.9) is used to
test its impact on diffusive flux of hydrophilic (Figure 2-7, upper left) and
hydrophobic (Figure 2-7, lower right) species. Interestingly, we find that the trend
is opposite. For hydrophilic contaminants, more porous sediment has higher
diffusive flux and the increase is significant. For hydrophobic contaminants,
however, more porous sediment produces lower diffusive flux and the impact of
porosity on the flux is much less significant. Physically, because hydrophilic
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species tend to stay in pore water, higher porosity leads to increased mobility of
these species via molecular diffusion and therefore increases the diffusive flux.
On the other hand, hydrophobic species sorb on particles and move with them, so
higher porosity leads to reduced amount of particulates for sorption and reduced
mobility. However this impact is not significant due to the relatively small
contribution of the biologically active layer (R4 term) in the overall resistance for
hydrophobic species as seen in Figure 2-4 or Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-7 The impact of porosity on diffusive flux for pollutants with different
hydrophobicity
2.3.4 The impact of sediment aggregate size
Aggregates of fine mineral grains and natural organic matter are of most
concern for hydrophobic organic compound sorption. Aggregate size affects the
sorption disequilibrium term (R3) in the resistance model. Larger aggregate size
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leads to a smaller desorption rate coefficient

k1 and a delay in reaching sorption

equilibrium. Overall speaking, R3 is not significant (Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5).
However, when aggregate size is very large and porosity is small, R3 becomes
non-negligible. Figure 2-8 shows when  = 0.5 and R = 1cm, R3 can be of similar
magnitude as R1. It is worth noting that most sediment aggregate sizes are well
below 1cm (Wu and Gschwend 1986; Drake 1999). Therefore, it is reasonable to
neglect R3 in most of the situations.

Figure 2-8 The impact of sediment aggregate size on diffusive flux for
hydrophobic pollutants
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2.4 Conclusions
This chapter presents a theoretical model to compute sediment diffusive
flux of organic contaminants. The model assesses the roles of flushing, diffusive
boundary layer thickness, as well as sorption kinetics and transport mechanisms
within the sediment, on the sediment water exchange of chemicals. Four
resistance terms in tandem in the denominator of the flux equation (2-15) reflect
the aforementioned factors. This model can be easily implemented at different
sites for organic contaminants with various hydrophobicity.
The steady state concentration profiles of dissolved and sorbed
contaminants are also obtained. The profiles depict the sorption disequilibrium
near the sediment water interface caused by the diffusive loss of the dissolved
phase to the water column. Even though the disequilibrium is negligible with
parameters used in this model, it can be non-negligible if the aggregate size is
large.
Sensitivity analysis shows that hydrophobic pollutants are more prone to
stay in the sediments than the less hydrophobic ones due to soprtion. The
desorption of these pollutants elevates water column concentration over a long
period of time. Moreover, the intensity of bioturbation also has a significant
impact on the diffusive flux. Higher biodiffusivity leads to more diffusive flux.
The third parameter affecting diffusive flux is the thickness of the diffusive
boundary layer. When the bottom water is quiet, the diffusive boundary layer
builds up and becomes the bottleneck of sediment-water chemical exchange. This
bottleneck effect is especially obvious for hydrophobic pollutants. As
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hydrophobicity, bioturbation activities and the thickness of the DBL are all high,
mass transfer is water side controlled. In contrast, if all three parameters are low,
mass transfer is more sediment side controlled.
Several limitations of the model should be noted. First, the steady state
assumption means the model is only applicable for sediments with a concentrated
pool of contaminants, such that over the diffusive time scale of interest, the
diffusive loss does not lead to significant concentration change at the reference
depth. Second, the porosity, biodiffusivity, sediment density are all assumed to be
constant with depth. In reality, it is not always the case. Porosity usually decreases
with depth due to compaction, biodiffusivity decreases due to reduced biological
activity, and sediment intrinsic density increases due to reduced organic matter
content in the deep sediment. Finally, resuspension is not included. Certain sites
experience strong bottom flows or are exposed to ship propel wash, making
resuspension an important process. Despite these simplifications, the model is still
valuable for identifying the dominant factors that contribute to the sediment flux,
for calibrating numerical models with more general parameter variation, and for
guiding engineering practice in site remediation.
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Seiches, Tides and Periodic Mass
Transfer at Sediment Water Interface
Water quality models developed in the past usually computed the sediment-water
fluxes by assuming linear concentration gradients within the diffusive boundary layer
(DBL). With periodic bottom flows, such as those related to seiches and tidal flows, this
assumption is no longer valid because the change in turbulent mixing renders a DBL
thickness that varies with time. On the other hand, fully resolving the transient flux with
the change in turbulent mixing is not computationally economic due to the much smaller
time step needed to resolve the fast DBL change relative to the slow changes in the bulk
sediment. Therefore, this paper proposes using effective DBL thickness (  e )
corresponding to the time averaged friction velocity to estimate the sediment-water flux
in the traditional way. The error of the approximation is quantified by comparing the flux
computed from the

e

method with the time averaged transient flux that is numerically

resolved to capture the periodic fluctuation fully. Extensive sensitivity analysis concludes
that for seiches, the maximum error of about 4% occurs when the chemical is nonadsorptive ( K d

 0 ) in a biologically active site with small overlying periodic flow. For

tidal currents, the largest error happens when river and tide components (linear and
sinusoidal respectively) have the same magnitude. The error is reduced when the linear
component dominates going up stream from the estuary to the river. Overall speaking, the
error of using the

e

method is not significant. If it is within the error tolerance, the use

of  e significantly improves modeling efficiency.
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3.1 Introduction
Periodic flows are common in natural water bodies. The most common ones in
lakes are seiches, which are long standing waves on the surface of unstratified lakes or at
the thermocline of stratified lakes. The amplitude of the internal seiches is usually much
larger than that of the surface ones, and the resulting periodic currents are the major
deepwater movements of lakes. A typical internal seiche is first set up by wind dragging
warm or less dense water in one direction, building up a slope on the water surface uphill
in the direction of the wind. At the same time a much larger tilt, about 1000 times of the
surface tilt, appears at the interface of two stratified layers with an opposite direction.
When the wind stops, the hydrostatic forces are out of balance and water in the two
stratified layers moves in opposite directions to reach a steady state but overshoots due to
inertia, resulting in currents that rhythmically flow back and forth in the deep water
(Longuet-Higgins and Mortimer 1952). The most common internal seiches are uninodal
ones, which appear in stratified lakes ranging in length from 1.5km to 74km (Wetzel
2001). Another type of periodic flow commonly seen in estuaries is tidal flow driven by
the combination of tidal motion, river flows, and the wind. Different from seiches in
lakes, the effect of wind is small compared to that of the tide (Fischer et al. 1979b).
Depending on the location, there are three different categories of tides: diurnal, semidiurnal and mixed tides. Diurnal tides have one high tide and one low tide every day,
semi-diurnal tides have two of each, and mixed tides are a combination of the two.
Seiches and tides exert periodic turbulent mixing in the benthic boundary layer right
above the sediment. The impact of these periodic flows on the solute transport across the
sediment-water interface is the primary interest of this paper.
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It is well understood that the turbulent eddy diffusion ( Dt ) decreases towards the
bottom of the water column and reaches zero at the sediment-water interface due to the
no-slip condition (Boudreau and Jorgensen 2001). The depth where eddy diffusivity is
equal to the kinematic viscosity of water ( ) is the top of the viscous sub-layer (Figure
1). As the eddy diffusivity further decreases towards the sediment, it reaches the top of
the diffusive boundary layer (DBL, Figure 1), where eddy diffusion is equal to molecular
diffusion ( Dm ). Below this depth, the transport of solutes is mostly dominated by
molecular diffusion and is relatively slow. The thicker the DBL, the longer time it takes
for the solutes to transport through the DBL (time scale    / Dm , where  is the
2

thickness of DBL). Therefore, on the water side, the DBL is the bottleneck for mass
transfer, and its thickness is dependent on the strength of turbulent mixing at the bottom
of the water bodies, which, on the other hand, is related to the velocity of the bottom
flows.
For steady flows, the concentration gradient within the DBL is considered to be
linear (Lin et al. 1953). Most existing water quality or sediment flux models that include
a diffusive boundary layer use a linear assumption to compute the solute flux across the
sediment-water interface J [g/cm2/s], as expressed by the following equation (assuming
downward direction is positive),

J 

Dm



 C0  CW      C0  CW 

(3-1)

where C0 is the solute concentration at the sediment-water interface [g/cm3], CW is the
solute concentration in the turbulent well mixed layer [g/cm3], and  is the mass transfer
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coefficient [cm/s]. The mass transfer coefficient is empirically correlated to Schmidt
number and friction velocity. One of the correlations, for instance, suggests

  0.0889u*Sc 0.704 via experimental studies (Shaw and Hanratty 1977), and another
theoretical derivation made by Dade (1993) suggests

  0.1u*Sc 2/3 .

However, for periodic flows, the DBL thickness may vary periodically over an
order of magnitude (Umlauf and Lemmin 2005; Brand et al. 2008), and the linear
assumption no longer holds (Higashino et al. 2004). On the other hand, solving the
unsteady mass transport problem to obtain transient flux under periodic flow condition is
computationally expensive. Hence, there is a need to develop a simple method that can
estimate sediment-water flux for sites with periodic overlying flows. The most
straightforward way is to obtain an effective DBL thickness for periodic flows and then
to apply the linear assumption similar to Eq. (3-1). In the present study, the effective
DBL method is assessed for its applicability by numerical analysis.

3.2 Model set-up
The illustration of the problem is shown in Figure 1. The sediment-water
environment is divided into four layers according to the transport mechanisms: 1) the
turbulent well-mixed layer and the underlying viscous sub-layer; 2) the diffusive
boundary layer (DBL) right above the sediment surface, which varies periodically
following the periodicity of the overlying flows; 3) the biologically active sediment layer
with the depth of L, and 4) the buried sediment layer. In this paper, the sediment-water
interface is set as the origin, and downward direction is positive.
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Figure 3-1 Vertical sketch of the water column and the sediment (not to scale)
The total or bulk concentration of the constituent in the sediments of the
biologically active layer,

CT [ng/cm3], is the sum of dissolved and sorbed phases,

CT  C  1    s S

(3-2)

where  is porosity [-], C is the concentration of pollutants in the sediment porewater
[ng/cm3], S is the concentration of the sorbed phase [ng/g], and  s is the sediment
intrinsic density [g/cm3].
Hence, the change of bulk concentration with respect to time is,

CT   C   1     s S 


t
t
t

(3-3)

The transport of dissolved and sorbed phases is described as follows:
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  C 


t
z

C 

  DB , w  Dm ' z   Rads

 1     s S 
t



(3-4)


S
 1    s DB,s   Rads
z 
z 

(3-5)

where DB , w and DB , s describe the bioturbation impact on porewater and solids in the
form of diffusivity coefficients [cm2/s],

Dm ' is the molecular diffusivity of the solute in

porewater, corrected for tortuosity [cm2/s], and

Rads is the mass concentration adsorbed

onto solids and colloidal materials in unit time [g/cm 3/s]. Details on the transport
equations and the definition of the various coefficients can be found in the early
diagenesis literature (e.g., Berner 1980; Boudreau 1997; DiToro 2001). Note that biomixing is not always representable by diffusivity coefficients. For example, non-local
transport by conveyor-belt feeders is better described by the form of advection (Boudreau
1986a; Gérino et al. 1994).
We assume local adsorption equilibrium using the simplest linear equilibrium
model S  K d C , where

K d is the partition coefficient [cm3g-1]. Substituting Eqs (3-4)

and (3-5) into (3-3), we get,





   K d 1    s  C

C 
   DB,w  Dm '  K d 1    s DB ,s  
t
z 
z 
Defining the multiplication factor R    Kd 1    s so that
(3-6) becomes,
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(3-6)

RC  CT , Eq.

  CT / R 
CT

  DB , w  Dm '   K d 1     s DB , s 



t
z
z

(3-7)

Since the time scale of concern is the period of seiche and tidal cycles (~1day),
and the variation of sediment properties (i.e. porosity, intrinsic density) across the
bioturbation layer is not significant, the multiplication factor can be assumed to be
constant with time and space. Therefore, Eq. (3-7) can be simplified as,

CT  
C 
  Dsed T 
t
z 
z 

where Dsed 

  DB,w  Dm '  K d 1    s DB ,s
  K d 1     s

C  
C 
  Dsed

t z 
z 

or

(3-8)

, which reflects the average mobility of

the constituent within the sediment (a weighted average of the mobility of dissolved and
sorbed phases).

3.2.1 Analytical solution for sites with steady overlying flows
For sites that were polluted decades ago, the majority of the pollutants are buried
underneath the biologically active sediment layer. Accordingly, the buried layer can be
regarded as a reservoir of infinite capacity that provides a steady state flux to the layer
above. If the benthic boundary layer is characterized by a steady state flow, then steadystate can be considered to have been reached also within the biologically active layer and
the left side of Eq. (3-8) is zero. The upper boundary condition is set to be CT  0   CT 0
at the sediment-water interface and the lower boundary is CT  L   CTL at the bottom of
the active sediment layer. The analytical solution to the steady state problem is,
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CT  z  

CTL  CT 0
z  CT 0
L

(3-9)

The flux on the sediment side can be calculated,

J   Dsed

where

dCT
dz

  RDsed
z 0

CL  C0
L

(3-10)

C L and C0 are porewater concentration at depth L and the interface respectively

and R is the multiplication factor.
Combining with Eq. (3-1), we can get the interface porewater concentration
Dm

RDsed
CL

L
C0 
Dm RDsed


L
CW 

(3-11)

The steady-state total concentration profile on the sediment side is,

CT  z  

1
Dm Dsed

R
L

RDsed 
z Dm
 Dm
   CL  CW  L   CW  L CL 



(3-12)

and the flux is,

J 

where

1


L

Dm RDsed

 CL  CW 

(3-13)

C L is the porewater concentration at depth L and CW is the solute concentration in

the water column.
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An examination of (3-13) reveals that the reciprocal of the overall mass transfer
coefficient is the sum of the reciprocal of the mass transfer coefficient in the DBL and
that of the sediment layer, i.e.,

1

 overall



1

 water



1

 sed

. Also, the ratio of the two mass

transfer coefficients determines which side controls the mass transfer. If

sediment side controls mass transfer; and if

 sed
 wat

 sed
 wat

1 , the

1 , the water side controls.

The above discussion on steady overlying flows serves three purposes: 1) to find
out the simple analytical solution of sediment-water flux, which is used to approximate
fluxes under periodic flows and compare with numerical results in the next section; 2) to
define the characteristic ratio, which determines the controlling side of mass transfer and
is used in the sensitivity analysis below; and 3) to provide a reasonably close initial
condition for quick convergence in solving the systems of partial differential equations
(PDEs) below.
3.2.2 Numerical computation for sites with periodic overlying flows
Since the effect of the changing turbulent eddy diffusivity is no longer negligible,
it is necessary to include both molecular and turbulent diffusion for solute transfer on the
water side. Accordingly, the solute concentration in the water above the biologically
active layer can be modelled by,

C  
C 
   Dm  Dt  t , z   
t z 
z 

(3-14)
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where Dt  t , z  is the eddy diffusivity [cm2/s], which varies with depth and time.
Momentum and concentration are transported by eddies in a similar way, so eddy
diffusivity can be assumed to be equal to eddy viscosity,

Dt   t (Lin et al. 1953). There

are several theoretical and empirical formulas to evaluate eddy viscosity within the
benthic boundary layer. Some suggest that eddy viscosity is proportional to the distance
from the bed, while others propose quadratic or cubic relationship (Higashino and Stefan
2008). Since we are only concerned about the eddy viscosity very close to the bed, the
difference among these formulas is not significant. The following formula derived by
Dade(1993) is used here,

u z
 u z

 t  z    *     *    2
2
 2

2

t  z

 0.1u* z 


3

for 

2

10
u*

(3-15)

10
z0
u*

(3-16)

for z  

where  is von Karman’s constant (   0.4 ), u* is the friction velocity [cm/s], and  is
the kinematic viscosity of water [cm2/s]. z  

10
defines the top of the viscous
u*

sublayer.
For lakes with seiches, the bottom friction velocity can be approximated on the
basis of Stokes’ solution (see Appendix I for derivation),
u*  t   u*max

sin t 

(3-17)
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and the friction velocity at the bottom of an estuary can be written as,
2
u* (t )  u*2r  u*max
sin t 

(3-18)

where u*  t  is the instantaneous friction velocity [cm/s],
friction velocity variation [cm/s], and

u*max is the amplitude of the

u*r is the component of friction velocity caused by

the river flow.
Unlike the case of steady overlying flow, there is no closed-form solution to
systems of PDEs in Eqs (3-8) and (3-14) due to the complexity of the turbulent eddy
diffusivity. Hence, in this paper, they are solved numerically. Define a length scale



Dm



, which is the distance of molecular penetration in one seiche/tidal cycle. Non-

Dm

dimensionalize with  




,C 

C  z
, z  , and t   t , the governing Eqs. (3-14)
CL


and (3-8) become,

C 
   t  t , z   C  

 1 


t  z  
Dm  z  

for z   0

(3-19)

C 
  Dsed  C  




t  z   Dm  z  

for z   0

(3-20)

Substitute in the friction velocity for seiches, we can get
 t t, z 
Dm

u  
 103  *max 
   Dm
3



sin  t   z 



3

 103 Re3 Sc
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sin  t   z 



3

(3-21)

which is composed of a Reynolds number Re 

Sc 

u*max 



and a molecular Schmidt number


.
Dm
The dimensionless boundary conditions are, C   R for z  

for z   

L
and C   CW

CL

L
L
. The water side boundary condition is set at  , which is far away from



the top of the viscous boundary layer to contain the periodic variation of the viscous
boundary layer. For the convenience of using the numerical solver as discussed below,
the boundary is also set symmetrical to the one on the sediment side. It is also worth
noting that at the sediment-water interface, the fluxes solved from Eqs. (3-19) and (3-20)
are continuous, but there is a concentration jump on the two sides of the interface because
of the equilibrium assumption. In reality, right below the sediment-water interface, there
would be adsorption disequilibrium, because the dissolved phase constantly loses solutes
to the overlying water via diffusion, while the sorbed phase does not. However, this
effect is very small, as shown in the analytical solution derived by Chen (1993).
Therefore, a coupled boundary condition is necessary to assure the continuity of
flux:

dC 
dz 




z 0



RDsed dC 
Dm dz 

for z   0 (see Eq. (3-23) below). The reason that a


z 0



multiplication factor (R) needs to be used is that on the sediment side, the flux should be
calculated based on bulk concentration gradient instead of pore water concentration due
to the adsorption equilibrium assumption.
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To reach quasi-steady state efficiently, we set the initial condition to be the
steady-state concentration profile under steady overlying flow (See Eq (A.3) in Appendix
I). An effective DBL thickness (  e ) corresponding to the time averaged friction velocity,

u* , is used, with the empirical correlation (Dade, 1993) being,
e 

10 1/3
Sc
u*

(3-22)

The systems of PDEs in Eqs (3-19) and (3-20) are solved numerically using
Matlab’s pdepe solver. The coupled boundary condition (flux continuity) is applied by
retrieving the boundary fluxes of the two PDEs at the previous time step and apply them
as an updated flux boundary condition on the opposite side at the new time step. The
tricky part is that the two PDEs need to be on the same spatial grid. This requirement is
met by mirroring the grid at the interface to have a symmetrical grid on the two sides. In
particular, since the concentration gradient near the sediment-water interface is much
greater than at the two ends, the distribution of grid size is set to be Gaussian with more
nodes centered about the interface to capture the concentration change. Also, the relative
and absolute error tolerance in the ODE solver is set to be 1e-8 instead of the default 1e-6
to obtain good results.
Once the concentration profile is obtained, the flux can be calculated from the
gradient of concentration at the sediment-water interface. The dimensionless flux is
defined as,

Sh 

J
dC 
 
DmCL
dz


z   0

RDsed dC 
Dm dz 

(3-23)
z   0
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where J is the actual flux. The quasi-steady state is considered to be reached when the
difference of the last two cycles’ mean flux is less than 0.1%.

3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1 Base case
5

A base case is run using the following parameters Dm  10 cm /s ,

Dsed  5.8 106 cm2 /s , R = 50.8, L  10cm ,

2

CW
 0.1 , and u*max  0.08cm/s for a
CL

hypothetical lake with internal seiches of period T = 6 hr. It takes less than 20 cycles for
the system to reach quasi-steady state thanks to the quick-starting initial condition given.
The friction velocity and eddy viscosity (computed by Eq. 12) profiles are plotted in
Figure 3-2. As expected, eddy viscosity decreases with depth and reaches zero at the
sediment-water interface. The direction of arrows indicates that eddy viscosity increases
with friction velocity. Figure 3-3 shows the transient DBL thickness (computed by Eq.
18, without averaging the velocity) and flux in the last cycle when the quasi-steady state
has reached. The DBL thickness should go to infinity in the middle of the cycle due to a
zero friction velocity. It is truncated for presentation purpose. When velocity is high,
mixing reduces the thickness of DBL and enhances diffusive flux across the boundary
layer. The flux fluctuation in this case is about 10%. Moreover, a phase lag is observed in
the flux profile – the minimum flux appears slightly later than the occurrence of the
maximum DBL thickness. The lag is the time it takes for the change in DBL thickness to
reshape the vertical concentration profile and modify the interface gradient and hence the
flux.
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Figure 3-2 The change of friction velocity (a) and eddy viscosity (b) within one seiche
cycle. The arrows represent the direction of change in friction velocity and eddy
viscosity. The interval between two eddy viscosity profiles is T/32.

Figure 3-3 DBL thickness (a) and dimensionless flux (b) of a seiche cycle in quasi-steady
state
The above base case takes about 40 minutes to run 20 seiche cycles due to the
iterations needed to assure flux continuity and the small time step used to resolve the
periodical change within the numerical error tolerance. In a sediment flux model that
needs to run for multiple years with changing periodic overlying flow, resolving the
diffusive flux using the above numerical approach is not computationally economical.
Moreover, except for the region near the sediment-water interface, the mass transport (i.e.
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burial and diffusion) in the sediment is slow. Usually, a time step on the order of ~days is
sufficient to capture the change. Using a small time step just to resolve the fast changing
interface gradient can slow down the entire model. Therefore, we propose using the
effective DBL thickness computed from time averaged friction velocity to obtain flux in
the traditional way. For example, the u* of the base case is 0.061cm/s and the
corresponding

e

obtained from Eq. (3-22) is 0.164cm. Applying Eq. (3-13), the

dimensionless flux from the analytical solution is 0.0193, which closely matches the time
averaged flux of the numerical solution (Figure 3-3b). For the base case, it seems that
using the time averaged friction velocity is a good approximation. However, a
comparison of the two mass transfer coefficients (  sed  1.2 10 cm/s ,
6

 wat  6.1105 cm/s ) casts some doubt. Since  sed

 wat , mass transfer is sediment side

controlled and water side resistance from the DBL is negligible. What if the mass transfer
on the two sides are equally important, such as in sites with enormous multiplication
factor and sediment side mixing? In the next section, sensitivity analysis will be
conducted to analyze the impact of key parameters on the dimensionless flux.
3.3.2 Sensitivity analysis on seiches
In this section, a thorough sensitivity analysis is carried out for seiches, the result
of which will be expanded to tidal flows in the next section. Analyzing the systems of
PDEs in Eqs (3-19) - (3-20) and their boundary conditions, we can find that the
sensitivity of the solutions is dependent on the following dimensionless parameter

u
groups: Re Sc   *max
 
3

3

CW
Dm   Dsed L CW
,
, ,
, and R . The ratio
has minimal

CL
  Dm Dm  CL
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impact on dimensionless flux. In two cases where the ratios are 100 times apart, the
difference in dimensionless flux is only 0.01%.

Dm varies within an order of magnitude

for different species and likely does not affect the flux significantly. Both

are dependent on

pollutants.

Dsed
and R
Dm

K d , which varies considerably for inorganic pollutants and organic

Dsed
is also dependent on another parameter that varies widely for different
Dm

sites: the particle reworking coefficient DB , s . The impact of bioturbation on pore water (

DB ,w ) is functionally similar to the impact on the bulk sediment, and we assume
DB,w  10DB,s (Berg 2003). Re is dependent on the magnitude of the periodic fluctuation

u*max and the frequency  . The impact of the frequency of the periodic fluctuation is
negligible since time averaged flux is of concern here. The mean bio-mixing depth at
typical sites is about 10cm (Boudreau 1998), which is the value used here for all cases.
Hence, the parameters chosen for sensitivity analysis are

K d , DB,s and u*max . The

parameters ranges, which cover most pollutants’ adsorption coefficients and site
properties, are shown in Table 3-1.
Each combination of the three parameters renders one case, so there are in total
480 cases. Each case is run until quasi-steady state to obtain a time averaged
dimensionless flux ( Sh num ). Then, the effective DBL thickness
steady-state analytical solution to obtain

e

is substituted into the

Sh ana , as was done in the base case above.

Finally, the percent error is defined as,
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percent error (%) 

Sh ana -Sh num
100
Sh num

(3-24)

Table 3-1 Range of parameters for sensitivity analysis
Parameter [unit]

Range

Number

Values

of values

K d [cm3/g]

0~105

6

Log spaced except for the first point (0,
101, 102, 103, 104, 105)

DB ,s [cm2/s]

10-8~10-6

8

Linearly spaced within the range

u*max [cm/s]

0.01~0.89

10

Fibonacci sequence (0.01, 0,02, 0,03,
0,05, 0.08, 0.13, 0.21, 0.34, 0.55, 0.89)

For better readiblity, we first present the results of selected cases in Figure 3-4.
The left subplot shows the change of percent error with the magnitude of the friction
velocity for different adsorption coefficients. As can be seen, the error drops dramatically
with the increase of friction velocity for all adsorption coefficient values. This
phenomenon can be explained by Eq. (3-13). As friction velocity magnitude increases,
the DBL thickness decreases, which leads to the drop of the water side resistance. Thus,
averaging over the fluctuation creates less error. It can also be seen from the same plot
that percent error decreases with the increase of adsorption coefficient. In other words,
using the effective DBL thickness method to calculate PCB flux ( Kd  10 cm /g ) will be
5

3

more accurate than phosphate flux ( K d  2 ~ 100cm /g ). The reason for this trend is
3

somewhat obscure. One would have thought that the increase of adsorption coefficient
lessens the sediment side resistance, so the weight of the water side resistance increases
and averaging on water side would be more erroneous. However, with bigger adsortion
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coefficient, more chemicals stay in the particulate phase. Since the particle reworking rate

DB ,s is less than 1/10 of the sum of biodiffusion DB ,w and molecular diffusion in
porewater, the average mobility of the more adsorptive chemicals in the sediment is
smaller than less adsorptive ones. If the chemicals are more “inert”, the flucation in the
overlying water causes less fluctuation in the sediment. Therefore, the overall flux seeing
from the sediment side, when averaged, is less erronous. The right subpot shows that the
percent error rises with the increase of DB , s , which is supported by both reasonings
mentioned above: higher DB , s indicates 1) less resistance in the sediment; and 2) the
sediment side concetration profile is more prone to fluctuate with the overlying periodic
flow.

Figure 3-4 Sensitivity analysis results of selected cases, the left shows the change of
percent error with adsorption coefficient and friction velocity, and the right presents the
variation of percent error with bioturbation coefficient and friction velocity.
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Sensitivity analysis results for all cases are presented in Figure 3-5. The x-axis is
the log of the ratio of the mass transfer coefficients on sediment side and water side

log  sed
  wat


 RDsed  e
  log 

 Dm L


 , which, as discussed earlier, determines the side that controls


mass transfer. If the sediment side controls mass transfer (

 sed
 wat

1 ), then the variation

on the water side due to periodic flow does not matter and vice versa. Data are grouped
according to the adsorption coefficients. Within the same

K d group, the upward trend

clearly demonstrates that the error increases as water side becomes increasingly
important, which verifies the earlier supposition. It also implies that the correlation makes
sense only when applied on the same chemical or comparing for chemicals with similar
adsorption coefficients.
In addition, the largest error in all cases is about 4%, which comes from the case
with the lowest friction velocity magnitude (0.01cm/s), lowest adsorption coefficient (

K d  0 ) and the highest particle reworking coefficient ( DB,s  106 cm2 /s ). The friction
6
2
velocity of 0.01cm/s is on the lower end and DB, s  10 cm /s is considered an upper

limit of particle reworking rate based on literature (Aller and Kirk Cochran 1976; Kirk
Cochran and Aller 1979; Gerino 1990; Gerino et al. 1998; Berg et al. 2001; Green et al.
2002). Therefore, we can deduce that the upper limit of error using the effective DBL
method is about 4%.
Last but not least, all percent errors are positive, indicating the effective DBL
method slightly overestimates the time averaged flux. It also means that the periodic
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fluctuation inhibits mass transfer compared to steady overlying flow with equivalent
effective DBL.

Figure 3-5 Sensitivity analysis results of all cases, grouped according to adsorption
coefficient. The ones conditioned to the left are sediment side controlled and those on the
right are water side controlled.
3.3.3 Extended sensitivity analysis on tides
The above error analysis focuses on periodic flows that are symmetrical, which is
typical for seiches. For tides, the oscillation is most likely to be asymmetrical. Depending
on the location or the relative magnitude of river flow and tidal currents, they can have
friction velocity profiles as shown in Figure 3-6a. The question is how the weight of river
( u*r ) and tidal ( u*max ) component would impact the relative error. A sensitivity analysis is
conducted with

u*r / u*t in Eq. (3-18) ranging from 0 to 5. All cases have the same time

averaged friction velocity. The errors are shown in Figure 3-6b. It can be found that the
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relative error first increases with

u*r / u*max and reaches maximum when u*r / u*max  1 .

After that, the error diminishes with the growth of

u*r / u*max . In other words, when the

river flow is smaller than the amplitude of the tidal fluctuation, the relative error is
relatively larger than that of a seiche. As we go up stream in the estuary where the tidal
fluctuation becomes weaker, the relative errors are much smaller and the effective DBL
method is less erroneous. Overall speaking, the errors are still considerably small.

Figure 3-6 Sensitivity analysis on the impact of tidal flow on mass transfer. The left panel
shows the friction velocity profiles of six cases with
the right panel presents their percent errors.

u*r / u*max ranging from 0 to 5 and

3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the impact of the periodic fluctuation on the diffusive mass
transport is not significant and we can still use the traditional linear assumption when
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effective DBL thickness (  e ) is applied. The maximum error for lakes with seiches is
about 4%. The method is less erroneous when the chemical of interest is more adsorptive,
the site has less benthic animal activities, and the friction velocity magnitude is bigger.
The errors for sites with tidal flows are of the same order. When the river component has
more weight (the impact of periodicity is less), the performance is better.
In application, there are several ways to obtain the transient friction velocity. It
can be related to a characteristic mean velocity through a bottom drag coefficient; e.g.,
for open channel flows, Fischer et al. (1979) suggest u*  0.1u as an approximation. It
can also be obtained by law-of-the-wall fit from vertical velocity profiles. More accurate
methods include eddy correlation, TKE method and inertial dissipation method (Inoue et
al. 2011).
Particularly for lakes, recognizing the errors discussed in this study, one can use
76% of the friction velocity magnitude to obtain
u*  u*max 

2

0

e

based on the following calculation,

sin t  dt   0.76u*max

(3-25)

As a comparison, for the case with the largest

3-5), the use of

 sed
(the far right point in Figure
 wat

0.76u*max gives an error of about 0.87%, while the use of u*max increases

the error to 32%. In other words, if one would directly use the amplitude of the friction
velocity fluctuation to estimate the

e

and flux, the error is much greater than the method
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presented here. Similarly, the use of

0.71u*max and 0.5u*max incurs errors of -5.6% and

34% respectively.

In terms computational efficiency, the adopt of

e

makes it possible to use a time

step bigger than a day to simulate sediment-water flux under periodic flow condition with
reasonable accuracy. For sediment diagenesis model that has tens of chemical species,
this method can dramatically reduce computational cost. However, it would be prudent to
run a similar analysis using the method introduced in this paper to quantify the error
before applying

e .
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Impact of Flow Velocity on
Sediment Oxygen Demand
As shown in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, overlying flow velocity affects the
thickness of the diffusive boundary layer (DBL), which controls mass transfer across the
sediment-water interface. Published data from laboratories and field also proved it so
(Belanger 1981; Boynton et al. 1981; Gundersen and Jorgensen 1990; Nakamura and
Stefan 1994). However, water quality models have yet to incorporate this effect. In this
chapter, a widely used SOD and nutrient fluxes model by Di Toro et al. (1990) is
modified to account for the impact of flow velocity on nutrient fluxes. The model is
applied to fit three published datasets. The results show that the modified SOD model is
capable of describing the SOD-flow velocity relationship seen in the experimental
datasets.
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4.1 Review of the existing SOD and nutrient flux model
SOD is caused by the oxidation of the reduced products of the diagenesis, which
include ammonium, methane and hydrogen sulfide. Di Toro et al. (1990) obtain SOD
based on the following principle: the diagenesis fluxes of reduced products minus the
fluxes of reduced products leaving the sediment are what left for oxidation (a.k.a., SOD).
Three layers are used to idealize the sediment: an aerobic layer of depth H 1 , an
anaerobic layer until depth H 2 . If methane bubble is formed, the saturation depth is H sat
(Figure 4-1).

Figure 4-1 A schematic diagram of Di Toro’s SOD model (redrawn from Di Toro et al.
1990)
The derivation starts from the mass balance for methane, assuming no bubble
formation and no methane oxidation,

 DCH4

d 2c  z 
dz 2

 Sc

0  z  H2
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(4-1)

where DCH4 is the diffusivity of methane and Sc is the diagenesis source of methane.
By applying zero value as top boundary condition and zero gradient as bottom
boundary condition, a solution can be obtained, from which the sediment-water flux of
methane is obtained,
J CH 4  aq    Sc H 2

(4-2)

Define methane formation flux in oxygen equivalent units as,
J C*  Sc H 2

(4-3)

If the methane formation flux is very large, methane bubbles will form. The correction
for methane bubble formation is to set bottom boundary conditions at saturation depth.
Over there, the concentration is equal to saturation concentration cs and the gradient is
zero. From that, the saturation depth can be solved,

H sat 

2 DCH4 cs
Sc

(4-4)

and the sediment-water flux of dissolved methane becomes,
J CH4  aq   Sc H sat  2DCH4cs Sc  2 Dcs J C*

where  D 

(4-5)

DCH4
is mass transfer coefficient.
H2

The flux of methane gas is the difference between methane formation flux and dissolved
methane flux that escape to the water column,
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J CH4  g   J C*  2 D cs J C*

(4-6)

The threshold for methane gas formation can be calculated by setting the left side of Eq.
(4-6) to be zero,
J C*  2 D cs

(4-7)

The next step is to incorporate methane oxidation in the aerobic zone. The governing
equations are,

 DCH4

d 2c( z )
  K CH4 c  z   Sc
dz 2

0  z  H1

(4-8)

 DCH4

d 2c( z )
 Sc
dz 2

H1  z  H 2

(4-9)

These two second order ODEs are solved with the following boundary conditions:
1) zero methane concentration at sediment-water interface; 2) concentration continuity at

H 1 ; 3) gradient continuity at H 1 ; 4) saturation concentration at H sat .
Solving the above system of ODEs results methane flux corrected for aerobic
layer oxidation by a hyperbolic secant term,
J CH4  aq   2 D cs J C* sech  C H1 

(4-10)

and the flux of methane gas is,
J CH4  g   J C*  2 D cs J C* sech  C H1 
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(4-11)

where C 

K CH4
.
DCH4

From that, the carbonaceous SOD can be calculated as the total methane
formation flux minus the dissolved methane flux at sediment-water interface and the
methane gas that escaped from the system.
CSOD = 2 D cs J C* 1  sech  C H1  

for J C*  2 D cs

(4-12)

CSOD = J C* 1  sech  C H1  

for J C*  2 D cs

(4-13)

The derivation for nitrogenous SOD is generally similar, except for two
differences. First, ammonia is very soluble, so no bubble is formed. Second, there is a
need to correct for denitrification. Since ammonium is first oxidized in the aerobic zone
into nitrate and then denitrification converts nitrate into nitrogen gas at anoxic zone. The
net effect is the conversion of ammonium to nitrogen gas using oxygen as the electron
donor. Therefore, the expression of nitrogenous SOD is,
NSOD =aN J N 1  sech  N H1  

where N 

(4-14)

K NH4
, J N is ammonium formation flux, and a N is the stoichiometric
DNH4

coefficient for the oxygen needed to convert ammonium to nitrogen gas.
With that, the SOD equation can be written as,
SOD  CSODmax 1  sech  C H1   aN J N 1  sech  N H1 
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(4-15)

where CSODmax can take on two values depending on whether the methane formation
flux is large enough that methane bubbles are formed in the anaerobic sediments, as
specified by

CSODmax

 J C*

*
 2 D cs J C

if J C*  2 D cs

(4-16)

if J C*  2 D cs

There still exists a piece of unsolved puzzle, which is the depth of the aerobic
layer H 1 . Di Toro et al. (1990) worked out an elegant way to figure out

H1 . This is also

the part that is the most relevant to this chapter of thesis.
First, because the aerobic layer is very thin (~mm), they assumed that the oxygen
concentration profile is linear in the aerobic zone (Figure 4-2). With that, SOD can be
calculated based on the Fick’s law,

SOD 

DO 2
oi  1oi
H1

(4-17)

where DO 2 is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen within the aerobic sediment layer
(m2/d), 1 is the mass transfer coefficient in the aerobic layer, and oi is the oxygen
concentration at sediment-water interface (g/m3).
So, the thickness of the aerobic layer can be expressed in terms of SOD,

H1 

DO 2
oi
SOD

(4-18)

Substitute Eq. (4-18) into Eq. (4-15), the final equation for SOD is obtained,
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o 

o 


SOD  CSODmax 1  sech  C i    aN J N 1  sech  N i  
 SOD  
 SOD  



where  C  C DO 2  kCH4

(4-19)

DO2 2
 kCH4 DO 2 is defined as the reaction velocity (m/d) for
DCH4

methane oxidation and  N is the reaction velocity of ammonium oxidation (m/d).
From that, SOD is solved via root search of Eq. (4-19). Once SOD is solved, the
thickness of the aerobic layer can also be solved from Eq. (4-18). And the sediment-water
fluxes of the dissolved ammonium and methane, as well as methane gas can all be solved
via Eqs. (4-10) and (4-11) (similar equation is used for ammonium).
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Figure 4-2 Idealized representation of vertical steady-state oxygen profiles in the water
column and aerobic bottom sediment layer for the case where water flow is low enough
to allow formation of a significant laminar water layer.
Di Toro’s SOD and nutrient flux model and its numerical version are widely
applied in the field of water quality modeling (Di Toro and Fitzpatrick 1993; Cerco and
Cole 1993; Wool et al. 2006). The numerical version of the sediment-flux model is based
on mass balance of various species in two layers. It involves more species and can
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compute unsteady situations (with a time derivative term). However, the principals in
treating the aerobic layer thickness and the iterations used to solve for SOD are the same
as the analytical solution reviewed here.
From the mathematical derivation of the model, we can find that the sedimentwater flux in Di Toro’s model is solely controlled by the transport and transformation
mechanisms on the sediment side. However, experimental data suggest that SOD is also
affected by the overlying flow velocity (Belanger 1981; Boynton et al. 1981; Gundersen
and Jorgensen 1990; Mackenthun and Stefan 1995; Gualtieri 1997). In this chapter, we
modify the SOD model to incorporate this effect and examine the model using existing
datasets in the literature.

4.2

Model modification
As introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the diffusive boundary layer (DBL)

poses extra resistance to sediment-water mass transfer. If steady-state mass transfer is
assumed or approximated in the DBL and oxidation is negligible due to its thinness, the
SOD flux can be formulated as,

SOD    ow  oi 

(4-20)

where 𝛽 is the mass transfer coefficient (m/d) and it is defined as  

DO 2
.
Hb

For a hydraulically smooth boundary, mass transfer coefficient is correlated to friction
velocity by the following expression,
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 u*

(4-21)

Sc 2/3

where 𝛼 = an empirical coefficient (dimensionless), u* = the shear velocity (m/d), and Sc
= the Schmidt number [i.e., the dimensionless ratio of momentum diffusivity (kinematic
viscosity) to mass diffusivity]. As estimated experimentally by O’Connor et al. (2009),

  0.1 with a range of 0.05 to 0.16.
Coupling Eq. (4-17) and (4-20), we get

 (ow  oi )  1oi

(4-22)

Then, the sediment-water interface concentration can be solved,

oi 


1  

ow 


1 

(4-23)

ow

where  = a dimensionless number representing the ratio of the mass transfer coefficient
across the laminar layer ( ) to the mass transfer coefficient across the aerobic sediment
layer ( 1).




1

(4-24)

We can see from Eq.(4-23) that the interface concentration is a fraction of the bulk water
column concentration. As  (i.e., velocity) increases, the interface concentration
approaches the bulk water column concentration. Conversely, at low velocities, the
interface concentration approaches zero.
Substitute Eq. (4-23) into (4-20), we can obtain the expression of SOD as,
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SOD   overall ow

(4-25)

where  overall is the overall mass transfer coefficient that includes both DBL and the
aerobic layer, and
1

 overall

where

1

 overall



1





1

(4-26)

1

is the total resistance,

1



and

1

1

are the resistance in the DBL and aerobic

layer respectively.
The overall resistance of the two films to solute mass transfer is analogous to
current flow through two resistors in series. This is a similar description as the total
resistance analysis in Chapter 2. The difference is that the chemicals are conservative in
Chapter 2, so the definition of the thickness is the depth of the active layer, while for
dissolved oxygen, the depth is well defined as the bottom of the aerobic layer.
Finally, oi and ow can be related to SOD by substituting Eq. (4-18) into Eq. (4-17)
and Eq. (4-23) to give

oi 

1
o
SOD w
1
oi 

(4-27)

which can be solved for

oi  ow 

SOD

(4-28)



Again, we see that as  grows large relative to SOD, oi approaches ow.
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Once the interface concentration is correlated to the mass transfer above the
sediment, we can modify the Di Toro et al. (1990) formulation to incorporate the
boundary effect by simply substituting Eq. (4-28) for oi in Eq. (4-19) to yield

  o
1   
SOD  CSODmax 1  sech  C  w      aN J N

  SOD    


  ow
1   
  
1  sech  N 

  SOD    

(4-29)
Now that the SOD is obtained through root search, the flux of other dissolved
species and gases can also be obtained,

  o
1 
J CH 4( aq )  CSODmax sech  C  w   
  SOD   

(4-30)

  o
1 
J NH 4  J N sech  N  w   
  SOD   

(4-31)

J CH 4( g )  rmo  J C*  CSODmax 

(4-32)


  o
1  
J N 2( g )  J N 1  sech   N  w    

  SOD    

(4-33)

In addition, their model can be extended to estimate the inorganic carbon flux
resulting from POC oxidation in the sediments via aerobic decomposition and
denitrification
J CT  rco  CSODmax  J CH 4( aq )   rcn J N 2

(4-34)
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where rmo = the ratio of methane carbon to oxygen (gC/gO2), and the flux units are:
JCH4(aq) (gO2/m2/d), JNH4 (gN/m2/d), JCH4(g) (gC/m2/d), JN2(g) (gN/m2/d), JCT = the total
inorganic carbon flux (gC/m2/d), rco = the ratio of inorganic carbon generated to oxygen
equivalents of organic carbon oxidized (gC/gO2), rcn = the ratio of inorganic carbon
generated to nitrogen denitrified (gC/gN). Note that beyond the dissolved oxygen
problem, the gaseous methane and inorganic carbon fluxes could be of interest as they are
important greenhouse gases.

4.3 Analysis
The impact of hydraulics on mass transfer is reflected by the magnitude of the
mass transfer coefficient in the laminar water layer (  ). The faster the flow, the bigger
the  . In this section, the relationship between  and the fluxes of various constituents
are explored.
The original parameters used in DiToro’s model (Table 4-1) are used here to carry
out the sensitivity analysis. Note that in the formulation by Di Toro et al. (1990), the
sediment-water interface concentration is considered to be the same as water column
concentration (4 g O2/m3 ). In the present model, due to the boundary effect, we use the
same water column concentration but allow the interface concentration to vary according
to the thickness of the DBL. The values of mass transfer coefficient  ranging from 0 to
2.7 m/d are used in Eq. (4-35) to solve for the SOD. It corresponds to shear velocity u* in
the range of 0-2cm/s based on Eq. (4-21).
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Table 4-1 Parameters for model analysis and the original results from DiToro (2001)
Original Parameters
used by Di Toro

DiToro’s Results

 D  0.00139 m/d

SOD  1.709 g O2* /m2 -d

J C *  10 g O2* /m2 -d

CSOD  0.8541 g O2* /m2 -d

cs  100 g O2* /m3

NSOD  0.8553 g O2* /m2 -d

 N  0.897 m/d

J CH4(aq)  0.8132 g O2* /m2 -d

 C  0.575 m/d

J NH 4  0.8132 g N/m2 -d

ow  4.0 mg O 2 /L

J N2(g)  0.4990 g N/m2 -d

J N  0.658 g N/m2 -d

aN  1.714 gO/gN
Source: Table 10.1 and relevant text in Sediment Flux Modeling by DiToro (2001)

When solving for SOD, a bisection search algorithm is used rather than the fixed
point iteration algorithm proposed by Di Toro. The reason of using a bracket method is
because SOD is naturally bounded by two constraints. First, the sediment-water interface
concentration must be non-negative, so oi  ow 

SOD



 0 or SOD  ow  determines the

upper bound for the SOD root search. Second, SOD  0 determines the lower bound.
After solving for SOD, the thickness of the aerobic layer is calculated from Eq. (4-18)
and the fluxes of the other constituents can be calculated based on Eq.(4-30) – (4-34).
Figure 4-3 (a – b) shows the change in the thickness of diffusive boundary layer
and aerobic layer with respect to mass transfer coefficient. As  increases, the thickness
of the diffusive boundary layer (Hb) decreases but that of the aerobic sediment layer (H1)
increases. The increase of flow velocity causes more turbulent mixing at the benthic
boundary layer, leading to a thinner diffusive boundary layer. As a result, there is less
resistance for oxygen to cross the diffusive boundary layer and build up a higher
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sediment-water interface concentration. With the same reducing environment, oxygen
penetrates deeper into the sediment, creating a relatively thicker aerobic layer. These
phenomena were also observed by Jørgensen & Revsbech (1985) and Gundersen &
Jorgensen (1990) in their experimental work.
Even though the thickness of these two layers change in different directions, the
total resistance, which is defined in Eq. (4-26) decreases with the increase of flow
velocity (Figure 4-3c). The reason is that the aerobic layer H1 is much thinner than the
diffusive boundary layer Hb, so the trend in total resistance is mostly determined by the
trend of Hb. This effect can also be seen in Figure 2d, where the ratio of the water and
sediment side mass transfer coefficients γ as defined in Eq. (4-24) increases nearly
proportionally with the boundary layer mass transfer coefficient, as the change in aerobic
layer thickness is relatively insignificant.

Figure 4-3 The change in (a) diffusive boundary layer thickness Hb, (b) aerobic layer
thickness H1, (c) total resistance and (d) the ratio of water and sediment side mass
transfer coefficients with the change in mass transfer coefficient
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Figure 4-4 presents the change of the fluxes of various constituents with 𝛽. SOD
increases with 𝛽 and asymptotically reaches a plateau (Figure 4-4a). The increase is due
to the reduced total resistance at larger flow velocities as discussed above. In addition, the
change is most sensitive to flow at low velocities, which was also observed in the
experimental data reported by other researchers (see Figure 4-5 and

Figure 4-6 below). The
values of the plateau are the same as Di Toro’s original SOD results in Table 4-1,
because when flow velocity approaches infinity, the sediment-water interface
concentration will be equal to the bulk water concentration, which is the same as Di
Toro’s assumption. Therefore, using Di Toro’s SOD equation without incorporating the
boundary effect would overestimate the actual SOD.
Figure 4-4a also shows that SOD is zero when flow velocity or  is zero. This,
however, is only an ideal approximation because even for the absolute quiescent water,
there is still molecular diffusion that can contribute to a non-zero mass transfer
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coefficient in the water column. Furthermore, as shown later in the experimental datasets
collected by Jørgensen & Des Marais (1990), non-zero SOD value at zero velocity can be
caused by factors other than the overlying flow hydraulics. We will discuss further in the
next section on how to modify the present model to apply to that kind of datasets.
The trend for carbon related constituents shown in Figure 4-4b also makes sense.
As flow velocity increases, aerobic layer increases in thickness. Hence, more dissolved
methane is oxidized in the aerobic layer, causing less dissolved methane flux and more
carbon dioxide flux to the water column. Based on our calculation, the flux of methane
gas is constant with varying flow velocity. The reason is that the amount of methane gas
formed is mostly determined by the thickness of the anaerobic layer, which is not
affected by flow velocity. However, the story of nitrogen gas is different. It is well known
that a large fraction of nitrogen gas is formed in the anaerobic niches of the aerobic layer.
The thicker the aerobic layer, the more ammonium is oxidized into nitrate, which is then
denitrified in the anaerobic niches to form nitrogen gas. This is why the ammonium flux
decreases with  , while nitrogen gas flux increases with  (Figure 4-4c).
The mathematical modification of the SOD and nutrient flux analytical model is
also applicable to the two-layer numerical model. In the numerical model (Di Toro 2001),
the original surface mass transfer coefficient s, which is defined by s 

SOD
, is
ow

redefined to incorporate the effect of overlying flow as in Eq. (4-26). In the numerical
model, fixed point iteration should be used to solve for SOD and s . It involves solving
the concentration of other constituents at each iteration to obtain an updated SOD.
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Figure 4-4 Impact of flow velocity on sediment-water fluxes of dissolved species

4.4 Application
In this section, the modified SOD model is applied to fit three experimental
datasets reported by other researchers who explored the impact of flow velocity on SOD.
The first two are for lake sediments and the last one is for sediments in a saline pond. The
non-linear curve fitting algorithm, lsqcurvefit in Matlab, is used to fit the modified SOD
model to the published datasets.
Mackenthun and Stefan (1995) conducted a series of laboratory experiments to
explore the relationship between SOD and flow velocity. Sawdust, Diamond Lake
sediment and Tiger Lake sediment were collected and put at the bottom of a flow
channel. The channel has an overlying flow that can vary from 0-30cm/s to simulate
lake’s bottom flow. The authors reported the mean velocity of the overlying flow and the
corresponding SOD values. In addition, a correlation between friction velocity and mean
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velocity ( u*  0.0659uavg  0.0344 ) was given. Hence, this dataset is perfect for
validating our modified SOD model.
Figure 4-5 presents the original data and the model fitting results. When fitting the
data, all kinematic parameters such as the reaction velocities of ammonium and methane

 N ,  C the and mass transfer rate in the bulk sediment  D are kept the same as DiToro’s
default values presented in Table 1. Mackenthun and Stefan (1995) mentioned that the
oxygen in bulk water was close to saturation at the beginning of the experiment and
dropped 1-2 mg/L during the experiment. So water column oxygen concentration is set to
be 7mg/L. J N is set to be proportional to J C * , which is based on the Redfield ratio
(Redfield et al. 1963). With that, the only fitting parameter is J C * .
Considering only one parameter is allowed to vary, the results of the nonlinear
curve fitting is surprisingly good. The fitted values of J C * for Diamond Lake and Tiger
Lake are 1.8 and 5.1 gO*/m2-d respectively. The original paper did not report the exact
value of J C * . However, the organic matter content of the Tiger Lake sediment (31.6%) is
higher than that of the Diamond Lake (21.6%), which explains the higher fitter value of
J C * for Tiger Lake. In addition, based on Eq. (4-7), the fitted value of J C * is large

enough for methane gas to form, which is consistent with what was reported in the
original paper.
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Figure 4-5 Fitting SOD and velocity data of Diamond Lake (a) and Tiger Lake (b). Data
source: (Mackenthun and Stefan 1995)
The second dataset used in our analysis is from Belanger (1981), who also found
a similar relationship between SOD and flow rate for Lake Apopka sediments in Florida.
He used “logarithmic” in his paper to describe the data trend seen in Figure 4-6. SOD and
flow rates are reported for the sediments of two stations. We use Station 2 data to
calibrate our modified SOD model (Figure 4-6a) and use Station 7 data to validate the
model (Figure 4-6b). J C * and ow are set as fitting parameters. Since the authors reported
flow rates but did not mention the cross sectional area Ac of their experimental flow
chamber, Ac is also set as a fitting parameter. Our model successfully captures the trend
of the data, with the fitted values of J C * , ow and Ac being 12.1 gO*/m2-d, 9.1 mg/L and
1040 cm2 respectively. All three values are reasonable from the context of the original
paper. The original paper does not report the exact dissolved oxygen concentration of the
overlying water but does mention that “the levels never dropped below 5.5mg/L”. The
volume of the flow chamber was reported to be 99.6L with a bottom surface area of
3400cm2. So, the height of flow chamber is about 29.3cm. The fitted cross-sectional area
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of 1040cm2 is equivalent to a width of the chamber of about 35cm, which seems
reasonable. Using the fitted values of J C * , ow and Ac, the model is also able to capture the
trend seen in Station 7 data very well. (Figure 4-6b).

Figure 4-6 Calibration and validation using SOD and flow rate data of Lake Apoka
sediments, Florida. The unit for SOD is converted from mg/m 2-hr to g/m2-day. Data
source: (Belanger 1981)
The trend in the above two experimental datasets shows that SOD is zero or very
close to zero when the overlying flow velocity is zero. This phenomenon can be well
explained by our model- when  is zero, the overall mass transfer coefficient is also zero
based on Eq. (4-26), resulting a zero SOD. However, the trend in the experimental
dataset collected by Jorgensen & Des Marais (1990) shows an intercept value of about
1.8 gO2/m2-d that cannot be explained by our modified model (Figure 4-7). It is found
that the magnitude of this intercept could not be explained by molecular diffusion alone.
A few things might contribute to this intercept. First, the sediment sample has an uneven
microbial mat surface, which might increase friction and local mixing even at a very
small flow velocity. Second, the SOD might be overestimated due to the increased
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surface area, which was also discussed in the original paper. Third, tiny gas bubbles
(possibly carbon dioxide from cyanobacteria respiration) might have formed during the
experiment, which caused mixing at the diffusive boundary layer.
To adapt our modified SOD model to this kind of dataset, a fitting parameter 𝛽0 is
introduced to our model to represent mass transfer at the diffusive boundary layer that
cannot be explained by the overlying flow. In other words,    0 

U *
Sc 2/3

will replace

the 𝛽 in Eq. (4-21). The rest of the model mechanism remains the same.
When fitting the model, the overlying water oxygen concentration value is set as
8mg/L, which was reported in the original paper. The friction velocity is obtained by
empirical correlation using the mid-depth flow velocity ( u*  0.1u , see Fischer et al.
1979). 𝐽𝐶∗ , 𝜅𝑁 , 𝜅𝐶 and 𝛽0 are the fitting parameters, the fitted values of which are 𝐽𝐶∗ =
10.9 gO*/m2-d, 𝜅𝑁 = 5.1m/d, 𝜅𝐶 =3.1 m/d and 𝛽0 = 0.22m/d, respectively.
With the addition of the fitting parameter 𝛽0 , the modified SOD model can better
describe the trend seen in the dataset, especially in capturing the SOD value at zero
velocity (Figure 4-7). The calibration performance of the model with and without the
addition of 𝛽0 is assessed by Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) (Table 4-2). AIC (Akaike
1974; May et al. 2008) is defined as follows,

AIC  2ln  max_likehood   2num_of_parameter
and is estimated by
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(4-36)

 SSR 
AIC  n ln 
  2m
 n 

(4-37)

where n is the number of observations, m is the number of fitting parameters, and SSR is
the sum of the squared residuals. AIC is a relative measure of model performance. The
smaller the AIC, the better the model is in terms of balancing fitting performance and
parsimony. With the addition of 𝛽0 , the AIC is decreased from 9.1 to -15.2 (Table 4-2)
and R-squared (Cameron and Windmeijer 1997) increased from -0.68 to 0.98, which
demonstrates the significant increase of model performance with the addition of
parameter 𝛽0 .

Figure 4-7 Calibration using SOD and flow rate data of a hypersaline pond in beja and
validation using sediment-water interface concentration. The unit of SOD is converted
from nmol/cm2-min to g/m2-day. (Jørgensen & Des Marais 1990)
Table 4-2 Performance assessment of the modified SOD model with and without the
addition of 𝛽0
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Without 𝜷𝟎
With 𝜷𝟎

Number of
Parameters

Sum of Squared
Residuals (SSR)

3
4

10.06
0.126

Akaike
Information
Criteria (AIC)
9.1
-15.2

R-squared

-0.68
0.98

4.5 Conclusions
This study modifies the original SOD model by Di Toro et al (1990) by
correlating the sediment-water interface concentration with the bulk water column
concentration using a mass transfer rate coefficient in the diffusive boundary layer. It is
shown that in the modified model, the SOD increases with flow velocity and
asymptotically reaches a plateau. The value of the maximum SOD is the same as the
original SOD model without considering the boundary effect. In other words, the
inclusion of the boundary effect would add an extra barrier to mass transfer, which is the
same as was concluded in Chapter 2 of the thesis.
The modified SOD model can fit two published datasets very well. In order to
capture datasets where SOD is significantly greater than zero when flow velocity is zero,
an additional parameter 𝛽0 is proposed to account for mass transfer factors other than the
diffusive mass transfer. It is worth noting, however, that the good fitting between the data
and our model cannot be used to determine the value of the kinematic parameters with
certainty, given that only very little information about the nature of the sediment could be
found in those literature. Hence, to better apply our model for SOD estimation under
different hydraulic conditions for specific sediment site, experimental work is necessary
to determine the kinematic parameters, such as the reaction velocities, so that fewer
number of parameters need to be calibrated. The above discussion merely provides
evidence that our model can describe the hyperbolic tangent or logarithmic kind of
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relationship between SOD and the overlying flow velocity. It also provides some
examples on how the modified SOD model can be applied to real world data.
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HUNI2K (湖泥 2K): An
Early Diagenesis Sediment Model for
Nutrient Flux Modeling
In this chapter, Huni2K – an early diagenesis sediment model is developed
for nutrient flux modeling. Huni means lake sediments in Chinese (湖泥). Even
though the model was developed with the application in lake systems in mind, it
can potentially be used to model estuarial sediments since it explicitly includes
sulfate and sulfide, which are abundant in estuaries.
The model contains 14 state variables including particulate organic matter
(POC, PON, POP), dissolved species from the dissolution/degradation of POM
(DOC, NH4, PO4), reduced products (CH4, H2S), oxidized products (NO3, CO2,
SO4) and gases (N2, CH4, CO2). It also contains a module to compute depth
dependent alkalinity and pH. The model is capable of estimating sediment-water
fluxes of SOD and nutrients based on the concentration profiles of dissolved
species in the sediment. In addition, it is able to simulate the inhibition of methane
gas formation by high sulfate concentration in the overlying water. The model is
tested for mass balance and compared with analytical solution where attainable.
The numerical method used is Crank-Nicolson, which is second order accurate in
both space and time. Uneven spatial grids are used with more nodes near the top
of the sediments to increase efficiency and flux estimation accuracy. Two case
studies are carried out to illustrate the application of the model in water quality
management.
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5.1 Literature review
Diagenesis is defined as “the sum total of processes that bring about
changes in a sediment or sedimentary rock subsequent to deposition in water”,
while early diagenesis refers to the “changes occurred during burial to a few
hundred meters where elevated temperatures are not encountered and where uplift
above sea level (or lake level) does not occur” (Berner 1980). In fact, for the
purpose of obtaining sediment-water fluxes of various chemicals, we can further
zoom in to the top one meter of the sediment at the onset of the early diagenesis
process. Within this top sediment layer, organic matters that settle from the
overlying water undergo a series of primary REDOX reactions using electron
acceptors in the sediment following a thermodynamic preference ladder (i.e., O 2 >
NO3- > Fe3+ > Mn4+ > SO42- > CH2O). The reduced products of the primary
REDOX reactions are transported upward by molecular diffusion or bioturbation
and are oxidized by oxidants in respective zones. These reactions are called
secondary REDOX reactions. Considerable amount of research has been carried
out to study the transport and transformation processes of the REDOX
components. They reside in the historical literatures of biogeochemistry field,
mainly focusing on marine sediments. The following passages review the most
important and relevant ones in chronical order.
Berner (1964) was the first work to model sulfate reduction in marine
sediments using steady-state Advection - Diffusion - Reaction equation. It also
proposes the famous G-model, which uses first order kinetics to describe organic
matter decay. The G-model was later extended into a multi-G model that included
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several pools of organic matter with different degradation coefficients (Jørgensen
1978; Westrich and Berner 1984).
Robert Berner’s 1980 book “Early Diagenesis: A Theoretical Approach”
laid the theoretical foundation of early diagenesis modeling. After that, a wave of
early diagenesis models was developed in the mid-90s to describe the transport
and transformation of the nutrients within the sediment.
Tromp et al. (1995) simulated the early diagenesis of organic carbon and
organic phosphorus in marine sediment. One-G model was used to characterize
the degradation of organic carbon and phosphorus. The model is based on one
single master variable, the sedimentation rate. The downward flux of organic
carbon is obtained through the correlation between organic carbon flux and
sedimentation rate. The organic phosphorus flux is then obtained through
Redfield ratio. This model is part of a global ocean model.
Van Cappellen & Wang (1996) took a step further by developing a more
comprehensive sediment diagenesis model that includes the coupled transport and
reaction of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, iron and manganese. A total of 24
reactions is included in their model, with some being interfacial reactions. The
model regulates the REDOX reaction sequence using a limiting concentration for
each oxidant. When the oxidant concentration exceeds the limiting concentration,
no inhibition is imposed. Otherwise, the reaction rate is divided by the limiting
concentration to reflect the inhibition. Transport mechanisms included are
bioturbation, bioirrigation, sedimentation and adsorption. Finite difference
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method was used. A software STEADYSED was developed as a steady-state
version of the theoretical model (Wang and Van Cappellen 1996).
In the same year, Boudreau (1996) developed a Fortran code (CANDI)
independently to simulate nutrient cycling in marine sediments. The kinetics
included is similar to Van Cappellen & Wang (1996). The major difference is the
numerical method used is method-of-line, which converts partial differential
equations (PDEs) to a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by
discretizing on the spatial nodes only. Then an ODE integrator from an existing
library is used. Bernard Boudreau later published a book summarizes the
methodology of formulating sediment diagenesis models (Boudreau 1997).
Soetaert et al. (1996) developed a diagenesis model in the same year,
focusing mainly on the reduced substances. They used Michaelis- Menton
equation to implement inhibition mechanism instead of the limiting concentration.
Sulfate, manganese and iron were not included in the model. Model parameters,
such as sedimentation rate, organic carbon flux, organic matter degradation rates,
bioturbation rates were obtained through correlation in existing literatures.
A more recent model (PROFILE) was developed by Berg et al. (2003).
Interactions between chemical species were included in 21 reactions. The
sequence of REDOX was regulated in the same way as Van Cappellen & Wang
(1996). Implicit control volume method was used.
All the above reviewed models were developed for marine sediments.
They are comprehensive in terms of the biogeochemical processes, but are not
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specifically designed to model freshwater or estuarine systems. The complexity of
these research models prevented them from being used in water quality modeling
and management. In addition, some of the features that affect seasonal patterns of
water quality are not included in those research models. For example, in these
models, bioturbation is usually assumed to be a constant throughout the year. This
assumption could not reflect the seasonal fluctuation in organism population
affected by oxygen and food availability, which affects the flux of nutrients
(Kudenov 1982; Balzer 1996; Gutierrez et al. 2000). Moreover, phosphorus
trapping mechanism, which is the retaining and release cycle of phosphate under
different oxic condition, was not included in these models. Finally, these models
were not coupled with water column model in terms of hydraulics and fluxes.
The community of water-quality modelers recognized the need for a
simpler and useful model. Chapra & Canale (1991) treated the sediment as one
single well mixed layer and coupled that with one single layer for water column to
compute total phosphorus and hypolimnetic oxygen concentrations. Di Toro &
Fitzpatrick (1993) used a two-layer model for the sediment, one for aerobic layer
and one for anaerobic layer. The model was later incorporated into the three
dimensional Chesapeake Bay model (Cerco and Cole 1993).The lumped system
models receive critiques for over simplifying the system and their capacity for
verification (Chapra et al. 2015). For example, since they assume the sediment is
well mixed in individual layers, they cannot track the vertical distribution of
concentrations of the chemicals, and therefore cannot be verified in ways other
than the input and output fluxes. In addition, these models do not consider the
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resistance caused by the diffusive boundary layer in flux calculation, which leads
to over estimation of fluxes.
The sediment diagenesis model, Huni2K, proposed in this thesis serves as
a middle way between the overly complicated distributed system models and
overly simplified lumped system models. It is an extension to the Sed2K model
(Chapra et al. 2015), which at the time, focuses mainly on modeling the
diagenesis of particulate organic matters. The current model explicitly simulates
the steady-state and transient concentration profiles of particulate organic matters
(C, N, P), reduced products (Ammonium, Sulfide, Methane) and the products of
secondary REDOX reactions (Nitrate, Sulfate and Carbon Dioxide). The fluxes
are calculated based on concentration profiles. The impact of overlying water
hydraulics on mass transfer is included in the model. In addition, gas fluxes for
methane and carbon dioxide are also obtained through a bubbling subroutine.

5.2 Introduction to Huni2K
The framework of the model is depicted in a schematic diagram in Figure
5-1. Starting from the left, Particulate Organic Carbon (POC), Particulate Organic
Nitrogen (PON) and Particulate Organic Phosphorus (POP) are delivered to the
anaerobic sediments via settling and burial. Within the anaerobic layer, the
organic matters are transformed by mineralization reactions into dissolved
methane, ammonium and inorganic phosphorus. These constituents are then
transported to the aerobic layer where some of the methane and ammonium are
oxidized and the remaining diffuse into the overlying water. If the lake sediments
are composed of sulfate containing minerals such as gypsum, hydrogen sulfide
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can also be formed in the anaerobic layer and subsequently be oxidized in the
aerobic layer.

Figure 5-1 The schematic diagram of early diagenesis model
The electron acceptors (i.e. oxygen, nitrate and sulfate) in the water and
sediments react with electron donors according to the reduction-oxidation
(REDOX) sequence (Emerson and Hedges 2003). Oxygen in the top aerobic layer
of sediments is the first being utilized. After the depletion of oxygen along the
depth of sediments, nitrate succeeds the role of electron acceptor. The
biochemical reaction is called denitrification, which is believed to happen in both
the micro anoxic niches of the aerobic layer and the anaerobic layer where nitrate
is abundant. After nitrate is depleted, sulfate-reducing bacteria makes use of
sulfate as electron acceptors. Underneath the sulfate layer, methanogens perform
anaerobic digestion to produce methane.
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In Huni2K, sediment-water interface is set to be the origin and downward
direction is positive. The numerical model can produce concentration profiles of
REDOX constituents along the sediment depth and provide both steady state and
transient solutions. In addition, the model calculates sediment-water flux based on
both sediment side transport and reaction mechanisms and water side hydraulics.
The coding language of Huni2K is Excel VBA (main code is attached in
Appendix II). The user interface is Excel Spreadsheet (Appendix III), which is
intended for users who would like to use the sediment model as a standalone
model. On the spreadsheets, users can input time series data of the water column
and obtain flux from the sediment model. The underlying assumption of this kind
of simulation is that the sediment flux will not affect water-column concentration.
Therefore, it is only applicable to cases where two way coupling between the
water column and the sediment is not necessary. For example, if we want to run a
few scenario analyses on the impact of sulfate inhibition on methane production, a
standalone sediment model would be sufficient.
Another application of the model would be to integrate it with a lake water
quality model, so that the water column and the sediment environment are
coupled. The bottom water concentrations are used as the boundary condition of
the sediment model and the sediment-water flux calculated is fed into the water
column model as inputs.
The subsequent sections provide details on how the model computes the
concentration profiles of all constituents, as well as their fluxes to water column.
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5.3 Model mechanisms
5.3.1 The transport mechanisms
The transport mechanisms of the constituents include advection, molecular
diffusion, and bioturbation. Sorption equilibrium is assumed for adsorptive
species. Ebullition mechanism is included for gaseous species. The model does
not explicitly simulate the diffusive boundary layer. However, it is able to
simulate the impact of steady and periodic overlying flow on sediment-water
fluxes by incorporating a diffusive boundary layer thickness that varies with
overlying flow velocity.
5.3.1.1 Advection
The accumulation of new sediments over time physically moves the
sediment-water interface upwards. Since we fixed our origin at the sedimentwater interface, all constituents appear to be advected downwards. Advection
applies to both particulate phase and dissolved constituents, but the velocities vary
due to compaction. For sites with compaction, vertical distribution of porosity can
be described by the following exponential decay model by Chapra and Reckhow
(1983),
  z          0        e

  z

(5-1)

where 𝜙(∞), 𝜙(0) = porosity at infinite depth and sediment-water interface
respectively [-],  is an empirically-derived parameter (/m) specifying the rate
of compaction with depth and z = distance into sediment from sediment-water
interface [m].
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Based on flux balance, the burial velocity of particulate species can be
derived as,

w z 

1

J s t 

(5-2)

1    z  s

and that of the dissolved species can be computed as,

u  z 

 
J s t 
1         z   s

(5-3)

where 𝐽𝑠 (𝑡) = the total solids flux from the overlying water to the sediments
[gD/m2/d], 𝜌𝑠 = intrinsic density of dry sediment at sediment-water
interface[gD/m3].
Because burial is a relatively slower process than diffusion and reaction in
the sediment, in this model, we assume there is no compaction in the sediments
for simplicity purpose. In other words, the porosity is constant through the depth.
Therefore, particulate matters and pore water have the same burial velocity,

w

1 J s t 
1   s

(5-4)

5.3.1.2 Molecular diffusion
Molecular diffusion applies only to dissolved phase. The free solution
molecular diffusion of dissolved species involved in this model are computed
using the following methods:
1) For gaseous species, the formula used is given by Wilke and Chang (1955):
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Dm  4.72 109

T
Vb 0.6

(5-5)

where Vb is the molar volume of the nonelectrolyte at the normal boiling
temperature of that solute, T is the absolute temperature, 𝜇 is the dynamic
viscosity of water (in units of poise).
2) For ionic species, molecular diffusion can be computed via the following
equation,

Dm   m0  m1T  106 cm2 /s

(5-6)

where parameter 𝑚0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚1 are parameters obtained from Bernard P. Boudreau
(1997).
The diffusion coefficient of interstitial solutes in the bulk sediment is
different from that of the free solution due to tortuosity, which can be thought of
as longer path for molecules/ions to diffuse around the sediment particles. The
correlation (Ullman and Aller 1982) is

Dm ' 

Dm

(5-7)

2

where  is the geometric tortuosity and Dm ' is the pore water diffusivity
corrected for tortuosity.
Tortuosity, on the other hand, is related to porosity and formation resistivity factor
F, which is defined as the ratio between the electrical resistivity of the saturated
bulk sediment and the resistivity of the interstitial solution. The correlation is
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 2  F

(5-8)

where  is the porosity.
Empirical correlations between F and  suggests F   2 for unlithified marine
sands or muds when   0.7 and F   2.5 ~  3 for high porosity muds when

  0.7 (Ullman and Aller 1982). Therefore, the following correction formulae are
used in Huni2K:
Dm '   Dm

for   0.7

(5-9)

Dm '   2 Dm

for   0.7

(5-10)

5.3.1.3 Bioturbation
Bioturbation is the transport of sediment particles and pore water caused
by the activities of the benthic organisms. The transport of particles is sometimes
called sediment particle reworking and the transport of interstitial water is named
biodiffusion and bioirrigation.
Sediment reworking is frequently assumed as diffusion like mechanism
because the displacement of sediment particles is assumed to be frequent, random
with short distance (Boudreau 1986b). For solute transport within pore water,
there are two types of models- one is the enhanced diffusion model, which
accounts for the displacement of interstitial water by benthic animals as an
enhanced diffusion coefficient on top of the molecular diffusion (Schink and
Guinasso 1977); and the other is the non-local solute exchange model, which
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accounts for any mode of transport between the overlying water and points in the
sediment using an irrigation coefficient (Emerson et al. 1984). The former form of
enhanced diffusion coefficient is used in the present model for its simplicity.
The rates of bioturbation can be quantified using direct measurements and
particle-tracer method (Maire et al. 2008). Direct measurements include methods
such as entrapping, micro-topography and image analysis. Particle-tracer methods
involve fitting tracer concentration profile using mathematical models. Typical
tracers are radionuclides, chlorophyll a, isotopically labelled particles or organic
matters, glass beads and etc. The rate of particle reworking varies with sites and
the abundance of benthic animals. The order of reported rates ranges from 106

~10-8 cm2/s (Gerino 1990; Gerino et al. 1998; Berg et al. 2001; Green et al.

2002). The value of pore water diffusion coefficient ranges from 2.5 to 40 times
of molecular diffusion (Berg et al. 2001; Green et al. 2002; Andersson et al.
2006). DiToro (2001) estimated that particle mixing rate is approximately onetenth of pore water mixing.
Spatially dependent diffusion has also been discussed in some research
(Boudreau 1986b), but in this model, we assume sediment reworking rate and
biodiffusion are constant in the biologically active layer of the sediments.
Several correlations exist to compute sediment reworking rate. Boudreau
(1994a), for example, based on over 200 data points from a collection of
literatures, suggests,

Db  15.7 w0.69

(5-11)
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where w is the burial velocity [cm yr-1] and Db is in [cm2 yr-1], 𝑟 2 = 0.281.
Although this kind of curve fitting by no means represents causality, for
simulation purpose, the bioturbation coefficient obtained from this correlation can
be used as a model default when no data is available for bioturbation rates. Note
that before applying this model, it is necessary to convert units: [m/d] for burial
velocity and [m2/d] for bioturbation coefficient are used in Huni2K. Users can
also specify the baseline bioturbation rates based on particle tracer study.
According to DiToro (2001), bioturbation is affected by four factors: 1)
temperature, 2) biomass concentration, 3) overlying water oxygen concentration,
and 4) benthic stress, which is the stress that benthic organisms experience when
oxygen is deficient. It is used to describe the phenomena that after an anoxic
event, there is a delay for benthic organisms to recover their activities, even if
oxygen level comes back.
The following equation similar to what was proposed in DiToro (2001) is
used in Huni2K,

DB , s  DB , s 0 DBT  20

O2, w
J s t 
min 1  kS Sb 
J sr K M ,O 2, DB  O2, w each year

(5-12)

where DB , s 0 is the base value of particle reworking coefficient [m 2/d],  DB is the
temperature coefficient for biodiffusion [-], J s  t  is the downward flux of
suspended solids [g/m2-d], J sr is the reference flux of solids used to normalize
J s  t  [g/m2-d], O2,w is the water column oxygen concentration [g/m3], K M ,O 2, DB is
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the half saturation constant for oxygen [g/m3], kS is the first-order decay
coefficient for accumulated stress [d-1] and Sb is the accumulated benthic stress
[d], which is calculated by integrating the following ODE,
K M .O 2, DB
dSb
  k S Sb 
dt
K M ,O 2, DB  O2, w

(5-13)

Biodiffusion in pore water is set to be ten times of the particle mixing
rates, DB,w  10DB,s . The ratio can also be specified or calibrated by users. So, the
enhanced diffusion coefficient in pore water is Dw  Dm ' DB , w .
The depth of bioturbation zone by default is set to be 10cm, but users can
specify site specific value. Note that the depth of bioturbation mixing is not the
maximum depth of benthic organism activities but an operational approximation.
The default value of 10cm is the mean mixing depth, below which the activities of
organisms are attenuated due to the lack of oxygen or food (Boudreau 1994).
5.3.1.4 Adsorption
Since adsorption process is much faster than other transport processes
(advection and diffusion), local adsorption equilibrium is assumed (Valocchi
1985). The standard linear equilibrium model is used to describe the adsorption
and desorption processes as a reversible linear reaction. The concentration of
dissolved (C) and adsorbed phases (S) can be correlated by a simple adsorption or
partition coefficient K d ,
S  Kd C

(5-14)
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where S is the mass specific concentration of adsorbed phase [g/g] and C is the
pore water concentration of dissolved phase [g/m3].
Assuming there is colloidal phase is not separated from the dissolved phase,
the bulk concentration of adsorptive species can be expressed as,

CT  C  1    s S

(5-15)

where CT is the bulk concentration of the constituent.
Substituting Eq. (5-14) into (5-15), we get

CT  C  1    s Kd C

(5-16)

From that, the fractions of dissolved content and particulate phase with regard to
bulk concentration are obtained,

Fd 

Fp 

C
CT




  1    K d  s

(5-17)

1     s S  1    K d  s
CT
  1    K d  s

(5-18)

where Fd is the fraction of the dissolved phase [-] and Fp is the fraction of the
particulate phase [-].
The sorption and desorption reactions included in this model are:

NH4 

NH4   ads 

Fe2+ + HS-

(5-19)

FeS(s) + H 

(5-20)
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H3 PO 4

(5-21)

H3 PO 4 (ads)

The default adsorption coefficient value for ammonium is set to be the
average value of 1.6 cm3/g reported for marine sediments (Mackin and Aller
1984).
Sulfide reacts with reduced iron to form iron monosulfide and precipitates.
Strictly speaking, this is not an adsorptive process. However, since it is a
reversible reaction, for the sake of simplicity (since we are not including iron
explicitly in this model), it is treated as linear adsorption equilibrium, as was done
by DiToro (2001). The adsorption coefficient depends on the REDOX
environment, which determines the abundance of iron (II) that can be used to
form FeS. The default adsorption coefficient was set to be 100 cm3/g, but users
can specify a value of adsorption coefficient in the user interface.
The adsorption of phosphate is dependent on oxic condition. In anoxic
sediments, it is reported to be 1.7 to 2 cm3/g (Krom and Berner 1980). In oxic
conditions, the value can be 50 times and even higher, because iron
oxyhydroxides formed in oxic environment retain phosphate. DiToro (2001) sets
a critical oxic concentration for phosphate adsorption. If the overlying water
oxygen concentration is below the critical oxic concentration, then the base
adsorption coefficient for anoxic sediment is used. Otherwise, an augmentation
term is multiplied to the base adsorption coefficient to reflect the trapping
mechanism. In this model, we adopted the same approach.
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5.3.1.5 Ebullition
Bubbles are formed in the sediments when the local concentration of the
dissolved gas exceeds the critical concentration for bubble formation. Three
gaseous constituents can possibly form bubbles in the sediments: N2, CO2, and
CH4.
Both CO2 and CH4 are Greenhouse Gases (GHG). Since methane is 24
times more potent than CO2, many researchers have focused on modeling its fate
in aqueous environment (Leifer and Patro 2002; McGinnis et al. 2006; Ostrovsky
et al. 2008). In deep waters, most of the methane in bubbles dissolve in water
column during the rise of the bubbles. Only a catastrophic bubble release will
cause the direct methane transport from deep-water seeps. In shallow waters,
there is still a high percentage of methane that can surface to the atmosphere. So,
freshwater and shallow seabed are the major concerns in term of GHG emission
(Galy-lacaux et al. 1997; Huttunen and Vaisanen 2006; Ramos et al. 2006; Walter
et al. 2007; Sobek et al. 2012).
In order to model gas ebullition, we need to know the critical
concentration for bubble formation, which is dependent on the solubility of the
gas and the local hydrostatic pressure.
The solubility of the gas is measured by Henry’s constant, which is related
to temperature, salinity and total pressure. The equation for calculating Henry’s
constant as a function of temperature and salinity is given by Weiss (1970) as,
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ln  K H   A1  A2 100 / T   A3 ln T /100 
2
 S  B1  B2 T /100   B3 T /100  



(5-22)

where the A’s and B’s are constants, T is the absolute temperature in unit K, S is
the salinity in parts per thousand (ppt). The constants for the three gases included
in this model are displayed in Table 5-1.
In addition to temperature and salinity, the solubility (i.e., the Henry’s
constant) of gases in the sediment is also affected by the hydrostatic pressure,
because the total pressure in Henry’s Law is changed below the water column.
Enns et al. (1965) proposed,

 K  v  P1  P2 
ln  H ,1  
K 
RT
 H ,2 

(5-23)

where K H ' s are Henry’s Constants under different hydrostatic pressure [M/atm],
P ' s are hydrostatic pressure, R is the ideal gas constant ( R  0.082

L  atm
), T is
mol  K

the absolute temperature [K], and v is partial molar volume [L/mol], which is the
volume change per amount of substance added at constant T and P when this
substance is mixed with such a large volume of mixture that the composition is
not appreciably affected. The partial molar volume of the gaseous species in water
(in the normal range of aqueous environment temperature) is about 0.033 L/mol
for nitrogen (Enns et al. 1965), 0.035 L/mol for carbon dioxide and 0.037L/mol
for methane.
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Table 5-1 Model coefficients for calculating the Henry’s constants for N2 (Weiss
1970), CH4 (Yamamoto et al. 1976), and CO2 (Weiss 1974) (the original
constants were modified for N2 and CH4 to reflect the conversion from Bunsen
solubility coefficient to Henry’s constant).
Gas

A1

A2

A3

B1

B2

B3

N2

-62.7370

85.7661

24.3696

-0.051580

0.026329

-0.0037252

CH4

-70.3058

99.1624

27.9015

-0.072909

0.041674

-0.0064603

CO2

-58.0931

90.5069

22.2940

0.027766

-0.025888

0.0050578

So, if the hydrostatic pressure of the sediments and the pore water is
neglected, the Henry’s constant can be corrected for hydrostatic pressure as
follows,
vHW

K H '  K H e10 RT

(5-24)

where Hw is the water depth [m] and KH is the Henry’s Constant on water surface
calculated from Eq (5-22).
Finally, to form bubbles, the local concentration needs to exceed the
critical concentration, which is the concentration in equilibrium with the potential
bubble’s local pressure (KLOTS 1961). If neglecting the surface tension of the
bubbles and the pressure posed by the pore water and solids in the sediment, the
critical concentration [g/m3] for bubble formation in mass unit can be calculated
as,

 H 
ccrit  1000 K H ' 1  w  M
10 


(5-25)

where M is the molecular weight of each gas [g/mol].
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It is worth noting that the critical concentration for bubble formation is
different from the saturation concentration or solubility. As a matter of fact, the
deep water can be oversaturated by a certain gas, but no bubble is formed, as the
local concentration does not exceed the critical concentration. In addition to the
critical concentration, bubble formation is likely impacted by other factors, such
as the mechanical characteristic of the sediment (Johnson et al. 2002; Boudreau et
al. 2005; Furukawa et al. 2005).
In the current version of the model, gas flux is calculated by implementing
a subroutine that tracks the dissolved phase concentration. Once the concentration
at one node exceeds the saturation concentration, the source and sink for that node
becomes the source and sink of the gas phase. Since the rising of bubbles is much
faster than other processes in the sediment, the transport of gas is assumed to be at
steady-state. In other words, once gas bubbles are formed, they escape from the
sediments as gas fluxes.
5.3.2 Governing equations and boundary conditions
There are two general categories of constituents: solids and solutes. The
governing equations and boundary conditions for the two categories of
constituents are presented below.
5.3.2.1 Solid constituents
The solid constituents in this model are the particulate organic matters
(POM), including particulate organic carbon (POC), nitrogen (PON) and
phosphorus (POP). The transport mechanism of this category of constituents is
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diffusion (sediment reworking) and advection (burial) within the active benthic
zone and advection only below the benthic zone. A multi-G model (Westrich and
Berner 1984) is used to describe the biochemical decay process, which
subcategorizes the constituents into fractions of three species with different first
order reaction rate coefficients – fast (G1), slow (G2) and non-reacting (G3).
The mass conservation equation in the benthic zone is (Boudreau 1997),
 1     s S  
S   1     s wS
 1     s DB , s

 1     s Ss (5-26)
t
z 
z 
z

where S is the mass specific concentration of the particular organic matter in
sediment solids [g/g], and  s is the sediment intrinsic density [g/m3],  is
porosity [-], DB , s is the sediment reworking coefficient [m2/d], and S s is the
source/sink term.
Assuming spatially constant bioturbation rate, porosity, burial velocity and
sediment intrinsic density, the above equation can be simplified into,
S
2S
S
 DB , s 2  w
 Ss
t
z
z

(5-27)

Two boundary conditions are needed to solve the above PDE. At z  0 , the
influx of the particulate organic matter is prescribed as the top boundary
condition,

JS
dS
  DB,s
dz
1    s

 wS0

(5-28)

z 0
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At the bottom of the benthic zone ( z  10cm by default), both the
concentration and flux should be continuous, so S10cm-  S10cm+ and
wS10cm+  DB , s

S
 wS10cm- . Therefore, the gradient of the concentration at
z 10cm

10cm must be zero:
S
0
z 10cm

(5-29)

Below the benthic zone, bio-mixing is negligible and the transport is
dominated by burial, so the governing equation is,

S
S
 w  Ss
t
z

(5-30)

To solve this PDE, only one boundary condition is needed, which is the
concentration at z  10cm and can be obtained from the solution of the benthic
zone PDE.
5.3.2.2 Solute constituents
The solute constituents are of major importance to lake or estuarial water
quality because they are directly in exchange with the dissolved constituents in
the water column. The model includes two subcategories of solutes: nonadsorptive and adsorptive solutes.
The non-adsorbing solutes in this model include dissolved oxygen (O2),
nitrate (NO3), sulfate (SO4), dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved methane
(CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) and the adsorptive constituents include
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phosphate (PO4), sulfide (H2S), and ammonium (NH4). These two subcategories
of constituents are written in the same subroutine by adjusting the fraction of the
dissolved and adsorbed phase. In the following paragraphs, the governing
equation and boundary conditions for the adsorptive solutes is introduced first,
followed by an illustration on how the same governing equation can be used for
non-adsorptive solutes.
The adsorbed phase of the adsorptive species is subject to bioturbation due
to sediment reworking and burial. The governing equation for the adsorbed phase
is (Boudreau 1997),
 1     s S
t



 1     s wS
 
S
1     s DB ,s  

z 
z 
z
 1     s S s  Rads

(5-31)

where DB , s is the sediment reworking rate, Rads is the bulk concentration change
in unit amount of time due to adsorption, and S s is the source/sink term from the
kinetics of various REDOX reactions.
The dissolved phase is transported by molecular diffusion, enhanced biodiffusion,
and burial. The governing equation for the dissolved phase is,
 C  
C   wC
   Dw
  Sc  Rads

t
z 
z 
z

(5-32)

The change of bulk concentration with respect to time is,
CT   C   1     s S 


t
t
t

(5-33)
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Substituting Eqs. (5-31), (5-32) into(5-33) and assume sorption
equilibrium, we can get the governing equation for adsorptive species as,
CT
C
wCT

  Dw Fd  DB , s Fp  T 
 SCT
t
z
z
z

(5-34)

where Fd and Fp are the fraction of dissolved and adsorbed phases respectively,
as defined in Eqs. (5-17) and (5-18).
Assuming constant bioturbation coefficients and burial velocity, it becomes,
CT
 2CT
C
  Dw Fd  DB , s Fp 
 w T  SCT
2
t
z
z

(5-35)

Two end boundary conditions and one internal boundary condition are
needed to solve the above PDE. The internal boundary condition is necessary
because the diffusivity for the active benthic zone and non-active zone are
different.
The first boundary condition is set at the sediment-water interface, where
the flux comes through the diffusive boundary layer has to be equal to the flux
comes through the sediment side,



  CW 


Fd CT 0 
CT
 wCT 0
    Dw Fd  DB ,s Fp 
 
z 0

(5-36)

The internal boundary condition is set at the bottom of the benthic zone with flux
continuity,

  Dw Fd  DB,s Fp 

CT
z

   Dw Fd 
10cm-

CT
z

(5-37)
10cm+

The bottom boundary is set at z  100cm with zero diffusive flux is zero,
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CT
z

0

(5-38)

100cm

After solving for the concentration profile, the solute flux to or from the
overlying water can be calculated from Eq. (5-36).
The governing equation and boundary conditions for non-adsorptive
constituents are essentially the same, except that the fraction of dissolved phase
and adsorbed phase are 1 and 0 respectively due to a zero adsorption coefficient
(see Eqs. (5-17) and (5-18)). Therefore, in Huni2K, the same subroutine is used
for both adsorptive and non-adsorptive constituents by adjusting the adsorption
coefficient.
5.3.3 Individual constituent
Most of the biochemical reactions in this model are assumed to be pseudo
first order, with the use of Michaelis-Menten type of equations to reflect
saturation and inhibition mechanisms. The equations are summarized in Table 5-2
and Table 5-3.
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Table 5-2 List of primary, secondary and acid dissociation equations included in the model (Boudreau and Canfield 1993; Stumm and
Morgan 1995)
Reaction Equation
Primary

CH2 O + O2 → CO2 + H2 O

Stoichiometric Ratio
𝑟𝑜𝑐 =

1 ∗ 32
𝑔𝐶
= 2.67
1 ∗ 12
𝑔𝑂

R1

𝑟𝑛𝑐 =

4 ∗ 14
𝑔𝐶
= 0.93
5 ∗ 12
𝑔𝑁

R2

𝑟𝑠𝑐 =

1 ∗ 32
𝑔𝐶
= 1.33
2 ∗ 12
𝑔𝑆

R3

𝑟𝑚𝑐 =

1 ∗ 12
𝑔𝐶
= 0.5
2 ∗ 12
𝑔𝐶

R4

𝑟𝑜𝑛 =

2 ∗ 32
𝑔𝑂
= 4.57
1 ∗ 14
𝑔𝑁

R5

𝑟𝑜𝑠 =

2 ∗ 32
𝑔𝑂
=2
1 ∗ 32
𝑔𝑆

R6

REDOX
Reactions

+
5CH2 O + 4NO−
3 + 4H → 5CO2 + 2N2 + 7H2 O

+
−
2CH2 O + SO2−
4 + H → 2CO2 + HS + 2H2 O

2CH2 O → 1CO2 + 1CH4
Secondary

+
NH4+ + 2O2 → NO−
3 + H2 O + 2H

REDOX
Reactions

+
H2 S + 2O2 → SO2−
4 + 2H

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2 O
5CH4 + 8NO3− + 8H+ → 5CO2 + 4N2 + 14H2 O

No.

𝑟𝑜𝑚 =

2 ∗ 32
𝑔𝑂
= 5.33
1 ∗ 12
𝑔𝐶

R7

𝑟𝑛𝑚 =

8 ∗ 14
𝑔𝑁
= 1.87
5 ∗ 12
𝑔𝐶

R8
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+
−
CH4 + SO2−
4 + H → CO2 + HS + 2H2 O

𝑟𝑠𝑚 =

1 ∗ 32
𝑔𝑆
= 2.67
1 ∗ 12
𝑔𝐶

R9

Equilibrium

CO2 + H2 O ⇋ H2 CO3

Reactions

+
H2 CO3 ⇋ HCO−
3 +H

R11

−
+
HCO−
3 ⇋ CO3 + H

R12

H3 PO4 ⇋ H2 PO4− + H +

Inorganic Carbon System

Phosphate System

R10

R13

2−
+
H2 PO−
4 ⇋ HPO4 + H

R14

3−
+
HPO2−
4 ⇋ PO4 + H

R15

H2 S ⇋ HS − + H+

Sulfide system

HS − ⇋ S 2− + H+
NH4+ ⇋ NH3 + H+

R16
R17

Ammonium system
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R18

Table 5-3 The reaction and source terms of individual species
Species

Source and Sink Terms

Related
Reactions

POC/PON/POP

T  20
S POM  kPOM  POM
POM

Production rate of reactive organic matter

R1, R2, R3, R4

T  20
T  20
QC   k POC1 POC
1 POC1  k POC 2 POC 2 POC 2  1     s

(Take POC,G1 as an
example)

T  20
T  20
QN   k PON 1 PON
1 PON1  k PON 2 PON 2 PON 2  1     s

[g/g DS]

T  20
T  20
QP   k POP1 POP
1 POP1  k POP 2 POP 2 POP 2  1     s

S NH 4  QN  NH4_O2

R5

S H 2 S  rsc DOC_SO4  rsm CH4_SO4  H2S_O2

R3, R6

S PO 4  QP

-

DOC [g/m3/PW]

S DOC  QC  DOC_O2  DOC_NO3  DOC_SO4  DOC_CH4

R1 – R4

Nitrate

S NO 3  NH4_O2  rnc DOC_NO3  rnm CH4_NO3

R2, R8

Ammonium
[g/m3 S]
Sulfide
[g/m3 S]
Phosphorus
[g/m3 S]

[g/m3 PW]
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Nitrogen Gas

S N 2  rnc DOC_NO3  rnm CH4_NO3

[g/m3 PW]
Sulfate

S SO 4  H2S_O2  rsc DOC_SO4  rsm CH4_SO4

R3, R6, R9

SCH 4  rmc DOC_CH4  CH4_O2  CH4_NO3  CH4_SO4

R4, R7, R8

SCO 2 = DOC_O2  DOC_NO3  DOC_SO4  rmc DOC_CH4

R1-R4, R7-R9

[g/m3 PW]
Methane
[g/m3 PW]
Carbon Dioxide
[g/m3 PW]

Oxygen

 CH4_O2  CH4_NO3  CH4_SO4
SO 2  roc DOC_O2  rom CH4_O2  ron NH4_O2  ros H2S_O2

[g/m3 PW]
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R1, R5, R6, R7

The Reaction kinetic terms in the Table 5-3 are defined as follows:

DOC_O2  kdoc

CO 2
CDOC
kso  CO 2

DOC_NO3  kdoc

CNO 3
kio
CDOC
ksn  CNO 3 kio  CO 2

DOC_SO4  kdoc

CSO 4
kio
kin
CDOC
kss  CSO 4 kio  CO 2 kin  CNO 3

DOC_CH4  kdoc

kio
kin
kis
CDOC
kio  CO 2 kin  CNO 3 kis  CSO 4

NH4_O2  k NH 4

CO 2
CNH 4
kso  CO 2

H2S_O2   Fd k H 2 Sd  Fp k H 2 Sp 

CH4_O2  kCH 4

CO 2
CH 2 ST
kso  CO 2

CO 2
CCH 4
kso  CO 2

CH4_NO3  kCH 4

CNO 3
kio
CCH 4
ksn  CNO 3 kio  CO 2

CH4_SO4  kCH 4

CSO 4
kio
kin
CCH 4
kss  CSO 4 kio  CO 2 kin  CNO3
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5.3.3.1 Particulate organic matter
Particular organic matter (POM) are solid constituents. They are the
starting point and feeder of all diagenetic reactions in the sediment. By solving the
POM concentration profiles, we can compute how much of the POM is converted
into soluble reactive forms.
To model POM, the first step is to obtain the downward flux of total
sediments 𝐽𝑠 (𝑡). There are several ways of getting 𝐽𝑠 (𝑡). If the sediment model is
coupled with a water column model, then the settling flux of total suspended
solids obtained in the water column model can be directly used as 𝐽𝑠 (𝑡). If the
sediment model is used as a stand-alone model, and the burial velocity, porosity
and dry density in the sediment are known, then a transformation of Eq. (5-4) can
be used to obtain 𝐽𝑠 (𝑡).

J s  t   ws 1   

(5-39)

In addition, 𝐽𝑠 (𝑡) can also be obtained via direct measurement using sediment
traps.
Second, the fraction of organic matter (𝑟𝑜𝑚 ) and the stoichiometric ratios
of Carbon, Nitrogen and Phosphorous are obtained from field data. If no field data
is available for stoichiometric ratio, Redfield ratio (Redfield et al. 1963), which is
an empirically developed ratio of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus in
phytoplankton, is used to divide the POM flux into carbon (POC), nitrogen (PON)
and phosphorus (POP). The ratio in mole unit is C:N:P = 106: 16: 1, and in mass
unit is 40gC: 7.2gN: 1gP.
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Third, each of the nutrient fluxes is further broken down into three
fractions based on the multi-G model (Westrich and Berner 1984): labile (G1),
slowly reacting (G2) and non-reacting (G3). The first two have fast and slow
degradation rates respectively and the last one does not degrade.
Finally, the influxes of each G species of POC, PON and POP are applied
as a top boundary condition to solve Eq (5-26).
Take G1 of POC as an example, the source/sink term is,
T  20
SPOC1  kPOC1 POC
1 POC1

(5-40)

After the concentrations of the two reactive species of POC are obtained,
the rate of change in concentration of dissolved reactive organic carbon available
for primary REDOX reactions can be computed as follows,
T  20
T  20
QC   k POC1 POC
1 POC1  k POC 2 POC 2 POC 2  1     s

(5-41)

where QC is the rate of change in concentration in dissolved reactive organic
carbon available for primary REDOX reactions [gC/m3-d]
5.3.3.2 Total Ammonium (TA)
Based on the mechanisms depicted in Figure 5-1, the dissolution and
degradation of PON produce ammonium in the sediments. Ammonium can be
found dissolved in pore water, adsorbed onto the surface of clay particles and
organic matter, or fixed within clay structure (Laima et al. 1999). So it is
important to include adsorption mechanisms (Berner 1976). The bulk
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concentration of total ammonium - mass of ammonium in unit volume of
sediment NH4T [gN/m3] - is used as a state variable.
The general governing equation is Eq. (5-27). Since ammonium comes
from the dissolution and degradation of PON, the source term for total ammonium
is,
T  20
T  20
QN   k PON 1 PON
1 PON1  k PON 2 PON 2 PON 2  1     s

(5-42)

The sink of ammonium is nitrification, in which ammonium is oxidized
into nitrate with the existence of oxygen. The reaction equation is R5 in Table
5-2. Nitrification follows Monod kinetics. That is when the oxygen concentration
is much less than the half saturation constant 𝐾𝑠𝑜𝑛 , the reaction is limited by
oxygen concentration. The reaction rate increases with the oxygen concentration,
but reaches a plateau. The reaction kinetics for nitrification can be written as,

NH4_O2  k NH 4

CO 2
CNH 4
kso  CO 2

(5-43)

where 𝑘𝑁𝐻4 = the first order reaction coefficient for nitrification [/d], 𝐶𝑂2 = the
dissolved oxygen concentration [gO2/m3], 𝑘𝑠𝑜 = the oxygen half-saturation
constant [gO2/m3].
Finally, accounting for PON dissolution and nitrification, the source/sink
term for total ammonium mass balance is,
S NH 4T  QN  NH4_O2

(5-44)
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Once the total ammonium concentration is obtained, the dissolved phase
concentration in pore water is simply

Fd



C NH 4T .

Ammonium is a weak base and dissociates to form ammonia and proton
(R18). Ammonia contributes to alkalinity due to its acid neutralization capacity.
Therefore, in order to model pH and alkalinity, it is worth differentiating between
free ammonia and ammonium. Since acid dissociation reactions are much faster
than the other reactions and transport processes, they can be assumed as being in
equilibrium all the time. Therefore, similar to the treatment in adsorption
equilibrium, we can use equilibrium constants to find out the ratio of each
constituent (Chapra et al. 2008).
To do that, we first start from the acid dissociation constant, which is
defined as,

KA 

 NH3   H + 
 NH +4 

(5-45)

It can be correlated to temperature as follows (Bates and Pinching 1949),

log K A  

2706
 0.139
Ta

(5-46)

where Ta is the absolute temperature.
The total dissolved ammonium is the sum of ammonium ion and free
ammonia,
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Fd



 NH 4T    NH3    NH 4+ 

(5-47)

Note that square brackets indicate molar concentration and can be
converted from mass specific concentration via the molecular weight of nitrogen,

 NH 4T  

CNH 4T
14gN/mol

(5-48)

Substituting Eq. (5-45) into Eq. (5-47), we can obtain the fraction of free
ammonia and ammonium ion in dissolved ammonium,

 NH3 

KA
 H   K A

(5-49)

 NH4 

 H + 
 H +   K A

(5-50)

+

These fractions differentiate free ammonia and ammonium ions and are used to
calculate pH in Section 5.3.3.12.
5.3.3.3 Nitrate
Nitrate is produced as a result of nitrification. Some of the nitrate is
transported downwards into the anaerobic zone, where oxygen is depleted. There,
nitrate succeeds the role as electron acceptor and is reduced to nitrogen gas
through denitrification. The electron donor for denitrification can be DOC or
methane, depending on their abundance. The reaction equations are R2 and R8
respectively in Table 5-2.
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Denitrification is effectively inhibited when there is sufficient oxygen in
the sediments. The way we treat oxygen inhibition on denitrification is to multiply
the reaction rate coefficient by an inhibition term containing an inhibition
constant kio . When the oxygen concentration is much smaller than kio , the
inhibition term is close to 1 so that oxygen has no impact on denitrification rates.
Otherwise, higher oxygen concentration attenuates denitrification rates.
With that, the reaction kinetics of denitrification using DOC as electron
donor can be written as,

DOC_NO3  kdoc

CNO 3
kio
CDOC
ksn  CNO 3 kio  CO 2

(5-51)

where 𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑐 = the DOC degradation rate [/d], 𝑘𝑠𝑛 = the nitrate half-saturation
constant [gN/m3], 𝑘𝑖𝑜 = the oxygen inhibition constant [gO/m3].
Similarly, the reaction kinetics of denitrification using methane as electron
donor can be written as,

CH4_NO3  kCH 4

CNO 3
kio
CCH 4
ksn  CNO 3 kio  CO 2

(5-52)

where kCH 4 is the methane oxidation rate and k sn is the nitrate half-saturation
constant.
Finally, the source/sink term for nitrate mass balance is,
S NO 3  NH4_O2  rnc DOC_NO3  rnm CH4_NO3

(5-53)
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where rnc and rnm are stoichiometric ratio.
5.3.3.4 Dissolved Nitrogen
In this model, we made a simple assumption that in denitrification, all
nitrate is converted to dissolved nitrogen. So, the source term of dissolved
nitrogen is the same as the sink term of nitrate. In addition, there is no sink for
dissolved nitrogen. So, the source/sink term for dissolved nitrogen is,
S N 2  rnc DOC_NO3  rnm CH4_NO3

(5-54)

5.3.3.5 Sulfate
Sulfate reduction process occurs when there is sulfate in the sediments.
This is commonly seen in lakes that naturally contain gypsum, a kind of mineral
with the chemical form of CaSO4·2H2O. In estuarine sediments, sulfate reduction
is also a common phenomenon due to the presence of sulfate in seawater. The
presence of sulfate inhibits methanogensis (i.e., methane formation by anaerobic
digestion). Since we would like to simulate methane gas formation, sulfate and
sulfide are explicitly included in Huni2K.
When both oxygen and nitrate are exhausted at certain depth, sulfate
becomes the dominant electron acceptor. Sulfate reducing bacteria convert sulfate
into sulfide, while using dissolved organic carbon and methane as electron
donors. The reaction equations of sulfate reduction are R3 and R9 respectively in
Table 5-2.
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Both reactions are inhibited by the existence of oxygen and nitrate,
because they are more preferable electron acceptors in REDOX sequence. We use
similar inhibition mechanisms as denitrification.
The kinetics of the two sulfate reduction reactions are:

DOC_SO4  kdoc

CH4_SO4  kCH 4

CSO 4
kio
kin
CDOC
kss  CSO 4 kio  CO 2 kin  CNO 3

CSO 4
kio
kin
CCH 4
kss  CSO 4 kio  CO 2 kin  CNO3

(5-55)

(5-56)

where k ss is sulfate half-saturation constant [gS/m3], kin is the nitrate inhibition
constant [gN/m3].
The source of sulfate is sulfide oxidation. The reaction equation is R6 in
Table 5-2. Sulfide exists in the sediments in both dissolved (H2S, HS-) and
particulate forms (FeS). When those reduced forms of sulfide diffuse or being
transported by benthic organisms into the top aerobic zone, they are oxidized into
sulfate. Since we include both hydrogen sulfide and iron sulfide in the model and
they likely have different oxidation rates (Morse et al. 1987), the reaction kinetics
are,

H2S_O2   Fd k H 2 Sd  Fp k H 2 Sp 

CO 2
CH 2 ST
kso  CO 2

(5-57)

where k so is oxygen half saturation constant [gO/m3].
Finally, the source/sink term of sulfate is,
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S SO 4  H2S_O2  rsc DOC_SO4  rsm CH4_SO4

(5-58)

where rsc and rsm are stoichiometric coefficients for converting from carbon unit
to sulfur unit [gS/gC].
5.3.3.6 Total Sulfide (TS)
Based on the kinetics described in the sulfate section, we can write the
source/sink term for total sulfide as,
STS  rsc DOC_SO4  rsm CH4_SO4  H2S_O2

(5-59)

Once the total sulfide concentration is obtained, the dissolved phase
concentration is simply

Fd , s



CTS .

Similar to ammonium, hydrogen sulfide also affects pH sine it is a weak
acid. The acid dissociation equations are R16-R17 in Table 5-2. The total
dissolved hydrogen sulfide is defined as,

Fd , s



TS   H 2S  HS   S2 

(5-60)

The dissociation constants are defined as,

 HS   H  
K1S 
 H 2 S

K2S

S   H  

 HS 

(5-61)

(5-62)
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Combing Eq. (5-60) with Eqs. (5-61) and (5-62), we can obtain the fraction of the
individual species,
2

 H2S

 H + 

2
 H +   K1S  H +   K1S K 2 S

(5-63)

K1S  H + 
2
 H +   K1S  H +   K1S K 2 S

(5-64)

 HS 

S 

K1S K 2 S
2

 H +   K1S  H +   K1S K 2 S

(5-65)

The first dissociation constant is correlated to temperature as follows
(Millero 1986),
log K1S  32.55  1519.44 / Ta  15.672 log Ta  0.02722Ta

(5-66)

where Ta is the absolute temperature [k].
5.3.3.7 Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)
DOC is formed through the dissolution and degradation of POC. So the
source of DOC is Qc in Eq. (5-41). The primary pathways for the loss of DOC in
the sediments are: 1) aerobic oxidation, 2) nitrate reduction, 3) sulfate reduction
and 4) anaerobic digestion to form methane gas. These reactions (and some other
reactions using different oxidants such as MnO2 and Fe3+) are collectively called
primary REDOX reactions.
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The kinetics of denitrification and sulfate reduction has been written in
Eqs. (5-51) and (5-55). The reaction equation of aerobic oxidation of DOC is R1
in Table 5-2 and the kinetics can be described as,

DOC_O2  kdoc

CO 2
CDOC
kso  CO 2

(5-67)

where k so is the oxygen half-saturation constant [gO/m3].
The reaction equation of DOC anaerobic digestion (methanogenesis) is R
4 in Table 5-2 and the kinetics are,

DOC_CH4  kdoc

kio
kin
kis
CDOC
kio  CO 2 kin  CNO 3 kis  CSO 4

(5-68)

where kis is the sulfate inhibition constant [gS/m3]. As it shows, this reaction is
effectively inhibited when oxygen, nitrate and sulfate concentrations are much
higher than their respective inhibition constants.
Finally, the overall source/sink term for DOC is,
S DOC  QC  DOC_O2  DOC_NO3  DOC_SO4  DOC_CH4

(5-69)

5.3.3.8 Methane
The dissolved methane formed in the anaerobic layer is transferred to the
sulfate reduction, denitrification and aerobic layers via molecular diffusion and
bio-mixing. In those layers, methane is oxidized into carbon dioxide using sulfate,
nitrate and oxygen as oxidants respectively. The reaction equations are R7-R9
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respectively. The latter two pathways are called the anoxic oxidation of methane,
which have been discussed in Eqs. (5-52) and (5-56).
The kinetics of aerobic oxidation of methane can be written as,

CH4_O2  kCH 4

CO 2
CCH 4
kso  CO 2

(5-70)

So, the overall source/sink term for methane is,

SCH 4  rmc DOC_CH4  CH4_O2  CH4_NO3  CH4_SO4

(5-71)

Once dissolved methane concentration is obtained, a bubbling subroutine
is run to compute the gas flux of methane.
5.3.3.9 Total Inorganic Carbon (TIC)
Carbon dioxide is formed through many of the pathways discussed above
(R1-R4, R7-R9 in Table 5-2). The overall source/sink terms for total carbon
dioxide (or total inorganic carbon) is,

STIC = DOC_O2  DOC_NO3  DOC_SO4  rmc DOC_CH4
 CH4_O2  CH4_NO3  CH4_SO4

(5-72)

Once formed, the carbon dioxide dissolves in water and reversibly forms
the carbonic acid (H2CO3), which, as a weak acid, further dissociates into
bicarbonate (HCO3-) and carbonate (CO32-) ions (R10- R12). Differentiating these
inorganic carbon species are important not only because they have an impact on
pH and alkalinity, but also because aquatic plants or phytoplankton have different
affinity in absorption of these species (Allen and Spence 1981).
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Similar to the previous discussion on weak acids, the sum of dissolved
carbon dioxide molecules, carbonic acid, bicarbonate and carbonate ions is
defined as total inorganic carbon (TIC),
1



TIC   H 2CO*3  +  HCO3-  + CO32- 

(5-73)

The hydration equilibrium constant of carbonic acid is defined as,

Kh 

 H 2CO3 
CO 2  aq  

(5-74)

Since K h  1.7 103 at 25 oC, the majority of carbon dioxide exists in water in
the form of CO2 molecules rather than carbon acid. For the sake of convenience,
we use H 2CO3* to denote the sum of dissolved carbon dioxide and carbonic acid.
So, the first dissociation constant below is an apparent constant, which is much
smaller than the actual constant.
The dissociation constants of carbonic acid are defined as,

K1C

 HCO3   H  

 H 2 CO*3 

(5-75)

K 2C

CO3   H  

 HCO3 

(5-76)
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where HCO3 = bicarbonate ion, CO32- = carbonate ion, H + = hydronium ion,
K1C = apparent first acid dissociation constant and K 2C = second acid

dissociation constant.
The correlation between the acid dissociation constants and temperature
are given by the following equations (Plummer and Busenberg 1982):
log K1C  356.3094  0.06091964Ta  21834.37 / Ta
126.8339 log Ta  1684915 / Ta 2
log K 2C  107.8871  0.03252849Ta  5151.79 / Ta
38.92561log Ta  563713.9 / Ta 2

(5-77)

(5-78)

Combining Eq. (5-75), (5-76) and (5-73), we can define the following
quantities (Stumm and Morgan 1996),
2

 H2CO3

 H + 

2
 H +   K1C  H +   K1C K 2C

(5-79)

 HCO3

K1C  H + 

2
 H +   K1C  H +   K1C K 2C

(5-80)

 CO3 

K1C K 2C
2

 H   K1C  H +   K1C K 2C
+

(5-81)

where  0C , 1C and  2C are the fraction of total inorganic carbon in carbon
dioxide, bicarbonate, and carbonate forms, respectively.
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There is one missing piece in calculating these fractions, which is the
concentration of  H   or pH, which will be discussed in Section 5.3.3.12 below.
5.3.3.10

Oxygen

Oxygen is consumed through the oxidation of DOC, ammonium, sulfide
and methane. Based on the stoichiometric ratio in reaction R1 and R5-R7, the
source/sink term of oxygen can be written as,
SO 2  roc DOC_O2  rom CH4_O2  ron NH4_O2  ros H2S_O2

(5-82)

In the two-layer model developed by Di Toro & Fitzpatrick (1993), the
aerobic layer is assumed to be in steady-state all the time and its thickness is
correlated to a mass transfer coefficient in the aerobic layer. Different from that,
Huni2K dynamically computes the oxygen concertation profile, from which it
automatically obtains the aerobic layer thickness. Furthermore, the two-layer
model uses an iterative approach to solve for SOD at each time step (similar to the
analytical solution discussed in Chapter 4). Even though it only contains two
layers, the iterative approach is considerably costly when there are many state
variables. In contrast, Huni2K directly calculates SOD through the concentration
gradient of oxygen near the sediment water interface without iteration.
5.3.3.11

Total Inorganic Phosphorus (TIP)

Inorganic phosphorus is produced as a result of the hydrolysis of
particulate organic phosphorus (POP). It has long been demonstrated that
oxygenated sediments retain phosphorus by forming iron oxyhydroxides FeOOH
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(Fe III), which is a flocculent precipitate that can trap phosphate (Krom and
Berner 1980; Boström et al. 1988). If the oxygen level falls below a critical value,
Fe(III) will be reduced to dissolved Fe (II), causing the release of phosphate to the
overlying water. The reaction is,
Fe3+ + e− = Fe2+

(5-83)

DiToro (2001) implemented the phosphorus trapping mechanism in his
model by adjusting the adsorption coefficient of phosphate based on the overlying
water oxygen concentration. We use the same mechanism here,
𝐾𝑑 = 𝐾𝑑,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝛥𝐾𝑑

for O2, w  O2,crit

(5-84)

for O2, w  O2,crit

(5-85)

𝑂2,𝑤

𝐾𝑑 = 𝐾𝑑,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝛥𝐾𝑑 )𝑂2,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

where K d ,base is the baseline adsorption coefficient, K d is a coefficient greater
than 1, and O2,crit is the critical oxygen concentration. When the overlying water
oxygen concentration is greater than the critical concentration, the adsorption
coefficient is magnified by a factor of K d . When it is lower than the critical
concentration, the magnification effect is gradually removed until O2, w  0 and
the partition coefficient is equal to the baseline partition coefficient.
From the partition coefficient, we can compute the fraction of the
dissolved and particulate phosphorus, as is done in Eqs (5-17) and (5-18).
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Another piece of information needed to compute the total inorganic
phosphorus (TIP) concentration profile is the source/sink term, which is
calculated as follows,
T  20
T  20
QP   k POP1 POP
1 POP1  k POP 2 POP 2 POP 2  1     s

(5-86)

After getting the concentration of TIP, we can obtain the species of
inorganic phosphorus in the same fashion as for TIC. The orthophosphoric acid
(H3PO4) dissociates to form dihydrogen phosphate anion (H2PO4-), hydrogen
phosphate anion (HPO42-) and phosphate anion (PO43-) in three equilibrium
reactions. So,
Fd , p



TIP   H3PO4  + H 2 PO-4  + HPO42-   PO3-4 

(5-87)

Similar to the dissociation of hydrogen sulfide and carbonic acid, we can
obtain the fraction of the inorganic phosphorus species as,
3

 H3PO4

 H + 

3
2
 H +   K1P  H +   K1P K 2 P  H +   K1P K 2 P K 3 p

 H2PO4 

 HPO4 

K1P  H + 
3

2

2

 H +   K1P  H +   K1P K 2 P  H +   K1P K 2 P K 3 p
K1P K 2 P  H + 
3

2

(5-88)

 H +   K1P  H +   K1P K 2 P  H +   K1P K 2 P K3 p

(5-89)

(5-90)
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 PO4 

K1P K 2 P K3 p
+ 3

+ 2

 H   K1P  H   K1P K 2 P  H +   K1P K 2 P K3 p

(5-91)

where K1P , K 2P and K3P are first, second and third dissociation constants of
phosphoric acid, which are correlated to temperature as follows (Bates and Acree
1943; Bates 1951),

log K1 p  

799.31
 4.5535  0.013486Ta
Ta

log K 2 p  1979.5 / Ta  5.3541  0.019840Ta
5.3.3.12

(5-92)

(5-93)

Alkalinity and pH

Total alkalinity is defined by Dickson (1981) as “the number of moles of
hydrogen ion equivalent to the excess of proton acceptors (base from weak acids
with a dissociation constant K  104.5 at 25oC and zero ionic strength) over
proton donors (acids with K  104.5 in one kilogram of sample).”
The following acid base systems included in this model make a significant
contribution to the alkalinity: phosphate ( pK1  2.1 , pK 2  7.2 and pK3  12.7 ),
hydrogen sulfide ( pK1  7.0 , pK 2  12.0 ), carbonate acid ( pK1  5.86 ,

pK1  8.92 ), and ammonia. Therefore, the alkalinity in Huni2K is defined as,
Alke   HCO3-   2 CO32-    HS-   2 S2-    NH 3 
+ HPO 2-4   2 PO3-4    H 3PO 4   OH -   H + 

(5-94)
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Substituting Eqs. (5-64), (5-65), (5-80), (5-81), (5-89), (5-90) and (5-91) into
(5-94), we get

Alke   HCO3  2 CO3 
  HS  2 S 
  NH 3

CTIC
 *12gC/mol*1000mg/gC
Fd , s CTS

 *32gS/mol*1000mg/gS
Fd ,nCNH4T

 *14gN/mol*1000mg/mgN



  HPO4  2 PO4   H3PO4


(5-95)

 *31gP/mol/1000mg/gP
Fd , p CTIP

KW
  H + 
+
 H 

where K w is the water ionization constant and is correlated to temperature as
follows (Harned and Hamer 1933),

log K w  

4787.3
 7.1321log10 Ta   0.010365Ta  22.80
Ta

(5-96)

Note that the alkalinity is expressed in units of eq/L for the internal calculations.
For input and output, it is expressed as mgCaCO3/L. With the unit conversion
given as,
1mgCaCO3 1mgCaCO3
g
mol
2eq
1 eq

*
*
*

L
L
1000mg 100gCaCO3 mol 50, 000 L

(5-97)

the two units are related by,

Alk  mgCaCO3 /L   50,000  Alke  eq/L 

(5-98)

pH can be obtained through finding the root of the following equation,
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f (  H +  )   HCO3  2 CO3 
  HS  2 S 
  NH 3

cTIC
 *12gC/mol*1000mg/gC
Fd , s cH 2 ST

 *32gS/mol*1000mg/gS
Fd ,n cNH4T

 *14gN/mol*1000mg/mgN



  HPO4  2 PO4   H3PO4


(5-99)

  *31gP/mol/1000mg/gP
Fd , p cTIP

KW
  H +   Alke
+
 H 

One last piece of information needed to solve for pH is Alke, which can be
obtained from charge balance. As Drever (1988) puts it, "Ions such as Na+, K+,
Ca2+, Mg2+, Cl −, SO42−, and NO3− can be regarded as "conservative" in the sense
that their concentrations are unaffected by changes in the pH, pressure, or
temperature (within the ranges normally encountered near the earth's surface and
assuming no precipitation or dissolution of solid phases, or biological
transformations)." Total alkalinity is equal to the charge difference between
conservative cations and anions. Since the biogeochemical processes within the
sediment change the concentration of conservative cations and anions, they also
affect alkalinity. Table 5-4 summarizes the mechanisms included in this model
that affect alkalinity.
Dissimilatory nitrate and sulfate reduction are two of the most important
mechanisms by which alkalinity is generated in situ (Giblin et al. 1990). The
nitrification of every mole of ammonium reduces the alkalinity by 1 proton
equivalent, because a negative conservative ion (NO 3-) is created. Denitrification
increases the alkalinity by one equivalent, because a negative ion is used.
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Similarly, sulfide oxidation reduces the alkalinity by 2 proton equivalents and
sulfate reduction increases the alkalinity by 2 proton equivalents. Other
mechanisms, such as the precipitation of Ca 2+, are not included in the present
model but could be explored in future versions with more comprehensive
accounting of the ions for charge balance. So the change in Alkalinity over time
can be calculated as,

dAlke
S NO3
2S SO 4
m3
m3


dt
14gN/mol 1000L 32gS/mol 1000L

(5-100)

Table 5-4 List of processes affecting alkalinity
Mechanisms
Nitrification
Denitrification
Sulfide Oxidation
Sulfate Reduction

Utilize

Create
NO3-

NO3SO42SO42-

Alkalinity Change
Decrease
Increase
Decrease
Increase

In the current version of Huni2K, if no initial alkalinity profile is provided,
pore water initial alkalinity is set to be the same as water column alkalinity. Depth
dependent alkalinity accounting is made for every computing time step but pH is
calculated for every printing time step due to the costly iteration needed in
calculating pH.
Since the model does not include dissolution and precipitation
mechanisms, its accounting for alkalinity is complete. For example, the
dissolution of CaCO3 performs an important buffer for the pH fall due to carbonic
acid, hydrogen sulfide and phosphoric acid formation in primary and secondary
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REDOX reactions. A more complete alkalinity module that includes all the
cations and anions could be explored and incorporated in future versions of
Huni2K.
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5.4 Numerical methods
The general numerical method used is the Crank-Nicolson scheme. As an implicit
method, it is unconditionally stable. It is second order accurate in both space and time. In
addition, since the concentration gradients of the constituents are steeper near the
sediment-water interface than in the lower sediments, non-uniform spatial discretization
is used with more nodes concentrated near the interface to improve both computational
efficiency and accuracy in flux estimation.
For solid constituents below the benthic zone, the method of characteristics
(MOC) is used. There are two reasons for choosing MOC. First, the transport below the
benthic zone is purely advective, so centered difference renders unstable result. Second,
MOC is semi analytical and therefore more accurate and efficient.
5.4.1 Crank-Nicolson scheme on uneven grids
Before diving into the Crank-Nicolson scheme, we first introduce how spatial
discretization is completed on uneven grids. Figure 5-2 illustrates the spatial and time
domain of the problem. The nodes are located at 𝑧𝑗 and the thickness of the segments
formed by the nodes is defined as: 𝐻𝑗 = 𝑧𝑗 − 𝑧𝑗−1.

Figure 5-2 Illustration of the uneven grids used for finite difference spatial discretization
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First, Taylor Series Expansion for 𝐶𝑗−1 and 𝐶𝑗+1 around 𝐶𝑗 for uneven grids
renders,

𝐶𝑗−1 = 𝐶𝑗 − 𝐻𝑗 𝐶𝑗,𝑧 +

𝐻𝑗2
2!

𝐶𝑗+1 = 𝐶𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗+1 𝐶𝑗,𝑧 +

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧 −
2
𝐻𝑗+1

2!

𝐻𝑗3
3!

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧 +
3
𝐻𝑗+1

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧 +

3!

𝐻𝑗4
4!

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − ⋯

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧 +

4
𝐻𝑗+1

4!

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + ⋯

(5-101)

(5-102)

where 𝐶𝑗,𝑧 , 𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧 , 𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧, and 𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 are first, second, third, and fourth derivative of C with
regard to z on node j, respectively.
Eliminating the second order term by combining the above two equations and
omitting the third and higher order terms, we get centered difference for the first
derivative,

𝐶𝑗,𝑧 =

2
2
−𝐻𝑗+1
𝐶𝑗−1 −(𝐻𝑗2 −𝐻𝑗+1
)𝐶𝑗 +𝐻𝑗2 𝐶𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗+𝐻𝑗+1 )

−

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1
3!

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧 + ⋯

(5-103)

Similarly, eliminating the first order term, we get centered difference for the
second derivative,

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧 =

𝐻𝑗+1 𝐶𝑗−1 −(𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )𝐶𝑗 +𝐻𝑗𝐶𝑗+1
𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗+𝐻𝑗+1 )/2

+

𝐻𝑗 −𝐻𝑗+1
3

𝐶𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑧 + ⋯

(5-104)

5.4.1.1 Spatial discretization for solid constituents within the benthic zone
Based on the governing equation and the finite difference approximations for the
uneven grids derived above, we can write spatially discretized equation for a typical
interior node for a solid constituent as,
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𝜕𝑆
|
𝜕𝑡 𝑗
= 2𝐷𝐵,𝑠

𝐻𝑗+1 𝑆𝑗−1 − (𝐻𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗+1 )𝑆𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗 𝑆𝑗+1
𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗+1 )

–𝑤

2
2
−𝐻𝑗+1
𝑆𝑗−1 − (𝐻𝑗2 − 𝐻𝑗+1
)𝑆𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗2 𝑆𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗+1 )

− 𝑘𝑆𝑗

(5-105)
Boundary conditions are also discretized to be included in the end nodes:

At z=0 (j=0), FS 

Js
dS
  DB,s
dz
1    s

 wS0 . By introducing a ghost point at
z 0

z   H1 , we discretize the boundary condition to be,

FS 

Js
S  S1
  DB , s 1
 wS0
2 H1
1    s

(5-106)

Substituting Eq. (5-106) into (5-105), the mass balance equation for node 0 can be written
as,
𝜕𝑆

2

|

𝜕𝑡 𝑗=0

𝑤

2𝑤

= (𝐻 + 𝐷 ) 𝐹𝑆 − ( 𝐻 +
1

𝐵,𝑠

2𝐷𝐵,𝑠
𝐻12

1

𝑤2

+ 𝐷 ) 𝑆0 +
𝐵,𝑠

2𝐷𝐵,𝑠
𝐻12

𝑆1 − 𝑘𝑆0

(5-107)

At z=10cm (j=b), the gradient is zero. So,
2𝐻𝑏+1
𝑆𝑏−1
(𝐻
𝑏 𝑏 +𝐻𝑏+1 )

−𝐻

+

2(𝐻𝑏+1 −𝐻𝑏 )
𝐻𝑏 𝐻𝑏+1

2𝐻𝑏
𝑆𝑏+1
(𝐻
𝑏+1 𝑏 +𝐻𝑏+1 )

𝑆𝑏 + 𝐻

=0

(5-108)

Meanwhile, finite difference of the second derivative gives,

𝐻𝑏

𝜕2 𝑆

|

𝜕𝑧 2 𝑗=𝑏

=

2𝐻𝑏
𝑆
𝐻𝑏 (𝐻𝑏 +𝐻𝑏+1 ) 𝑏−1

−

2𝐻𝑏
𝑆
𝐻𝑏 𝐻𝑏+1 𝑏

+

2𝐻𝑏
𝐻𝑏+1 (𝐻𝑏 +𝐻𝑏+1 )

𝑆𝑏+1

(5-109)

Take the difference of the above two equations, and divide each side by 𝐻𝑏 , we get,
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𝜕2 𝑆

2

|

𝜕𝑧 2 𝑗=𝑏

= 𝐻2 (𝑆𝑏−1 − 𝑆𝑏 )

(5-110)

𝑏

This manipulation eliminates the need for 𝑆𝑏+1 . Therefore, the discretized equation for
node b is,
𝜕𝑆

|

𝜕𝑡 𝑗=𝑏

=

2𝐷𝐵
𝐻𝑏2

(𝑆𝑏−1 − 𝑆𝑏 ) − 𝑘𝑆𝑏

(5-111)

5.4.1.2 Spatial discretization for solute constituents
Based on governing equation Eq. (5-35) and the finite difference equations Eqs.
(5-103) and (5-104), we can obtain the discretized equation for a typical interior node of
solute constituents,
𝜕𝐶𝑇
|
𝜕𝑡 𝑗

𝑤[

= 2(𝐷𝑤 𝐹𝑑 + 𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝 )

𝐻𝑗+1 𝐶𝑇,𝑗−1 −(𝐻𝑗+𝐻𝑗+1 )𝐶𝑇,𝑗+𝐻𝑗 𝐶𝑇,𝑗+1

2
2
−𝐻𝑗+1
𝐶𝑇,𝑗−1 −(𝐻𝑗2 −𝐻𝑗+1
)𝐶𝑇,𝑗+𝐻𝑗2 𝐶𝑇,𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )

−

] + 𝑆𝐶𝑇,𝑗

(5-112)

Boundary conditions:
At z=0, discretizing Eq. (5-36) and assuming 𝐻0 = 𝐻1, we get
−(𝐷𝑤 𝐹𝑑 + 𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝 )

𝐶𝑇,1 −𝐶𝑇,−1
2𝐻1

+ 𝑤𝐶𝑇0 = 𝛽 (𝐶𝑤 −

𝐹𝑑 𝐶𝑇,0
𝜙

)

(5-113)

So,

𝐶𝑇,−1 = 𝐶𝑇,1 +

𝐹 𝛽
2𝐻1𝛽𝐶𝑤 −2𝐻1 ( 𝑑 +𝑤)𝐶𝑇,0
𝜙

𝐷𝑤 𝐹𝑑 +𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝

(5-114)

Substituting Eq (5-114) into Eq (5-112), we can get the discretized equation for
node 0,
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𝜕𝐶𝑇

2𝛽

|

= (𝐻 + 𝐷

𝜕𝑡 𝑗=0
2(𝐷𝑤 𝐹𝑑 +𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝 )
𝐻12

1

𝐹 𝛽
2( 𝑑 +𝑤)

𝑤𝛽
𝑤 𝐹𝑑 +𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝

) 𝐶𝑤 – [

𝜙

𝐻1

+

2(𝐷𝑤 𝐹𝑑 +𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝 )
𝐻12

𝐹 𝛽
𝑤( 𝑑 +𝑤)

+𝐷

𝜙

𝑤 𝐹𝑑 +𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝

] 𝐶𝑇,0 +

𝐶𝑇,1 + 𝑆𝐶𝑇,0
(5-115)

At z =10cm, discretize the boundary condition in Eq. (5-37), we get,
  Dw Fd  DB , s Fp 

CT ,b  CT ,b 1
Hb

   Dw Fd 

CT ,b 1  CT ,b

(5-116)

H b 1

At z=1m (j=n), using similar treatment as Eq (5-108) to Eq (5-111), we can get,
𝜕𝐶𝑇

|

𝜕𝑡 𝑗=𝑛

=

2(𝐷𝑤 𝐹𝑑 +𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝐹𝑝 )
𝐻𝑛2

(𝐶𝑇,𝑛−1 − 𝐶𝑇,𝑛 ) + 𝑆𝐶𝑇,𝑛

(5-117)

5.4.1.3 Temporal discretization
Now that spatial domain has been discretized using finite difference on uneven
grids, Crank-Nicolson method can be applied to complete the temporal discretization.
Here, one example of an interior node for solid constituents (see Eq (5-107)) is used to
explain the details. The fully discretized equation is,

𝑆𝑗𝑙+1 −𝑆𝑗𝑙
𝑡𝑐

2𝐷𝐵,𝑠

1

=2
{[

2𝐷𝐵,𝑠
–𝑤

[

𝑙

–𝑤

𝑙+1

𝑙+1
𝑙+1
𝐻𝑗+1 𝑆𝑗−1
−(𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )𝑆𝑗𝑙+1 +𝐻𝑗 𝑆𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )

𝑙+1
𝑙+1
2
2
−𝐻𝑗+1
𝑆𝑗−1
−(𝐻𝑗2 −𝐻𝑗+1
)𝑆𝑗𝑙+1 +𝐻𝑗2 𝑆𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )

+
−

𝑘𝑆𝑗𝑙+1
]

𝑙
𝑙
𝐻𝑗+1 𝑆𝑗−1
−(𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )𝑆𝑗𝑙 +𝐻𝑗𝑆𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )

𝑙+1
𝑙
2
2
−𝐻𝑗+1
𝑆𝑗−1
−(𝐻𝑗2−𝐻𝑗+1
)𝑆𝑗𝑙 +𝐻𝑗2 𝑆𝑗+1

𝐻𝑗 𝐻𝑗+1 (𝐻𝑗 +𝐻𝑗+1 )

(5-118)
−

𝑘𝑆𝑗𝑙
]}
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where 𝑡𝑐 = calculation time step [d], 𝑆𝑗𝑙 and 𝑆𝑗𝑙+1 = the concentration of node j at the
current and predicting time step.
Similar discretization equations can be written for the end nodes. Then, the
systems of equation can be rearranged to have all the unknowns on left side and knowns
on the right side. The left side forms a tridiagonally dominant matrix, so the systems of
simultaneous equations can be solved using the efficient Thomas Algorithm (Thomas
1949).
To solve the PDEs, we still need initial conditions. Ideally, initial conditions are
measurements of concentrations that are taken along the depth of the sediment at the
beginning of the study period. If initial concentrations are not obtainable, the model is
spin up to reach steady-state and use the steady-state solutions as initial conditions.
5.4.2 Method of characteristics
We start with the mass balance equation of the solids,
S
S
 w
 kS
t
z

(5-119)

We want to transform this first-order PDE into an ODE along a curve,
dS  z   , t   
d



 F  S , z   , t   

(5-120)



where z   , t   is a characteristic line. Applying the chain rule,
dS  z   , t   
d



S dz S dt

z d t d

(5-121)
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Now if we set

dz
w
d

and

dt
1
d

(5-122)

Eq. (5-121) becomes,

dS
S S
w 
d
z t

(5-123)

Comparing it with (5-119), we can get,

dS
 kS
d

Since

(5-124)

dt
 1 , the above equation can be re-expressed as,
d

dS
 kS
dt

(5-125)

In addition, the rate at which a sediment layer moves away from the sedimentwater interface is equal to the solids’ burial velocity,

dz
w
dt

(5-126)

These two ordinary differential equations can be integrated simultaneously to
track the location (5-126) and concentration (5-125) of each layer as a function of time.
To sum up, as long as we know the initial location and concentration of the layers,
we can easily build depth-concentration relationship over time. The tricky part in
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application is that the computational nodes of particulates changes over time and will not
be the same as the nodes of solutes, because the nodes of solutes are fixed at the
beginning of the simulation and may be unevenly distributed. Interpolation is therefore
necessary to compute the concentration of particulates on the solute grids in order to
figure out the amount that feeds to the solute reactions. Linear interpolation algorithm
(Chapra and Canale 2010) is used.
5.4.3 Treatment on non-linear terms
Coupling of multiple species generates non-linear reaction terms, which proves to
be a daunting iteration problem. For a multi-component system, every time step would
require 10-50 iterations and every iteration requires the solution of a minimum of n * m
simultaneous equations, where m is the number of species and n is the number of grids
(Steefel and Lasaga 1994). As an alternative, we make an assumption to linearize the
reaction terms so that solving the system of equations does not require iteration. The
assumption is that if the time step is sufficiently small, the change of concentration within
one time-step will also be small. Then, the previous step concentration, which is a prior
computed value, can be substituted into the current step equation where necessary to
linearize the reaction term. As such, the size of the problem is dramatically reduced. In
addition to efficiency requirements, the Crank-Nicolson scheme also requires the
linearization of the reaction term to enable the separation of knowns and unknowns onto
the two sides of the simultaneous equations.

5.5 Model efficiency
The concentration profiles of the sediment constituents seen from the literatures
show steep positive or negative gradients near the sediment water interface and gradual
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change in lower sediment. As such, with the same number of computational nodes, nonuniform grids with more nodes near the sediment-water interface can capture the change
of concentration profiles better than even grids and therefore provide better estimation of
the sediment-water flux. In addition, the application of non-uniform grids can
dramatically improve the efficiency of the model.
The question here is what type of non-uniform grids should be adopted to reach
the best accuracy and efficiency at the same time. The following non-uniform grids were
tried: Square, Cubic, Exponential and Fibonacci. The conversion from even grids to nonuniform grids are:

Square: 𝑧𝑗 =

Cubic: 𝑧𝑗 =

𝑧𝑧𝑗2
𝐻

𝑧𝑧𝑗3
𝐻2

=

=

(𝑗 𝛥𝐻)2
𝐻

(𝑗 𝛥𝐻)3

Exponential: 𝑧𝑗 = 𝐻

𝐻2

exp(𝑧𝑧𝑗 )−1
exp(𝐻)−1

𝑛𝑗

Fibonacci 50 (with the first 50 numbers): 𝑧𝑗 = 𝐻 𝑛

50

where 𝑧𝑧𝑗 is the location of jth node on even grids and 𝑧𝑗 is the location of jth node on
uneven grids.
The grid mapping, which shows the relationship between even grids and uneven
grids is shown in Figure 5-3. The Fibonacci sequence has the most nodes near the
interface, followed by Cubic, Square and Exponentially spaced grids.
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Figure 5-3 Grid mapping of the even grids and non-uniform grids
The comparison of the solutions is shown in Figure 5-4. In plots a) and b), evenly
spaced grids are used, but the numbers of nodes are 100 and 50 respectively. The match
is worse when the number of nodes is fewer, because the local truncation error, which is
2nd order with regard to grid size becomes larger. The mismatch is the worst near the top
because the gradient is the steepest. Within the four non-uniform grids, the cubic grids
generate numerical results that best fit the analytical solution. Even though the Fibonacci
sequence has more nodes near the sediment-water interface, the overall fitting is not as
good because there are not enough number of nodes at the lower sediment and the local
truncation errors become too big.
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a) 100 even

c) 50 square

e) 50 exponential

b) 50 even

d) 50 cubic

f) 50 Fibonacci

Figure 5-4 Model fit of analytical solution with even and non-uniform grids. a) 100 even
grids; b) 50 even grids; c) 50 squarely spaced grids; d) 50 cubically spaced grids; e) 50
exponentially spaced grids; f) 50 Fibonacci sequence grids.
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5.6 Model testing
Model testing was carried out using the following approaches. First, three types of
tracers are used to test the code on mass conservation and time marching behavior. Then,
numerical solutions are compared with analytical solutions for steady-state and transient
concentration profiles of particulate organic matter (POM). Finally, flux balance is
checked for each element (C, N, P).
5.6.1 Tracer test
Tracers are state variables in Huni2K with no reaction and source terms. Three
tracers are used to represent three types of constituents: solids, non-adsorptive solutes and
adsorptive solutes. If the code is written correctly, their mass is conserved - the influx of
the tracer on the top boundary should be equal to the out-flux at the bottom boundary.
5.6.1.1 Tracer test on spatial discretization
Steady-state run of the tracers can show whether mass is conserved with the
spatial discretization scheme. Based on the boundary condition, a downward flux is
prescribed for the solid tracer and fixed water column concentrations are prescribed for
the solute tracer and adsorptive tracer.
Table 5-5 Conservation of mass of tracers under steady-state condition
Flux in (g/m2-d)

Flux out (g/m2-d)

Net flux (g/m2-d)

Solid tracer

3

3.0000000000068

-6.8E-12

Solute tracer

8.20434023299139E-04

8.20434023297628E-04

1.5E-15

Adsorptive tracer

2.25294430059062E-03

2.25294430057904E-03

1.2E-14
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The results (Table 5-5) show that, when 50 nodes are used, the fluxes of tracers
are conserved to the 12th to 15th digit. So, the spatial discretization conserves the mass
well.
5.6.1.2 Tracer test of time marching behavior
Since the time marching code of the different categories of constituents is the
same, any one of the three tracers suffices the time marching test. The non-adsorptive
solute tracer is chosen, because there is close-form analytical solution to compare with.
The experiment starts with an all zero initial condition along the depth. A fixed
water column concentration is prescribed as a boundary condition. The model is run to
𝐶

record the penetration depth of tracer (𝐶 = 0.4%) over time, which is then compared
0

with the analytical solution discussed below.
For analytical solution, the governing PDE of solute tracer is shown in Eq.
(5-112). The top boundary condition is assumed to be

C  Cw .

The diffusive boundary

layer is set to be extremely small in the model so that the interface concentration is
extremely close to Cw, which makes the boundary condition of the analytical and
numerical scheme effectively the same. The bottom boundary condition is set to be zero
gradient at infinity.
The problem can be transformed into a pure diffusion problem by changing of
reference frame. In other words, we assume that the reference frame is moving
downwards with velocity u, so the new reference frame z’ is converted from the old by
the following expression,
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𝑧 ′ = 𝑧 − 𝑤𝑡

(5-127)

With that, the original governing equation becomes,
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡

𝜕2 𝐶

= 𝐷𝑆 𝜕𝑧′2

(5-128)

So, the problem is converted into a heat diffusion problem in semi-finite domain, which
has well developed solutions (Boudreau 1997),

𝐶 = 𝐶𝑤 erfc (

𝑧′
√4𝐷𝑠 𝑡

) = 𝐶𝑤 erfc (

𝑧−𝑤𝑡
√4𝐷𝑠 𝑡

)

(5-129)

where erfc is complimentary error function.
We know that when 𝜂 > 2.5, 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝜂) < 0.004. So, we can consider 𝜂 = 2.5 as
the penetration frontier of the tracer.
Thus, theoretically, we can obtain penetration depth for solute tracer as:
𝑧𝑝 = 2.5√4𝐷𝑠 𝑡 + 𝑤𝑡

(5-130)

Substituting 𝐷𝑠 = 9.1578 × 10−5 𝑚2 /𝑑 and 𝑤 = 1.5068 × 10−4 𝑚/𝑑, which
are coefficients used in the tracer experiment, into equation (114), we can obtain the
theoretical penetration depth over time.
This numerical and theoretical penetration depths are compared in Table 5-6.
They generally agree well. The reason that the numerical penetration depth is slightly
larger than theoretical penetration depth on each time step is that the bottom boundary
condition of the numerical model is set at 1m depth while that for the analytical model is
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set at infinity. Figure 5-5 below shows the concentration profile of solute tracer of the
first 210 days.
Table 5-6 Comparison of theoretical and modeled penetration depth of solute tracer

Time [d]

30

60

Theoretical
penetration
depth [m]

0.214

Modeled
penetration
depth [m]

0.217

90

120

150

180

210

0.306 0.377

0.437

0.491

0.541

0.586

0.309 0.381

0.442

0.497

0.546

0.592

Figure 5-5 Penetration depth of the solute tracer in the first 7 months
5.6.2 Comparison to analytical solution
At steady-state, the analytical solutions of POP are compared with the POP
concentration calculated from the numerical results to examine the solids subroutine.
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Governing equations:
𝑑𝑆

𝑑2 𝑆

−𝑤 𝑑𝑧 + 𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝑑𝑧 2 − 𝑘𝑆 = 0
𝑑𝑆

−𝑤 𝑑𝑧 − 𝑘𝑆 = 0

for 0 < 𝑧 < 0.1𝑚

(5-131)

for 0.1 < 𝑧 < 1𝑚

(5-132)

Boundary conditions:
𝑑S

𝐴𝑡 𝑧 = 0,

− 𝐷𝐵,𝑠 𝑑𝑧| + 𝑤𝑆0 = 𝐹𝑠

𝐴𝑡 𝑧 = 0.1,

𝑤𝑆0.1 − 𝐷𝐵,𝑠

𝐴𝑡 𝑧 = 0.1,

𝑆0.1− = 𝑆0.1+

(5-133)

0

𝑑S

|

𝑑𝑧 0.1

= 𝑤𝑆0.1 

𝐷𝐵,𝑠

𝑑S

|

𝑑𝑧 0.1

=0

(5-134)

(5-135)

The analytical solution is,

𝑧(𝑢+√4𝑘𝐷𝐵,𝑠 +𝑤 2 )

𝑆𝑧≤0.1 = 𝐴1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [

𝑆𝑧>0.1 = 𝑆0.1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

2𝐷𝐵,𝑠

𝑘𝑥
𝑤

𝑧(𝑤−√4𝑘𝐷𝐵,𝑠 +𝑤 2 )

] + 𝐴2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [

2𝐷𝐵,𝑠

]

)

(5-136)

(5-137)

where 𝐴1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴2 are integration constants.
Substituting the boundary conditions for the benthic zone, we get two
simultaneous equations with two unknowns, which can be easily solved by gauss
elimination. Then, the analytical solution of the area below benthic zone is obtained
based on the concentration at 10cm.
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As seen from Figure 5-6, the numerical solution match well with the analytical
solution, which indicates that the subroutine for solids is well implemented. The time
marching behavior of the subroutine is examined by running the model using the steadystate solution as its initial condition and the same coefficients and inputs. Since there is
no change in coefficients and inputs, the profile should keep the same as the steady-state
profile, which is, in fact, what is observed in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-6 Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions of POP
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Figure 5-7 Check of time marching behavior of the solid subroutine
5.6.3 Flux balance
The tracer test can only demonstrate that the model conserves mass when there is
no reactive change of the constituents (only transport mechanisms). The comparison
between the analytical and numerical solution of POP can only test the simplest linear
reaction mechanism for particulate organic matter. However, in Huni2K, most of the
reactions with two reactants are effectively second order and non-linear. Hence, there is a
need to demonstrate that the model conserves mass with non-linear reaction mechanisms
as well.
One way to do that is to check whether the fluxes of the constituents are
conserved at steady-state after the model is run for an extended period of time. In other
words, the total flux of a specific element (carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus) entering the
sediment from the sediment-water interface should be equal to the total flux of the
element leaving from the bottom of the model domain, even though there are complicated
transport and reaction mechanisms involved.
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Since the non-linear reactions are linearized using the previous-time step
concentration, flux is not balanced initially. However, if the model conserves mass well,
as it approaches quasi-steady state with the same inputs, the net-flux (influx minus
outflux) should approach a relatively small constant. So, if we define a percent error
based on the net-flux relative to influx as in Eq. (5-138) below, a converging and mass
conserved model should have a decreasing percent error over time, as the system reaches
quasi-steady state.

Percent Error (%) =

Influx-Outflux
100%
Influx

(5-138)

Figure 5-8 displays the percent error of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus over time. At
quasi-steady state, the percent errors are negligible, which demonstrates that mass is
conserved with the code (Table 5-7).
Table 5-7 Errors of each element at quasi-steady state

Error at quasisteady state

C
0.012%

N
0.016%

P
0.076%

Figure 5-8 Error of flux balance over time for the three nutrient elements
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5.7 Applications of Huni2K
In this section, two case studies are carried out to demonstrate the application of
Huni2K in sediment fluxes modeling. The first case is on managing internal loadings of
nutrients for Lake Alice. The model was first calibrated using POM concentration data.
Then, scenario analysis is conducted to see the effect of three management plans on DOC
effluxes. The second case study uses sensitivity analysis to simulate the impact of
overlying water sulfate concentration on methane gas formation.
5.7.1 Caste study 1: managing internal loadings of nutrients
Lake Alice is a small and shallow water body located in Fergus Fall, Minnesota. It
is a hypereutrophic system. Regular blooms of cyanobacteria prevent the beneficial use
of the lake. Phosphorus loadings from external sources (stormwater discharge) and
internal sources (sediment flux) are the main causes of eutrophication. Estimating the
internal loadings of nutrients through modeling the diagenesis of POM is the primary
focus of this case study.
5.7.1.1 Calibration of POM dissolution rates
For this particular application, bioturbation rate is neglected following the
principal of parsimony. The model inputs include sediment porosity, dry density, burial
velocity and mass specific concentration of POM (Table 5-8). Available sediment profile
data for fitting are the vertical distribution of POM (POC, TN and TP). The fitting
parameters are the dissolution/degradation rates of POM and the labile fraction of POM.
Instead of the default 3-G model is Huni2K, a simplified 2-G model (one labile species
and one non-reactive species) is used for POM diagenesis modeling.
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Figure 5-9 Dry density and porosity profiles of Lake Alice (Figure 4 in Chapra et al.,
2015)
One specific variation made in Huni2K for this application is to account for the
depth varying dry density  s (Figure 5-9). The density profile reflects the evolvement of
the ecosystem of the lake since 1960s with stormwater service area expansion projects.
As more nutrients entered into the lake through stormwater discharge, eutrophication
occurred and the ecosystem become more phytoplankton dominated. The increase of
dead phytoplankton in the sediments causes the newer sediment to be less dense. A
continuous depth dependent profile of dry density is obtained through interpolation so
that time dependent total suspended solid flux

J s can be calculated based on Eq. (5-39).

As introduced in Section 5.3.2.1, the top boundary condition is applied through
the downward flux of POM, which is correlated to the flux of total suspended solids via
mass specific concentration of POM at deposition. For example, the influx of labile POC
is calculated from

J POC,labile  f POC,labile rPOC,0 J s

(5-139)
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where f POC,labile is the fraction of labile POC and rPOC,0 is the mass specific concentration
of POC (or POC content in total solids) at deposition [mg/g].
The downcore profile of POC, Total Nitrogen (TN) and Total Phosphorus (TP)
are shown in Figure 5-10. The POC and TN profiles display three stretches of asymptotic
curves, representing three periods with different POM properties: 1900s-1920s, 1920s1970s and 1970s-2010s. The hypothesis is that the transition of the lake’s ecosystem from
macrophyte dominated to phytoplankton dominated causes the depositing organic matter
to contain more labile fraction today than a century ago. Therefore, when calibrating the
model, time dependent f POC,labile values are first estimated from the asymptotic profiles of
the three stretches and then fine-tuned through trial and error calibration.
Table 5-8 Inputs of the model (data source: Chapra et al. 2015)
Inputs
Porosity
Burial velocity
Initial mass specific
POM concentration

Notation

w

rPOC,0

Value
0.86
0.47
230
28.5
4

Units
cm/yr
mgC/gDW
mgN/gDW
mgP/gDW

The calibration results are shown in Figure 5-10 and the kinetic parameters fit
through the calibration are tabulated in Table 5-9. Three groups of values are reported for
the fraction of labile POC and PON for the three distinctive periods, while the calibrated
dissolution/degradation rates of the labile fraction are constant throughout the modeling
timeframe.
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Figure 5-10 The downcore profiles of POM and the calibration results (squares are data
points, solid black curves are model output, solid grey curves are labile components of
POM)
The goodness of fit is evaluated by both R-squared (Miles 2014) and Normalized
RMSE (root-mean-square-error normalize by the mean of the data, Willmott et al. 1985)
statistics (Table 5-10). The model fits POC and PON profiles very well, with NRMSE of
8.8% and 6.8% respectively. The larger RMSE of 19.1% for phosphorus is mainly due to
the inter-annual variability of the POP data, which is typical for water systems receiving
storm-water discharge.
Table 5-9 Kinetic parameters determined through calibration
Parameter
Labile
fraction of
POM
POM
dissolution
/degradatio
n rate

Notation

f POM,labile

kPOM

Period
1906-1927

C
0.35

N
0.5

P
0.8

1927-1973

0.65

0.75

0.8

1974-2011
Constant
over time

0.85
0.05

0.93
0.051

0.8
0.087

Units
-

year-1
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Table 5-10 Goodness of fit statistics of calibration

R-square
Normalized RMSE

C
0.91
8.8%

N
0.96
6.8%

P
0.87
19.1%

5.7.1.2 Estimating effluxes of dissolved species
With the dissolution/degradation rates of POM and labile fractions of POM being
determined through model calibration, Huni2K can be applied to estimate the upper
bounds of sediment-water fluxes (effluxes) of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC),
ammonium and inorganic phosphorus to the water column.
The effluxes of the dissolved species estimated in this case study are the upper
bounds because of the following assumptions made. First, it is assumed that the DOC and
ammonium escape into the water column without being oxidized, as there is no
information available about the profiles of electron acceptors (i.e., O 2, NO3, SO4) in the
sediments. Second, water column concentrations of the dissolved species, which are
usually small positive values, are assumed to be zero. So, the concentration difference
between pore water and overlying water is bigger than in reality. Even though the
estimated fluxes are greater than the actual fluxes, for water quality management purpose,
estimating the maximum possible effluxes is useful as it can prescribe the maximum
internal loadings into the water column in a conservative way.
The effluxes of the dissolved species (Figure 5-11) shows that over the period of
about a century, the downward fluxes of suspended solids has dropped for nearly two
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thirds since the 1950s. This significant drop in Js was probably attributed to the
construction of sewer lines and wastewater treatment facilities in the region.

Figure 5-11 The trend of the downward flux of total suspended solids and the effluxes of
dissolved species over a century
The DOC effluxes doubled during the 1920s-1950s and started to drop in the
1960s. The increase of DOC effluxes in the 1920s is probably caused by the elevation of
water levels that converted a macrophyte dominated ecosystem into a phytoplankton
dominated one. Dead phytoplankton contains more labile fraction of organic matter than
dead macrophytes, so the settling solids contains more labile organic matter than pre1920s. In the model, it is reflected in the significant increase of the labile POC fraction (

f POC ,labile ). As such, even though the total suspended solids influx has dropped
dramatically now as compared to the beginning of the century, the drop in DOC efflux is
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not significant. In other words, the increase of the fraction of labile POM offsets the
benefits of reduced total solid influx. Similar trend is observed in Ammonium efflux.
The case of phosphorus is somewhat different. The TP profile in Figure 5-10 does
not display the three regimes seen in POC and TN. The model calibrated f POP,labile
remains the same throughout the century. This inconsistency between POP and the other
two particulate organic matters is probably caused by the adsorption of inorganic
phosphorus onto the sediment particles. Because the dissolved phase is transported by
both molecular diffusion and biodiffusion, the overall profile for the total inorganic
phosphorus (TIP) is smoothed out. As the majority of the TIP is adsorbed onto solids and
counted in TP measurement, the TP concentration profile is smoother than POC and TN.
Because of that, the dissolved phosphorus efflux does not show similar trend seen in
DOC and ammonium.
5.7.1.3 POM management scenarios
The above analysis on POM dissolution/degradation and nutrients effluxes takes a
retrospective view to explain what could have happened in the lake’s sediment
composition over the last century. In this section, a predictive scenario analysis is carried
out to foresee what will happen under three different POM management scenarios: status
quo, 50% reduction and 100% reduction in POM influxes.
Even though phosphorus is the limiting factor for eutrophication in freshwater
systems, POC is chosen for analysis because the adsorption coefficient of phosphorus,
which has a large impact on diffusive efflux, is unknown for the site.
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Several assumptions are made: 1) calibrated value of f POC ,labile  0.85 is used,
which means the system is assumed to be dominated by phytoplankton in the future; 2)
the dissolution rate of the labile component is 0.05/year, assuming the overall microbial
environment does not change; 3) The sedimentation velocity remains at the 2011 level; 4)
the calibrated result that fits the POC concentration data is used as the initial condition
for scenario analysis (Figure 5-10).
The evolvement of the POC concentration profile over time under three
management scenarios are displayed in Figure 5-12. With the Status Quo case, the legacy
sediments that contain more refractory POC are slowly buried under newer sediments
with more labile POC. Because the total POC influxes of newer sediments are less than
historical deposits due to less total suspended solids flux as shown in Figure 5-11, the
total POM biomass in the sediment, which is the area between the curve and the axes, is
gradually reduced over time until reaching steady-state (Figure 5-12). With 50%
reduction, the shift of the POM curve towards the left is significant for the upper
sediment. For about a century, the system reaches a new steady-state with less than 50%
of total biomass than 2011. With 100% reduction, the shift is even more significant.
Eventually at steady-state, there will be no POC in the sediment.
The trend of the DOC effluxes under the three scenarios gives more information
(Figure 5-13). The Status Quo DOC efflux continue the downward trend of the historical
DOC efflux in a smooth way. The downward trend was caused by the reduced total
suspended solid influx probably due to sewer treatment. Over time, it reaches the steadystate value of about 0.15 g/m2-d. In the 50% reduction scenario, there is a drop of DOC
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efflux at the beginning but it is not as significant as 50%. The effect of reduction is
slowly seen over decades. At steady-state, the efflux of 0.075 g/m2-d is about half of the
Status Quo scenario.
For the 100% reduction scenario, it takes about 80 years for the DOC efflux to go
to near zero. This is the “delayed recovery” we referred to at the introduction part of the
thesis. Due to the small burial velocity and low POM degradation rates in the sediment,
we could still be seeing leakage from the sediment, even though the incoming faucet
could have been turned off decades ago. The situation with persistent organic pollutants
(POPs) would be even worse, because they hardly decay in the sediments and thus only
rely on burial for purging.

Figure 5-12 POC concentration profiles over a century time scale for three management
scenarios
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Figure 5-13 DOC effluxes over time for the three POM management scenarios
The strength of Huni2K is in its capacity in answering “what if” questions, such
as the one above. With a well calibrated model, many interesting questions could be
answered about the system being modeled. These questions can be about watershed
management plans or about choices between engineering remediation measures, such as
in situ capping or dredging to reduce internal loadings from the contaminated sediments.
5.7.2 Case study 2: sulfate inhibition on methane formation
It was discovered decades ago that sulfate contained in coastal and some
freshwater sediments could inhibit methane production (Kuivila et al., 1989; Martens &
Berner, 1974; Winfrey & Zeikus, 1977; Di Toro 2001). Due to higher thermodynamic
energy output, sulfate-reducing bacteria outcompete methanogens for electron donors,
leading to the spatial separation of the two bacteria communities in the sediments.
Methane production mainly occurs below the sulfate reduction zone, where sulfate is
depleted (Iversen & Jorgensen, 1985; Martens & Berner, 1974). In some freshwater
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systems containing high sulfate concentration, sulfate reduction could be the most
important organic matter decomposition pathway (Matthews et al., 2008).
In addition, researchers also found the co-occurrence of the peaks in both methane
oxidation rate and sulfate reduction rate, which suggests that sulfate serves as the
anaerobic oxidizing agent for methane, either directly or coupled with other substrates
(Devol et al., 1984). This process was neglected in the existing sulfate-methane models.
Another important implication of sulfate reduction is that its end product (H2S)
diffuses to aerobic zone of the sediment, where it is oxidized again and generates
Sediment Oxygen Demand (SOD). On the other hand, sulfate substitutes oxygen as
electron acceptor for DOC oxidation below the aerobic zone and in that way reduces the
SOD. The hypothesis is that these two mechanisms likely offset each other, which leads
to minimal sulfate impact on SOD. It would be prudent to use Huni2K to examine this
hypothesis.
For all these reasons, it is important to understand the role of sulfate and methane
in sediment-water interaction and quantitatively assess their influence on the overlying
water quality. Here in this case study, Huni2K is applied to analyze the interplay between
sulfate and methane by running a series of simulations.
5.7.2.1 Simulating sulfate inhibition on methane formation using Huni2K
The parameters used in this study are mostly the same as what Di Toro used for
his two-layer model for Chesapeake Bay (Table 5-11). Note that the reaction velocities in
his model are converted into rate constants and the inhibition constants are all assumed
values. The model inputs (Table 1-12) are field data from one of the stations in
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Chesapeake Bay (R-64 station, May 1994) obtained in Boynton et al. (1996). The dataset
does not contain information about downward fluxes of POM. However, it does report
the percent weight of particulate carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus in the top 10cm of the
sediments. Since Huni2K can produce vertical profile of POM, the simulated POM
concentrations are integrated over the top 10cm to obtain a mean POM content that match
with the measured data.
To illustrate how Huni2K can simulate the impact of overlying water sulfate
concentration on methane fluxes, a series of simulations are run with varying overlying
water sulfate concentration (0 to 2700mg/L) while keeping all other model inputs and
parameters the same. The resulting steady-state diffusive methane and methane gas fluxes
are plotted against the sulfate concentration (Figure 5-14). As the overlying water sulfate
concentration increases, the dissolved methane and methane gas fluxes decrease and the
dissolved CO2 flux increase. When sulfate concentration is greater than 100mg/L, the
flux of methane gas is zero and the flux of dissolved methane is negligible. The impact of
overlying water sulfate on SOD is negligible (Figure 5-15), which proves the hypothesis
that sulfate reduction and sulfide oxidation offset each other in terms of oxygen demand.
The concentration profiles of sulfate and methane for three selected cases (SO4 w
= 0, 50 and 100mg/L) offer more insights (Figure 5-17). Within the sulfate reduction
zone, methane concentration is effective zero, indicating sulfate inhibition on methane
formation. In addition, the figure shows that higher overlying sulfate concentration
allows sulfate to penetrate deeper into the sediment and leads to more inhibition on the
methane formation.
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Table 5-11 Parameters used in Huni2K simulation (same as parameters used for
Chesapeake Bay modeling, except for those marked with asteroid *) source: Di Toro
2001, p.364
Sediment solids properties
Porosity (  )

Dry density (  s )
2.5 kg/L
Overlying water shear
velocity (u*)

0.75

0.25cm/yr

Mixing
Sediment reworking rate

Bioturbation on pore water

( DB , s )

( DB , w )

5 cm2/d
Partition coefficient
Sulfide

0.1 cm/s
Ammonia
( K d , NH 4 )

( Kd ,H 2S )

1 L/kg

100 L/kg

C fraction
C dissolution rate
N fraction
N dissolution rate
P fraction
P dissolution rate
DOC
( k DOC )
100/d

k so

0.37 mg/L
Oxygen

kio

0.01 mg/L *

0.6 cm2/d
Phosphorus
( K d , PO 4 )

Baseline
100 L/kg

Oxic augmentation
1.2

POM kinetics
Labile POM
Less Labile POM
0.65
0.2
0.0035/d
0.0018/d
0.65
0.25
0.0035/d
0.0018/d
0.65
0.2
0.0035/d
0.0018/d
Oxidation rates
Dissolved
Particulate
Ammonium
Sulfide
Sulfide
( k NH4 )
k
k
(
)
( H2Sd )
H2Sp
228/d

Oxygen

Burial velocity ( u )

912/d
Half saturation constants
Nitrate

k sn

0.1 mg/L*
Inhibition constants
Nitrate

kin

0.05 mg/L *

Refractory POM
0.15
0
0.1
0
0.15
0
Methane
( kCH4 )

500/d

1809/d
Sulfate

kss

0.05 mg/L*
Sulfate

kis

0.1 mg/L *
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Table 5-12 Model inputs. Data source: Boynton 1996.
Downward fluxes of Organic Matter
J POC

J PON

J POP

0.80 gC/m2-day **

0.14 gN/m2-day **

0.019 gP/m2-day **

Overlying water concentration
O2

NH4

NO3

PO4

H2 S

SO4

CH4

CO2

DOC

8.6
mgO/L

0.2
mgN/L

0.4
mgN/L

0.0031
mgP/L

0*

0~
2700
mgS/L

0*

18.0
mgC/L

3.0
mgC/L

Note: * are assumed values and ** are calibrated values.
Moreover, with Huni2K, we can also analyze the impact of sulfate concentration
on the thickness of aerobic layer, nitrate reduction layer and sulfate reduction layer
(Figure 5-16). With higher sulfate concentration, the nitrate layer is thicker, because less
nitrate is consumed for methane oxidation. In contrast, the aerobic layer is thinner with
higher sulfate concentration, because sulfide produced through sulfate reduction
consumes oxygen in the aerobic layer. Even though, the higher sulfate concentration has
negligible impact on the overall SOD (Figure 5-15), because sulfate reduction and sulfide
oxidation offset each other in terms of their impacts on oxygen demand.
The trend seen in the concentration profiles of methane and carbon dioxide under
different overlying sulfate concentration also makes sense (Figure 5-18). Higher sulfate
concentration leads a leftward shift of the methane profile and a rightward shift of the
carbon dioxide profile, clearly showing the conversion of methane to carbon dioxide with
more sulfate in the sediment. The methane profiles of 0 and 50mg/L cases collapse on
each other below ~0.1m due to saturation and ebullition.
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To better illustrate how sulfate inhibits methane formation, the DOC consumption
pathways are analyzed using Huni2K. As mentioned in Section 5.3.3.7, there are four
pathways for DOC consumption: aerobic oxidation, denitrification, sulfate reduction and
methanogenesis. In this analysis, the steady-state DOC consumption fluxes for each
pathway are calculated by numerically integrating the four terms (DOC_O2, DOC_NO3,
DOC_SO4 and DOC_CH4) in Eq. (5-69) along the depth. Then, the fraction of each
pathway is calculated and plotted against the range of sulfate concentration. The change
of the relative importance of the pathways with varying overlying water sulfate
concentration clearly shows the inhibition of methonogenesis pathway as overlying water
sulfate concentration increases (Figure 5-19). The oxygen and nitrate pathways are
negligible compared to the other two DOC consumption pathways because of the
thinness of the aerobic layer and nitrate reduction layer.
Moreover, the increase of sulfate concentration also increases the relative
importance of sulfate in methane oxidation pathways (Figure 5-20). Similar sensitivity
analysis is carried out for the three methane consumption pathways shown in Eq. (5-71).
Because higher overlying concentration allows sulfate to penetrate deeper into the
sediments where oxygen and nitrate have been depleted, more methane is being oxidized
using sulfate as the electron acceptor.
The above analysis shows that Huni2K is capable of capturing sulfate inhibition
effect on methane gas formation. It includes not only the traditional theory that sulfate
reduction bacteria outcompete methanogens for electron donor, but also include the
newer discoveries that sulfate reduction bacteria directly utilizes methane as electron
donor.
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Figure 5-14 The impact of overlying water sulfate concentration on dissolved methane,
methane gas and dissolved CO2 flux across sediment-water interface.

Figure 5-15 The impact of overlying water sulfate concentration on SOD
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Figure 5-16 Steady-state concentration profiles of the three oxidants (O2, NO3, SO4)
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Figure 5-17 Steady-state sulfate and methane concentration profiles under two scenarios
(overlying water sulfate concentration is 0, 50 and 100 mg/L)

Figure 5-18 Steady-state concentration profiles of CH4 and CO2
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Figure 5-19 DOC consumption pathways. The oxygen pathway is too small to be visible
at the bottom of the chart.

Figure 5-20 Methane consumption pathways
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5.7.2.2 Interpretation of the Chesapeake Bay flux dataset
To provide some context in terms of real world data, the dataset of Chesapeake
Bay (Boynton et al. 1996) are shown in Figure 5-21 to compare with the above sensitivity
results. Sites HGNK and GNCV are located in the upper Potomac River (Figure 5-22), so
the sulfate concentration is generally low for the two sites, ranging from 0~13mg/L.
According to Di Toro (2001), the medium sulfate concentration in rivers of the U.S. is
about 50mg/L. So, the overlying water sulfate concentration of these two sites are typical
for rivers. As a result of the low sulfate concentration, methane gas fluxes were observed
on these two sites most of the time. Site MDPT is located closer to the bay, so the
overlying water is a mixture of seawater and freshwater. The overlying water sulfate
concentration varies between 10-116mg/L, depending on the timing of the measurements
(i.e., high tide or low tide). On this site, methane gas formation has been inhibited most
of the time, except for Aug, which generally has higher methane fluxes for all sites. It is
probably due to the higher temperature and higher downward organic carbon flux in late
summer. Site R-64 is located within the bay, with sulfate concentration ranging from 232
– 500 mg/L. Methane gas flux is effectively inhibited by the high sulfate concentration in
the water all the time.
These field data generally agree with the sensitivity analysis results (Figure 5-14),
which suggests methane formation being fully inhibited when sulfate concentration is
greater than 100 mg/L. Since the input data are from one of the four sites (R-64), the
results should be more or less in the same ballpark for the other sites. However, it is
worth noting that the agreement in the general trend is not a sufficient validation of the
model. Without pore water concentration profile measurements, Huni2K cannot be
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calibrated. Even if we managed to match the flux data, the model might well be over
calibrated, considering the number of coefficients available for tuning. Therefore, instead
using a full calibration approach, a simple comparison of trend is used here to showcase
the model’s capability in capturing sulfate inhibition of methane formation. We hope to
apply Huni2K in other sites with more comprehensive pore water concentration
measurements in the future.

May

Jul

Aug

Oct

Figure 5-21 Overlying water sulfate concentration and methane gas flux in Chesapeake
Bay (from left to right there are data for 4 stations taken in May, Jul, August and Oct,
1994)
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Figure 5-22 Map of the Potomac River and Maryland Main Stem (original Figure 1 in
Boynton et al. 1995)
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Conclusions
Even though the previous chapters have their own conclusion sections, it is still worth
organizing the findings in a cohesive way in the context of sediment-flux modeling for
organic pollutants and nutrients.
In Chapter 2, a steady-state analytical model is developed to evaluate the relative
importance of four controlling mechanisms (flushing, diffusive boundary layer,
bioturbation and sorption disequilibrium) for sediment-water transport of organic
pollutants (Chapter 2). From a simple but holistic derivation and sensitivity analysis, it is
concluded that diffusive boundary layer (DBL) poses big resistance to the transport of
highly adsorptive chemicals such as PCBs. If the sediment reworking in the sediments is
not too small (>10-8 cm2/s), the transport of PCBs is a water side controlled process.
Because organic pollutants are highly concentrated on sediment particles, with a little
sediment reworking by benthic organism, they can be moved near the sediment-water
interface in big volumetric concentration and subsequently desorb and enter the water
column.
On the other hand, the transport of non-adsorptive chemicals is more of sediment side
controlled, even at sites with large bioturbation coefficients (10 -4 ~10-5 cm2/s). This
conclusion does not mean that the DBL is not important for the transport of nutrients,
because there is a fundamental difference between PCBs and nutrients. Large quantities
of PCBs contaminated sediments have been buried below the active layer, because the
dumping of PCBs has stopped for decades. Therefore, in our analysis, the thickness of the
active benthic layer is used to determine the sediment side mass transfer coefficient. For
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nutrients, newly deposited sediments can also create effluxes. Therefore, we cannot use
the depth of the active sediment layer as a length scale in determining the mass transfer
coefficient. What added onto the complexity of nutrient flux modeling is that a series of
REDOX reactions affect their concentration within the porewater. So, this simple model
no long applies.
After concluding with the importance of DBL, I zoomed in to look at the impact of
periodic flows on DBL thickness and how we can estimate mean flux under periodic
flows (Chapter 3). Water quality models developed in the past usually assume linear
concentration gradients within the diffusive boundary layer (DBL) for laminar flows, but
this assumption is not valid for periodic flows because the change in turbulent mixing
renders a DBL thickness that varies with time. On the other hand, fully resolving the
transient flux with the change in turbulent mixing is not computationally economic due to
the much smaller time step needed to resolve the fast DBL change relative to the slow
changes in the bulk sediment.
This dilemma is solved by using effective DBL thickness (  e ) corresponding to the
time averaged friction velocity to estimate the mean sediment-water flux in the traditional
way. The maximum error using this method is about 4% for seiches, when the chemical
is non-adsorptive ( K d  0 ) in a biologically active site with small overlying periodic
flow. For tidal currents, the largest error happens when river and tide components (linear
and sinusoidal respectively) have the same magnitude. The error is reduced when the
linear component dominates going up stream from the estuary to the river. Overall
speaking, the error of using the  e method is not significant. The use of  e can treat
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periodic flows the same as laminar flows without solving the change in turbulent eddy
diffusivity and therefore significantly improves modeling efficiency.
Now that the DBL effect can be added into modeling no matter the overlying flow
is laminar or periodic, we take a step further to look into the effect of DBL on nutrient
fluxes. In Chapter 4, we modified a widely used SOD model by Di Toro et al. (1990) to
incorporate DBL. The model is found capable describing the SOD-flow relationships
seen in experimental datasets.
However, the steady-state SOD model and its two-layer numerical deviation have
lots of limitations and received critiques for their obscurity. For example, it cannot be
validated by the concentration profiles within the sediment. To better estimate nutrient
fluxes, we developed a 1-D diagenesis model (Huni2K) that can track steady-state and
transient profiles of 14 state variables in the sediment (Chapter 5). The nutrient fluxes are
obtained based not only on sediment side transport and reaction kinetics but also on DBL
thickness. Uneven grids are used with more nodes near the top sediments so that the
change in concentration gradients of the species can be well captured. In terms of
numerical methods, Crank-Nicolson is adopted for its accuracy and stability. Moreover,
Thomas algorithm is used to solve the tri-diagonal matrix with the best efficiency. The
model is tested for mass balance.
Two case studies are carried out applying Huni2K. The first case study is POM
management study. The model is first calibrated to obtain the dissolution/degradation
rates and the labile fraction of POM. Then, scenario analysis is carried out to see the
impact of three management plans (Status Quo, 50% Reduction and 100% Reduction) on
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the effluxes of dissolved species. The second case study illustrates how Huni2K can be
used to simulate the sulfate inhibition effect on methane formation.
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Suggestions for Future Research
7.1 The impact of the nepheloid layer on sediment-water mass transfer
In Chapter 2, four controlling mechanisms for sediment-water mass transfer are
analyzed. Another possible mechanism that could be incorporated into the analytical
model is the desorption or dissolution of nutrients and pollutants from the re-suspended
sediment particles, which could be significant on sediment-water mass transfer.
In large lakes and the bottom of the ocean, the resuspension of fine particulates
during the stratification periods can form a turbid layer called nepheloid layer at the
bottom of the hypolimnium. The layer is characterized by higher concentration of total
suspended solids and greater light attenuation than the overlying water. Its thickness
varies intra-annually, thicker during the stratification period. For example, 5 to 20m was
reported for lake Michigan (Eadie and Chambers 1981). The suspended solids in the
nepheloid layer are believed to come from both the local resuspension of sediments
(McCave 1986) and offshore advection of sediment-laden water (Lesht and Hawley
1987; Hawley and Lesht 1995). Newberger & Caldwell (1981), through fitting suspended
solids concentration profile with different types of models, concluded that the structure of
the nepheloid layer is maintained by the balance between the settling and turbulent
mixing of the suspended solids.
The nepheloid layer could play an important role in the transport of organic
pollutants and nutrients in lake systems. There are several aspects that are interesting for
future research.
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First, the existence of a suspended sediments layer can affect the flow dynamics
by introducing a vertical density-gradient within the bottom layer and by gravitationally
driven downslope flow due to the excess density of turbid water (Newberger and
Caldwell 1981). The first effect inhibits the vertical turbulent mixing of water and could
become an extra bottleneck for mass transfer other than the diffusive boundary layer
mentioned in the previous chapters. The second effect can bring more mixing into the
bottom layer during periods of small flows due to shear caused by offshore flow.
Secondly, the existence of the nepheloid layer extends the residence time of
pollutants and nutrients in the water column by reintroducing previously settled
particulates into the water column. The adsorbed nutrients and organic pollutants can
desorb and enter into the water column during the resuspension. It was found in Lake
Superior, for instance, that the resuspension events in the summer increases PCB burden
in the water column by 50% (Baker et al. 1985). Therefore, ignoring resuspension and the
nepheloid layer in the analysis of the previous chapters could have underestimated the
fluxes.
Thirdly, the nepheloid layer is closer to surficial sediments than the surface water
in terms of chemical composition (Eadie et al. 1984) and the biological reaction rates are
possibly faster than in the water column. Therefore, to simulate water quality in stratified
lake using box-type models, it might be worth differentiating the nepheloid layer from the
rest of the hypoliminium.
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7.2 The impact of periodic flows on other mass transport mechanisms
In Chapter 3, I explored the impact of the periodic flows on diffusive flux.
However, diffusive flux is just one out of several pathways by which nutrients or
contaminants are transferred from sediment into the water column. Another important
pathway for adsorbing contaminants is the resuspension of the sediment particles and the
subsequent desorption of the contaminants. Periodic flows might play a role when the
peak velocity causes the bottom stress to exceed the critical erosional stress, or when an
uneven surface is encountered, causing burst events to suspend the sediment particles
(Gloor et al. 1994).
Moreover, the resuspension and resettling of particles periodically wipe out the
concentration gradient in the top sediment layer, which, in turn, may expedite the
diffusive loss of contaminants from the sediment, because the interface concentration is
periodically renewed by deeper sediment.
In addition, due to the change of hydrostatic pressure, periodic flows also affect
groundwater recharge, which might have an impact on contaminant transport. Future
research needs to be carried out in these areas and incorporate those mechanisms in
sediment-water flux model.

7.3 Improvements to be made in Huni2K
Several improvements can be made in Huni2K to make it more comprehensive
and versatile.
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First, the current pH and alkalinity module in Huni2K is not complete, as it does
not include a comprehensive accounting of major cations and anions in the sediments. To
do that, the dissolution of minerals, such as calcites, need to be included.
Second, current Crank-Nicolson solvers for PDEs can be revised for depth
dependent coefficients. For example, if the porosity data from a particular project display
depth dependency, then compaction needs to be included. Based on Eqs. (5-2) and (5-3),
the burial velocities of the pore water and sediment particles are different and both of
them vary with depth. Another example is depth dependent bioturbation coefficients,
which were proposed by a few studies (Boudreau 1986b; Wang and Van Cappellen
1996). Incorporating depth dependent coefficients would make the software more
versatile for sites with different sediment properties.
Third, auto-calibration tools can be integrated into Huni2K to help search for
parameters. Open source VBA code PIKAIA2 that uses genetic algorithm for
optimization can potentially be included in Huni2K. The key is to convert Huni2K codes
into a function that outputs the sum of the squares of the residuals between measured data
and model fitting outcome. Then, PIKAIA will repetitively call this function to find the
global optimum through the evolutionary algorithm.
Last but not least, Huni2K needs a comprehensive dataset from a lake site for
calibration and validation. Calibration on POM profile in Chapter 5 shows that the model
is able to capture the POM depositing patterns seen in the nature. Future research should

2

Downloadable at http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/eap/models.html
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focus on whether the existing kinetic parameters for REDOX reactions can characterize
pore water profiles.

7.4 Modeling of methane gas fate and transport
In Huni2K, methane gas is assumed to escape from the sediment immediately
after bubbles are formed. This is an idealization based on the relatively large rising
velocity of bubbles in the sediment, compared to other processes and the relatively small
depth of methane ebullition compared to water column.
In fact, the formation and rising of methane bubbles in the sediments is a rather
complicated process. Boudreau et al. (2001) developed a model that describes the growth
of a spherical bubble assuming that the sediment response to growth could be neglected.
Later, Boudreau (2012), through CT scans, shows that bubbles formed near the sediment
surface are not ideal spheres but thin, irregular disks (or flat bubbles) that form by
pressing and fracturing the soft sediments. Because of the favorable surface-to-volume
ratio of these flattened bubbles, the growth rates can exceed that of a spherical bubble. In
addition, the mechanistic property of the sediments can determine the migration of the
bubbles (Boudreau et al. 2005). There are two ways of gas migration: capillary invasion
and fracturing. Coarse-grain sediments favor capillary invasion, while fracturing
dominates fine-grain media (Jain and Juanes 2009). Methane ebullition was also found to
be correlated with the change in hydrostatic pressure (Martens and Klump 1980).
Scandella et al. (2011) hypothesized that the change in hydrostatic pressure, which
promotes the dilation of near-vertical conduits, is the primary mechanism controlling the
release of methane gas bubbles through sediment. They proposed a single parameter
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conduit dilation model to simulate the average gas venting behavior in Upper Mystic
Lake and successfully predicted the magnitudes of methane gas fluxes from the sediment.
When methane gas bubbles enter into the water column, gas exchange would
occur at the bubble surface and result the full dissolution of bubbles before they escape
into the atmosphere. Therefore, for the purpose of modeling methane gas fluxes
eventually entering the atmosphere, it is necessary to model the transport and mass
exchange of gas bubbles in the water column. There are well defined parameters from a
single bubble model that we can possibly use to model the entire bubble phase. The
parameterization discussed by Leifer & Patro (2002) is summarized below.
First, two film theory can be used to describe the gas exchange at bubble surface,
but mass transfer is effectively liquid side controlled due to the low solubility of the
gases. Therefore, the flux in mass unit across a single bubble’s surface, based on Fick’s
Law, is,
F  k L  C  1000 PB K H ' M   k L  C  Cg 

(5-140)

where F is flux in mass unit, k L is liquid side mass transfer coefficient [m/d], C is the
local concentration in the water that is in contact with the bubble, PB is the pressure in the
bubble, which is the sum of atmospheric pressure, hydrostatic pressure and Laplace
pressure due to surface tension ( PB  PA   w gz  2


r

). Laplace pressure is negligible for

bubble radius greater than 15m (Leifer and Patro 2002). Note if there are several
dominating gases in the bubble, partial pressure needs to replace total pressure to
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calculate each gas species. kL can be correlated to bubble rising velocity and bubble size
using empirical equations summarized by Zheng & Yapa (2002).
Second, the size of the bubble decides the amount of mass transferred through the
bubble surface. As gas exchange occurs, the bubbles reduce in size due to the loss of
mass. Based on the change in bubble’s pressure and bubble’s mass, the change in bubble
size can be derived from the Ideal Gas Law by taking the derivative with regard to t on
the two sides of PBV  NRT . The final expression is,
1
r
z 
 RT m
 r
  w g  3  PA   w gz   4 / r 
3
t
t 
 4 / 3 r t

(5-141)

where ρw is the density of water, r is the radius of the bubble and m is the mass in the
bubble. The change of mass within the bubble,

m
, can be obtained by integrating Eq
t

(5-140) over the bubbles surface,

dm
 4 r 2 kL  C  Cg 
dt

(5-142)

z
in Eq. (5-141) is equal to the bubble’s rising velocity VB , which is the third
t
essential parameter to model a single bubble. VB is affected by many factors, such as the
shape of the bubble and whether the bubble is clean or dirty. The Hadamard-Rybczinsky
solution generalized from Stoke’s Law is used for VB (Levich 1984),
2
2 gr   w   g   1   
VB 


3
B
 2  3 

(5-143)
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where ρg is the bubble gas density, µB is the bulk viscosity, and κ is the kinematic
viscosity ratio νg/ν with κ = 0, ∞ for clean and dirty bubbles, respectively. Because the
size of the bubbles decreases as they rise, the bubble’s rising velocity also diminishes
until all gases are dissolved in water or the bubbles escape into the air.
It can be seen from the above that modeling a single bubble requires solving a few
coupled partial differential equations, which is numerically intensive. To integrate a
bubble phase model with water quality models, we need to scale down the complexity of
bubble modeling, but still provide reasonable estimation on escaping gas flux and the
mass transfer flux between dissolved phase and bubble phase.
One way to do that is to consider all bubbles as one continuous gaseous phase.
The parameterization of a single bubble model discussed above indicates that there are
two features need to be captured if we want to model bubbles as a continuous gas phase.
First, gas phase exchanges mass with the dissolved phase; and second, the steady-state
rising velocity of the gas phase is likely to be depth dependent, with higher values near
the bottom of the water column and lower values near the top. How to quantify or
calibrate to obtain these parameters are interesting future research topics.
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Appendix I. Friction Velocity Derivation for Seiches and
Tidal Flows
Friction Velocity for Seiches
The analytical solution for flow due to an oscillating pressure gradient near a
plane rigid plate can be derived from the Stokes Boundary Layer solution (Phillips 1977).
The flow velocity at distance z from the bottom is expressed as,
u  z , t   U 0 cos t   e  kz cos t  kz  

(A.1)

where  is the angular frequency of the motion and k is wavenumber in vertical
direction and k 


.
2

So, the bed shear stress can be calculated,

0  

du
dz

z 0



  2U 0 k  sin  t  
4


(A.2)

Since the bed shear stress is expressed as  0   u*2 , the absolute value of the friction
velocity is obtained,

u*  t  



2U 0 k sin  t  
4


(A.3)

where  is the kinematic viscosity.
In this study, phase shift is not important. So the bottom friction velocity can be written
as,
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u*  t   u*max sin t 

(A.4)

Friction Velocity for Tidal Flows
The flow field for tidal flows can be approximated in proximity of the bed as the
superposition of a laminar flow and the oscillating flow. Accordingly, the flow velocity
can be expressed as,

( )

u z,t =

U1
z +U 0 éëcos wt - e -kz cos wt - kz ùû
d

( )

(

)

(A.5)

where U1 is the velocity component from the steady river flow at a suitable distance d
from the bottom.
So, the bed shear stress is,

t0 = m

æ
U
du
pö
= m 1 - 2U 0 k m sin çw t - ÷
dz z=0
d
4ø
è

(A.6)

and the friction velocity is,

()

u* t = n

æ
U1
pö
- 2U 0 kn sin çwt - ÷
d
4ø
è

(A.7)

If one neglects the phase shift, Eq. (A.7) can be written in a simpler form as,

u* (t ) 

2
u*2r  u*max
sin t 

(A.8)
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where u*max is the amplitude of the friction velocity fluctuation caused by the tide [cm/s],
and u*r is the component of friction velocity caused by the river flow.
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Appendix II. Main VBA module of Huni2K
Option Explicit
Sub SedCalcNum(t, steadystate, lay, u, up, ugp, Js, Cw, Cwp, Ds, beta, sp, kp, Sgp, BEN_STRp,
Dbp, dp, _
JPOCinfluxp, JPONinfluxp, JPOPinfluxp, JTPinfluxp, POCp, PONp, POPp, TracerPp, cp,
Cgp, Alkp, _
flux, gasflux, JCnet, JNnet, JPnet, JSnet, JTracerPnet, JTracerSnet, JTracerMnet)
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer
Dim e(150) As Double, f(150) As Double, g(150) As Double, r(150) As Double
Dim fd0(1 To 12) As Double
Dim d(1 To 12, 150) As Double
'POM diagenesis
Dim POC(3, 150) As Double, PON(3, 150) As Double, POP(3, 150) As Double, TracerP(3, 150)
As Double
Dim k_TracerP(3) As Double, JTPinflux(3) As Double
Dim POCtemp(150) As Double, PONtemp(150) As Double, POPtemp(150) As Double
Dim JPOC(3) As Double, JPON(3) As Double, JPOP(3) As Double
Dim JPOCinflux(3) As Double, JPONinflux(3) As Double, JPOPinflux(3) As Double
Dim c(12, 150) As Double, cg(3, 150) As Double
Dim s(12, 150) As Double, k(12, 150) As Double, kg(3, 150) As Double, Sg(3, 150) As Double
Dim NH4(150) As Double, H2S(150) As Double, PO4(150) As Double
'Dim D_n(150) As Double, D_s(150) As Double, D_p(150) As Double
'Dim Dp_n(150) As Double, Dp_s(150) As Double, Dp_p(150) As Double
'Intermediate reaction expression
Dim DOC_O2(150) As Double, DOC_NO3(150) As Double, DOC_SO4(150) As Double,
DOC_CH4(150) As Double
Dim CH4_O2(150) As Double, CH4_NO3(150) As Double, CH4_SO4(150) As Double
Dim H2S_O2(150) As Double, NH4_O2(150) As Double
Dim BEN_STR As Double, BEN_STR_MAX As Double, Db(150) As Double
Dim JTPout As Double, JTPin As Double, JPOCout As Double, JPOCin As Double, JPONout As
Double, JPONin As Double, JPOPout As Double, JPOPin As Double
'<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
' UPDATE CONCENTRATIONS
'>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
'Update concentration
For j = 0 To n
For i = 1 To 3
POC(i, j) = POCp(i, j): PON(i, j) = PONp(i, j): POP(i, j) = POPp(i, j)
TracerP(i, j) = TracerPp(i, j)
Next i
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
c(i, j) = cp(i, j)
s(i, j) = sp(i, j)
Next i
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For i = 1 To gnsv
cg(i, j) = Cgp(i, j)
Sg(i, j) = Sgp(i, j)
Next i
Next j
'unit [g/m3]
'<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
' Diffusivity [m2/d]
'>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
'Benthic stress changes with overlying oxygen concentration
BEN_STR = (BEN_STRp + tc * (KM_O2_DB / (KM_O2_DB + Cw(1)))) / (1# + tc *
kBEN_STR)
If steadystate Then
BEN_STR = 0#
End If
BEN_STR_MAX = max(BEN_STR, BEN_STR_MAX)
' The bioturbation coefficient is considered to be spatially constant within the benthic zone and
zero below
For j = 0 To ben
Db(j) = Dbsbase * ThtaDB ^ (TS - 20) * Js / JsR * Cw(1) / (KM_O2_DB + Cw(1)) * (1# kBEN_STR * BEN_STR_MAX)
Next j
For j = ben + 1 To n
Db(j) = 0
Next j
For j = 0 To n
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
d(i, j) = Ds(i) + Dbwbase * ThtaDB ^ (TS - 20)
Next i
Next j
If up = 0 Then
up = 0
End If
For j = 0 To n
d(2, j) = fdn(j) * (Ds(2) + Dbwbase) + fpn(j) * Db(j) 'total diffusivity for ammonium
d(5, j) = fds(j) * (Ds(5) + Dbwbase) + fps(j) * Db(j) 'total diffusivity for sulfide
d(9, j) = fdp(j) * (Ds(9) + Dbwbase) + fpp(j) * Db(j) ' total diffusivity for phosphate
Next j
For j = 0 To n
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
If dp(i, j) = 0 Then
dp(i, j) = d(i, j)
End If
If Dbp(j) = 0 Then
Dbp(j) = Db(j)
End If
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Next i
Next j
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
fd0(i) = 1
Next i
fd0(2) = fdn(0)
fd0(5) = fds(0)
fd0(9) = fdp(0)

'<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
' INDIVIDUAL CONSTITUENTS
'>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
' :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: BEGIN Particulate Organic Matter diagenesis:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
For i = 1 To 3
JPOCinflux(i) = 0.1 * 5.68 * fc(i) * 1.4
JPONinflux(i) = 0.1 * fn(i) * 1.4
JPOPinflux(i) = 0.1 * 5.68 / 41 * fp(i) * 1.4
Next i
Call solids(steadystate, Db, Dbp, k_POC, u, up, POC, POCp, JPOCinflux, JPOCinfluxp)
Call solids(steadystate, Db, Dbp, k_PON, u, up, PON, PONp, JPONinflux, JPONinfluxp)
Call solids(steadystate, Db, Dbp, k_POP, u, up, POP, POPp, JPOPinflux, JPOPinfluxp)
''Tracer test
'For i = 1 To 3
' k_TracerP(i) = 0
' JTPinflux(i) = 1 '/ (1 - phi) / rhos '[m/d]
'Next i
'
'Call solids(steadystate, Db, Dbp, k_TracerP, u, up, TracerP, TracerPp, JTPinflux, JTPinfluxp)
''Compute diagenesis fluxes
For j = 0 To n
s(10, j) = 0: s(2, j) = 0: s(9, j) = 0
Next j
'
For j = 0 To n
For i = 1 To 3
s(10, j) = s(10, j) + k_POC(i) * POC(i, j) '* (1 - phi) * rhos '[gC/m3 Sediment volume/d]
s(2, j) = s(2, j) + k_PON(i) * PON(i, j) ' * (1 - phi) * rhos '[gN/m3S/d]
s(9, j) = s(9, j) + k_POP(i) * POP(i, j) '* (1 - phi) * rhos
'[gP/m3S/d]
Next i
Next j
'
'
''=================Define reaction terms===================
'' all concentration is bulk sediment concentration
For j = 0 To n
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NH4_O2(j) = kNH4 * ThtaNH4 ^ (TS - 20) / (k_so + c(1, j))
H2S_O2(j) = (fds(j) * kH2Sd + fps(j) * kH2Sp) * ThtaH2S ^ (TS - 20) / (k_so + c(1, j))
CH4_O2(j) = kCH4 * ThtaCH4 ^ (TS - 20) / (k_so + c(1, j))
DOC_O2(j) = kDOC * ThtaDOC ^ (TS - 20) / (k_so + c(10, j))
DOC_NO3(j) = kDOC * ThtaDOC ^ (TS - 20) * k_io / (k_io + c(1, j)) / (k_sn + c(3, j))
DOC_SO4(j) = kDOC * ThtaDOC ^ (TS - 20) * k_io / (k_io + c(1, j)) * k_in / (k_in + c(3, j)) /
(k_ss + c(6, j))
DOC_CH4(j) = kDOC * ThtaDOC ^ (TS - 20) * k_io / (k_io + c(1, j)) * k_in / (k_in + c(3, j)) *
k_is / (k_is + c(6, j))
CH4_NO3(j) = kCH4 * ThtaCH4 ^ (TS - 20) / (k_sn + c(3, j)) * k_io / (k_io + c(1, j))
CH4_SO4(j) = kCH4 * ThtaCH4 ^ (TS - 20) / (k_ss + c(6, j)) * k_io / (k_io + c(1, j)) * k_in /
(k_in + c(3, j))
k(1, j) = DOC_O2(j) * c(10, j) + r_on * NH4_O2(j) * c(2, j) + r_os * H2S_O2(j) * c(5, j) _
+ r_om * CH4_O2(j) * c(7, j)
s(1, j) = 0
k(2, j) = NH4_O2(j) * c(1, j)
s(3, j) = k(2, j) * c(2, j)
k(3, j) = r_nc * DOC_NO3(j) * c(10, j) + r_nm * CH4_NO3(j) * c(7, j)
k(4, j) = 0 'k_cg * (-(c(4, j) >= ccrit(1))) ' incorporating gas exchange
s(4, j) = k(3, j) * c(3, j) '+ k_cg * ccrit(1) * (-(c(4, j) >= ccrit(1)))
k(5, j) = H2S_O2(j) * c(1, j)
k(6, j) = r_sc * DOC_SO4(j) * c(10, j) + r_sm * CH4_SO4(j) * c(7, j)
s(6, j) = k(5, j) * c(5, j)
s(5, j) = k(6, j) * c(6, j)
k(7, j) = CH4_O2(j) * c(1, j) + CH4_NO3(j) * c(3, j) + CH4_SO4(j) * c(6, j) '+ k_cg * (-(c(7,
j) >= ccrit(2)))
s(7, j) = r_mc * DOC_CH4(j) * c(10, j) '+ k_cg * ccrit(2) * (-(c(7, j) >= ccrit(2)))
k(8, j) = 0 'k_cg * (-(c(8, j) >= ccrit(3)))
s(8, j) = DOC_O2(j) * c(10, j) * c(1, j) + DOC_NO3(j) * c(3, j) * c(10, j) _
+ DOC_SO4(j) * c(10, j) * c(6, j) + k(7, j) * c(7, j) + s(7, j) _
'+ k_cg * ccrit(3) * (-(c(8, j) >= ccrit(3)))
k(9, j) = 0
k(10, j) = DOC_O2(j) * c(1, j) + DOC_NO3(j) * c(3, j) + DOC_SO4(j) * c(6, j) _
+ DOC_CH4(j)
k(12, j) = 0 ' tracer of solutes
s(12, j) = 0
k(11, j) = 0 ' tracer of adsorptive species
s(11, j) = 0
Next j

For i = 1 To 3
Call solidandsolutes(steadystate, i, d, dp, fd0, k, kp, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, s, sp, c, cp)
'calculate concentration profile [g/m3 bulk sediment]
Next i
Call solidandsolutes(steadystate, 4, d, dp, fd0, k, kp, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, s, sp, c, cp)
'calculate concentration profile [g/m3 bulk sediment]
Call bubbling(4, 1, c, ccrit, Cw, s, k, gasflux)
For i = 5 To 6
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Call solidandsolutes(steadystate, i, d, dp, fd0, k, kp, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, s, sp, c, cp)
'calculate concentration profile [g/m3 bulk sediment]
Next i
Call solidandsolutes(steadystate, 7, d, dp, fd0, k, kp, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, s, sp, c, cp)
'calculate concentration profile [g/m3 bulk sediment]
Call bubbling(7, 2, c, ccrit, Cw, s, k, gasflux)
Call solidandsolutes(steadystate, 8, d, dp, fd0, k, kp, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, s, sp, c, cp)
'calculate concentration profile [g/m3 bulk sediment]
Call bubbling(8, 3, c, ccrit, Cw, s, k, gasflux)
For i = 9 To 12
Call solidandsolutes(steadystate, i, d, dp, fd0, k, kp, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, s, sp, c, cp)
'calculate concentration profile [g/m3 bulk sediment]
Next i
'
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
flux(i) = beta(i) * (Cw(i) - c(i, 0) * fd0(i) / phi) ' compute flux
Next i
'For j = 1 To n
' Alkp(j) = Alkp(j) + ((k(3, j) * c(3, j) - s(3, j)) / 14 + (k(6, j) * c(6, j) - s(6, j)) * 2 / 32) / 1000
'Next j
'trapezoidal rule to numerical integrate DOC consumption rate of different pathways
Dim DOC_O2path As Double, DOC_NO3path As Double, DOC_SO4path As Double,
DOC_CH4path As Double
Dim CH4_O2path As Double, CH4_NO3path As Double, CH4_SO4path As Double
DOC_O2path = 0: DOC_NO3path = 0: DOC_SO4path = 0: DOC_CH4path = 0
CH4_O2path = 0: CH4_NO3path = 0: CH4_SO4path = 0

'':::::::::::::::::::::::::::: BEGIN Flux balance check::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
'Tracer for solids
JTPout = 0
JTPin = 0
For i = 1 To 3
JTPout = JTPout + u * TracerP(i, n) '* rhos * (1 - phi)
JTPin = JTPin + JTPinflux(i) '* rhos * (1 - phi)
Next i
JTracerPnet = JTPin - JTPout
'TracerS
JTracerSnet = flux(12) - u * c(12, n)
'TracerM
JTracerMnet = flux(11) - u * c(11, n)
' Carbon
JPOCout = 0
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JPOCin = 0
For i = 1 To 3
JPOCout = JPOCout + u * POC(i, n) ' * rhos * (1 - phi)
JPOCin = JPOCin + JPOCinflux(i) '* rhos * (1 - phi)
Next i
JCnet = JPOCin - JPOCout + flux(7) + flux(8) + flux(10) - u * (c(7, n) + c(8, n) + c(10, n)) +
gasflux(2) + gasflux(3)

' Nitrogen
JPONout = 0
JPONin = 0
For i = 1 To 3
JPONout = JPONout + u * PON(i, n) ' * rhos * (1 - phi)
JPONin = JPONin + JPONinflux(i) '* rhos * (1 - phi)
Next i
JNnet = JPONin - JPONout - u * (c(2, n) + c(3, n) + c(4, n)) + flux(2) + flux(3) + flux(4) +
gasflux(1)
'Phosphorous
JPOPin = 0
JPOPout = 0
For i = 1 To 3
JPOPin = JPOPin + JPOPinflux(i) '* (1 - phi) * rhos
JPOPout = JPOPout + u * POP(i, n) ' * (1 - phi) * rhos
Next i
JPnet = JPOPin - JPOPout + flux(9) - u * c(9, n)

'Sulfur
JSnet = flux(5) + flux(6) - u * (c(6, n) + c(5, n))
''record current step concentration and free the variable
up = u
'ugp = ug
For j = 0 To n
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
kp(i, j) = k(i, j)
sp(i, j) = s(i, j)
cp(i, j) = c(i, j)
dp(i, j) = d(i, j)
Next i
For i = 1 To 3
Cgp(i, j) = cg(i, j)
Next i
Dbp(j) = Db(j)
Next j
For i = 1 To nsv - 1
Cwp(i) = Cw(i)
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Next i
For i = 1 To 3
JPOCinfluxp(i) = JPOCinflux(i)
JPONinfluxp(i) = JPONinflux(i)
JPOPinfluxp(i) = JPOPinflux(i)
JTPinfluxp(i) = JTPinflux(i)
Next i
For j = 0 To n
For i = 1 To 3
POCp(i, j) = POC(i, j)
PONp(i, j) = PON(i, j)
POPp(i, j) = POP(i, j)
TracerPp(i, j) = TracerP(i, j)
Next i
Next j
BEN_STRp = BEN_STR
End Sub
Function max(x, y)
If y > x Then
max = y
Else
max = x
End If
End Function
Function Min(x, y)
If y > x Then
Min = x
Else
Min = y
End If
End Function
Sub solids(steadystate, Db, Dbp, k, u, up, c, cp, Jin, Jinp)
'This sub is used to calculate the concentration profile of the particulates
Dim j As Integer, i As Integer, nn As Integer
Dim e(150) As Double, f(150) As Double, g(150) As Double, r(150) As Double
Dim ctemp(150) As Double, ctempn(151) As Double, zn(151) As Double
For i = 1 To 3
'top 0.1 m with diffusion, adevection and reaction (diffusion dominant), finite difference
(centered diff)
If Db(1) <> 0 Then 'diffusion dominated system
For j = 1 To ben - 1
e(j) = (2 * Db(j) + H(j + 1) * u) / H(j) / (H(j) + H(j + 1))
Next j
e(ben) = 2 * Db(ben) / H(ben) ^ 2
g(0) = 2 * Db(0) / H(1) ^ 2
For j = 1 To ben - 1
g(j) = (2 * Db(j) - H(j) * u) / H(j + 1) / (H(j) + H(j + 1))
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Next j
If steadystate Then
f(0) = -2 * u / H(1) - 2 * Db(0) / H(1) ^ 2 - u ^ 2 / Db(0) - k(i)
For j = 1 To ben - 1
f(j) = (-2 * Db(j) + (H(j) - H(j + 1)) * u) / H(j) / H(j + 1) - k(i)
Next j
f(ben) = -2 * Db(ben) / H(ben) ^ 2 - k(i)
r(0) = -(u / Db(0) + 2 / H(1)) * Jin(i)
For j = 1 To ben
r(j) = 0
Next j
Else
f(0) = -2 * u / H(1) - 2 * Db(0) / H(1) ^ 2 - u ^ 2 / Db(0) - k(i) - 2 / tc
For j = 1 To ben - 1
f(j) = (-2 * Db(j) + (H(j) - H(j + 1)) * u) / H(j) / H(j + 1) - k(i) - 2 / tc
Next j
f(ben) = -2 * Db(ben) / H(ben) ^ 2 - 2 / tc
r(0) = -(u / Db(0) + 2 / H(1)) * Jin(i) - (u / Db(0) + 2 / H(1)) * Jinp(i) - (f(0) + 4 / tc) * cp(i, 0)
- g(0) * cp(i, 1)
For j = 1 To ben - 1
r(j) = -e(j) * cp(i, j - 1) - (f(j) + 4 / tc) * cp(i, j) - g(j) * cp(i, j + 1)
Next j
r(ben) = -e(ben) * cp(i, ben - 1) - (f(ben) + 4 / tc) * cp(i, ben)
End If
Call Thomasa2(e, f, g, r, ben, ctemp)
'x>0.1m with only reaction and diffusion,method of characteristics
If steadystate Then
For j = ben + 1 To n
ctemp(j) = ctemp(ben) * Exp(-k(i) / u * (z(j) - z(ben)))
Next j
Else
nn = n + 1
ctempn(1) = ctemp(ben)
zn(0) = z(ben) 'modified the origianl code
For j = 1 To nn - ben
zn(j) = z(ben + j - 1) + u * tc
ctempn(j) = cp(i, ben + j - 1) * Exp(-k(i) * tc)
If zn(j) > HT Then
Exit For
End If
Next j
'use linear interpolation to obtain POM concentration on solutes grids
For j = ben + 1 To n
ctemp(j) = Interp(zn, ctempn, nn - ben, z(j), 1)
Next j
End If
For j = 0 To n
c(i, j) = ctemp(j)
Next j
Else 'burial only
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c(i, 0) = Jin(i) / u
ctempn(0) = c(i, 0)
If steadystate Then
For j = 1 To n
c(i, j) = c(i, 0) * Exp(-k(i) / u * z(j))
Next j
Else
nn = n + 1
zn(0) = 0
For j = 1 To nn
zn(j) = z(j - 1) + u * tc
ctempn(j) = cp(i, j - 1) * Exp(-k(i) * tc)
If zn(j) > HT Then
Exit For
End If
Next j
'use linear interpolation to obtain POM concentration on solutes grids
For j = 1 To n
c(i, j) = Interp(zn, ctempn, nn, z(j), 0)
Next j
End If
End If
Next i
End Sub

Sub solidandsolutes(steadystate, sv, diff, diffp, fd0, rate, ratep, H, u, up, beta, Cw, Cwp, source,
sourcep, conc, concp)
'this sub is used to calculate the concentration profile of dissolved and adsorptive species
Dim j As Integer
Dim e(150) As Double, f(150) As Double, g(150) As Double, r(150) As Double
Dim ctemp(150) As Double
Dim s(150) As Double, sp(150) As Double, k(150) As Double, kp(150) As Double, c(150) As
Double, cp(150) As Double
Dim d(150) As Double, dp(150) As Double
For j = 0 To n
d(j) = diff(sv, j)
dp(j) = diffp(sv, j)
s(j) = source(sv, j)
sp(j) = sourcep(sv, j)
k(j) = rate(sv, j)
kp(j) = ratep(sv, j)
cp(j) = concp(sv, j)
Next
For j = 1 To n - 1
e(j) = (2 * d(j) + u * H(j + 1)) / H(j) / (H(j) + H(j + 1))
Next j
e(n) = 2 * d(n) / H(n) ^ 2
g(0) = 2 * d(0) / H(1) ^ 2
For j = 1 To n - 1
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g(j) = (2 * d(j) - u * H(j)) / H(j + 1) / (H(j) + H(j + 1))
Next j
e(ben) = d(ben) / H(ben)
g(ben) = d(ben + 1) / H(ben + 1)
'e(ben) = d(ben) / d(ben + 1) * H(ben + 1) / H(ben)
'g(ben) = 1
If steadystate Then
f(0) = -(2 / H(1) + u / d(0)) * (beta(sv) * fd0(sv) / phi + u) - 2 * d(0) / H(1) ^ 2 - k(0)
For j = 1 To n - 1
f(j) = (-2 * d(j) + u * (H(j) - H(j + 1))) _
/ H(j) / H(j + 1) - k(j)
Next j
f(n) = -2 * d(n) / H(n) ^ 2 - k(n)
r(0) = -s(0) - (2 / H(1) + u / d(0)) * beta(sv) * Cw(sv)
For j = 1 To n
r(j) = -s(j)
Next j
'r(ben) = 0
' f(ben) = -d(ben) / d(ben + 1) * H(ben + 1) / H(ben) - 1
r(ben) = 0
f(ben) = -(d(ben) / H(ben) + d(ben + 1) / H(ben + 1))
Else
f(0) = -(2 / H(1) + u / d(0)) * (beta(sv) * fd0(sv) / phi + u) - 2 * d(0) / H(1) ^ 2 - k(0) - 2 / tc
For j = 1 To n - 1
f(j) = (-2 * d(j) + u * (H(j) - H(j + 1))) _
/ H(j) / H(j + 1) - k(j) - 2 / tc
Next j
'f(ben) = -d(ben) / d(ben + 1) * H(ben + 1) / H(ben) - 1
f(n) = -2 * d(n) / H(n) ^ 2 - k(n) - 2 / tc
r(0) = -s(0) - (2 / H(1) + u / d(0)) * beta(sv) * Cw(sv) _
- sp(0) - (2 / H(1) + u / d(0)) * beta(sv) * Cwp(sv) _
- (-(2 / H(1) + u / d(0)) * (beta(sv) * fd0(sv) / phi + u) - 2 * d(0) / H(1) ^ 2 - kp(0) + 2 / tc)
* cp(0) _
- g(0) * cp(1)
For j = 1 To n - 1
r(j) = -s(j) - sp(j) - e(j) * cp(j - 1) - ((-2 * d(j) + u * (H(j) - H(j + 1))) _
/ H(j) / H(j + 1) - kp(j) + 2 / tc) * cp(j) - g(j) * cp(j + 1)
Next j
r(n) = -s(n) - sp(n) - e(n) * cp(n - 1) - (-2 * d(n) / H(n) ^ 2 - kp(n) + 2 / tc) * cp(n)
'r(ben) = 0
r(ben) = 0
f(ben) = -(d(ben) / H(ben) + d(ben + 1) / H(ben + 1))
End If
Call Thomasa2(e, f, g, r, n, c)
For j = 0 To n
conc(sv, j) = c(j)
Next j
End Sub
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Sub bubbling(sv, gsv, c, ccrit, Cw, s_C, k_C, gasflux)
Dim j As Integer, l As Integer
l=n+1
For j = n To 0 Step -1
If c(sv, j) >= ccrit(gsv) Then
l=j
End If
Next j
If l > n Then
gasflux(gsv) = 0
ElseIf l > 0 Then
gasflux(gsv) = 0
For j = l To n - 1
gasflux(gsv) = gasflux(gsv) + ((s_C(sv, j) + s_C(sv, j + 1)) / 2 - (k_C(sv, j) + k_C(sv, j + 1)) *
ccrit(gsv) / 2) * H(j + 1)
Next j
gasflux(gsv) = gasflux(gsv) - Ds(sv) * (ccrit(gsv) - c(sv, l - 1)) / H(l)
For j = l To n
c(sv, j) = Min(c(sv, j), ccrit(gsv))
Next j
ElseIf l = 0 Then
gasflux(gsv) = 0
For j = 0 To n - 1
gasflux(gsv) = gasflux(gsv) + ((s_C(sv, j) + s_C(sv, j + 1)) / 2 - (k_C(sv, j) + k_C(sv, j + 1)) *
ccrit(gsv) / 2) * H(j + 1)
Next j
gasflux(gsv) = gasflux(gsv) - beta(sv) * (ccrit(gsv) / phi - Cw(sv))
For j = l To n
c(sv, j) = Min(c(sv, j), ccrit(gsv))
Next j
End If
gasflux(gsv) = -gasflux(gsv)
End Sub
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Appendix III. User Interface of Huni2K
The color code of the user interface is shown below in Table A.1.
Table A-1 Color Code of Huni2K
Parameter Names and Units
User Input Parameters
Data Names and Units
User Input Data
Model Output Names and Units
Model Output Data

The first spreadsheet is the “Main” sheet (Table A-1), where users can input
model name, file name and directory for saving the output of the model run, the water
column information (bottom shear velocity, bottom water temperature, water depth), the
simulated sediment depth (1m by default), and the benthic organic activity depth (0.1m
by default). In addition, users can specify the calculation and print time step, as well as
initial and final simulation time in the same sheet.
Huni2K
Sediment-Water Nutrient Flux Model

Model Info
System ID:
Model Name
File name
Directory where file saved
Time average shear velocity
Water temperature
Water column depth (depth)
Simulated sediment depth
Benthic organism activity depth
Layer of water above sediment
Calculation:
Calculation step
Print step
Initial time
Final time

Multilayer Sediment Model
20Jcin_10SO4
C:\Dropbox\PhD\Lake2K\Multilayer
80.00
20.00
50
1
0.1
Hypo

Run
m/d
o
C
m
m
m

1.00000 day
365.00000 day
1/1/12
1/1/40

Figure A-1 “Main” sheet of Huni2K
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The second spreadsheet is “Parameters” (Figure A-2), which includes sediment
properties such as average density and porosity, adsorption coefficients, as well as
reaction kinetic rates of each species, such as rate constants, inhibition constants and half
saturation constants. Users can change these parameter values for calibration.
Huni2K
Sediment-Water Nutrient Flux Model

Model Parameters
Parameter
Sediment characteristic
Sediment temperature
Sediment dry density (single value)
Average porosity
Burial velocity
Base sediment reworking rate coefficient
Base biodiffusion rate coefficient
Temperature parameter for bioturbation
Reference suspendid solid flux for bioturbation
Benthic stress degradation rate
Oxygen half saturation constant for bioturbation

Value

Particulate Organic Carbon (POC)
Fraction
Degradation/dissolution rate
Temperature parameter for degradation

POC1

Particulate Organic Carbon (PON)
Fraction
Degradation/dissolution rate
Temperature parameter for degradation

PON1

Particulate Organic Carbon (POP)
Fraction
Degradation/dissolution rate
Temperature parameter for degradation

POP1

Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)
DOC oxidation rate
Temperature parameter for DOC oxidation

20.0
2.50E+06
0.75
6.84932E-06
5.00E-04
6.00E-05
1.08
10
0.03
4

Units

Symbol

o

TS
ρs
Ф
w
D B,s,base
D B,w,base
θDB
J SR
k ben
K M,O2,DB

C
g/m3
m/day
m2/d
m2/d
g/m2/d
/d
g/m3

k POC
θ POC

0.65 0.035 /d
1.1 -

k PON
θ PON

POC3
0.2 0.0018 /d
1.15 -

PON2

k POP
θ POP

100 /d
1.079 -

k DOC
θ DOC

k NH4
θ NH4
K d,NH4

Sulfide (H2S)
H2S oxidation rate (dissolved phase)
FeS oxidation rate (particulate phase)
Temperature parameter for sulfide oxidation
Partition coefficient

228
912
1.08
1.00E-04

k H2Sd
k H2Sp
θ H2S
K d,H2S

/d
/d
m3/g

1809 /d
1.079 -

PON3
0.1 0 /d
1POP3
0.2 0.0018 /d
1.15 -

0.15 0 /d
1-

Run

k CH4
θ CH4

Half Saturation Constants
O2 half-saturation constant
NO3 half saturation constant
SO4 half saturation constant

0.5 g/m3
0.1 g/m3
0.05 g/m3

K so
K sn
k ss

Inhibition Constants
O2 inhibition constant
NO3 inhibition constant
SO4 inhibition constant

0.01 g/m3
0.05 g/m3
0.1 g/m3

k io
K in
K is

1.00E-04 m3/g
1.2 0 g/m3

0.15 0 /d
1-

0.25 0.0018 /d
1.15 POP2

0.65 0.035 /d
1.1 -

500 /d
1.123 1.00E-06 m3/g

Phosphorus
Base partition coefficient
Oxygen impact on phosphorus partition
Critical oxygen concentration

If dry density is a depth dependent, use the SedProperties tab
If porosity is a depth dependent, use the SedProperties tab

POC2
0.65 0.035 /d
1.1 -

Ammonium (NH4)
NH4 oxidation (nitrification) rate
Temperature parameter for nitrification
Partition coefficient

Methane (CH4)
CH4 oxidation rate
Temperature parameter for CH4 oxidation

Notes

K d,PO4,base
ΔK d,PO4
O2critPO4

Figure A-2 “Parameters” sheet of Huni2K
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If the dry density of the sediment or porosity of the sediment is depth dependent,
users can fill in the depth dependent values on the third spreadsheet “SedProperties”
(Figure A-3).
Huni2K
Sediment-Water Nutrient Flux Model
Multilayer Sediment Model

Sediment Properties
Depth(m)
Density(g/m3) Depth(m) Porosity (g/m3) Depth(m) Burial Velocity (m/d) Depth(m) Bioturbation (m2/d)
0.000
2.50E+06
0.0
0.9
0.0
1.18E-05
0.0
1.18E-05
1.000
2.50E+06
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.18E-05
1.0
1.18E-05

Figure A-3 Depth dependent sediment properties
The fourth spreadsheet is “WaterColumn” (Figure A-4), which allows users to
input time series data of the immediate water layer above the sediment. “Js” is the
downward flux of solids and the rest are time series water column concentration. Users
can insert as many lines as necessary to input the time series data.

Huni2K
Sediment-Water Nutrient Flux Model

Water Column Concentration and Solids Flux
Date [d]
1/1/2012
5/1/2013
1/1/2014

Js [g/m2-d]
10.0
10.0
10.0

Date [d]
1/1/2012
5/1/2013
1/1/2014

O2w [g/m3]
8.6
8.6
8.6

Date [d]
1/1/2012
5/1/2013
1/1/2014

NH4 [g/m2-d]
15.0
15.0
15.0

Date [d]
1/1/2012
1/1/2014

NO3 [g/m3]
10.0
10.0

Date [d]

N2 [g/m3]

1/1/2012
5/1/2013
1/1/2014

13.2
13.2
13.2

Note #1: this sheet is for users to input time series data on water column concetration (Cw) and downward flux of suspended solids (Js)

Figure A-4 “WaterColumn” sheet of Huni2K
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The fifth sheet “InitialCondition” (Figure A-5) allows users to input the initial
condition of the sediment. Users can provide depth dependent concentration of the
sediment constituents. If no initial condition is available, “Without Initial Condition”
choice should be chosen. The model will be run until quasi-steady state and use the quasisteady state solution as the default initial condition. Depending on the rates data, it will
run for a few model years to a few tens of years to achieve quasi-steady state.
Huni2K
Sediment-Water Nutrient Flux Modeling

Multilayer Sediment Model
Initial Sediment Pore Water Concentration
Is there initial condition?
Depth[m]
POC

Without Initial Condition
Depth[m]
PON
Depth[m]

POP

Depth[m]

O2w [g/m3]Depth[m]

NH4 [g/m2-d]

Figuer A-5 “InitialCondition” sheet of Huni2K
The sixth sheet is “Fluxout”, which is the model calculated results of sedimentwater flux (Figure A-6). Positive values indicate the flux is from water to the sediment
and vice versa. Other than the “Fluxout” sheet, users can also view time and depth
dependent concentration profiles of all the constituents, three tracers and pH. These
sheets are not described in details here.
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Huni2K
Sediment-Water Nutrient Flux Model

Output Fluxes

t
1/1/2012
12/31/2012
12/31/2013
12/31/2014
12/31/2015
12/30/2016
12/30/2017
12/30/2018
12/30/2019
12/29/2020
12/29/2021
12/29/2022
12/29/2023
12/28/2024
12/28/2025
12/28/2026
12/28/2027
12/27/2028
12/27/2029
12/27/2030
12/27/2031
12/26/2032
12/26/2033
12/26/2034
12/26/2035
12/25/2036
12/25/2037
12/25/2038
12/25/2039
1/1/2040

JO2
0.1023
0.0980
0.0984
0.0986
0.0987
0.0987
0.0988
0.0988
0.0989
0.0989
0.0989
0.0989
0.0989
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990
0.0990

JNH4
-0.2241
-0.2269
-0.2265
-0.2264
-0.2264
-0.2264
-0.2265
-0.2266
-0.2267
-0.2267
-0.2268
-0.2269
-0.2269
-0.2269
-0.2270
-0.2270
-0.2271
-0.2271
-0.2271
-0.2271
-0.2271
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272
-0.2272

JNO3
0.0613
0.0599
0.0600
0.0600
0.0600
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601
0.0601

JN2
-0.0628
-0.0615
-0.0616
-0.0616
-0.0616
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617
-0.0617

JH2S
-0.1794
-0.1643
-0.1663
-0.1672
-0.1678
-0.1683
-0.1686
-0.1688
-0.1690
-0.1691
-0.1692
-0.1693
-0.1694
-0.1694
-0.1695
-0.1695
-0.1695
-0.1696
-0.1696
-0.1696
-0.1696
-0.1696
-0.1697
-0.1697
-0.1697
-0.1697
-0.1697
-0.1697
-0.1697
-0.1697

JSO4
0.1891
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814
0.1814

JCH4
-0.5225
-0.2405
-0.2407
-0.2408
-0.2409
-0.2409
-0.2409
-0.2409
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410
-0.2410

JCO2
-0.7674
-0.7489
-0.7460
-0.7453
-0.7451
-0.7452
-0.7453
-0.7455
-0.7456
-0.7458
-0.7460
-0.7461
-0.7462
-0.7463
-0.7464
-0.7465
-0.7465
-0.7466
-0.7467
-0.7467
-0.7467
-0.7467
-0.7468
-0.7468
-0.7468
-0.7468
-0.7468
-0.7468
-0.7468
-0.7468

JPO4
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222
-0.0222

JDOC
-0.4178
-0.4731
-0.4735
-0.4736
-0.4736
-0.4736
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737
-0.4737

JN2gas
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

JCH4gas
-0.1292
-0.2745
-0.2755
-0.2765
-0.2773
-0.2781
-0.2787
-0.2793
-0.2797
-0.2801
-0.2805
-0.2808
-0.2810
-0.2812
-0.2814
-0.2816
-0.2817
-0.2818
-0.2819
-0.2820
-0.2821
-0.2821
-0.2822
-0.2822
-0.2822
-0.2823
-0.2823
-0.2823
-0.2823
-0.2823

JCO2gas
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Figure A-6 “Fluxout” sheet of Huni2K
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